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v“People usually complain that music is so ambiguous; that it is so doubtful
what they ought to think when they hear it; whereas everyone understands
words. With me it is entirely the converse.... The thoughts which are ex-
pressed to me by a piece of music which I love are not too indefinite to be put
in words, but on the contrary too definite. ”
Felix Mendelssohn
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Procedural content generation for games –the automated creation of
some type of asset– has become increasingly popular in the last decade,
both with academics and game developers. This interest has been mainly
motivated by how complex games have become, requiring a huge amount
of assets to be created to support them. While most focus has been put on
generating levels, textures, and 3D models, there are also examples of ga-
mes that generate music dynamically, which is the focus of this thesis (e.g.
Spore). In games, unlike in traditional linear storytelling media such as nov-
els or films, narrative events unfold in response to player input. Therefore,
the music composer in an interactive environment needs to create music
that is dynamic and non-repetitive. This thesis investigates how to express
emotions and moods in music and how to apply this research to improve
player experience in games. This focus on the emotional expression that
procedurally generated music should express has also been identified by
Collins [1] as one of the missing features that currently prevent procedu-
rally generated music being more widely used in the game industry. The
research therefore focuses on investigating the expression of moods, and
the effect affective music can have on the listener during game play.
In this thesis three systems are described: the METACOMPOSE affective
music generator, its prototype, and a system for co-evolution of improvisa-
tional modules (Primal-Improv). The characteristics of METACOMPOSE are:
(i) expressing different affective states using a variety of AI-techniques, (ii)
generating such music in real-time, and (iii) reacting in real-time to external
stimuli. Its architecture is comprised of three main components: the com-
position generator, the real-time affective music composer and an archive of
compositions. A novel feature of our approach is the separation of compo-
sition and affective interpretation: the system creates abstractions of music
pieces (called compositions) and interprets these in real-time to achieve the
desired affective expression, while simultaneously introducing stochastic
variations. Notably, the abstraction generation component includes a graph
traversal-based chord sequence generator, a search-based melody genera-
tor and a pattern-based accompaniment generator. The melody generation
uses a novel constrained multi-objective evolutionary technique combining
FI-2POP and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II). The
thesis presents the results of several evaluation studies, evaluating both the
design of the systems, their affective expression, and exploring the effects
on player experience when integrating METACOMPOSE with the game of
Checkers.
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Proceduremæssig indholdgeneration for videospil – den automatiske
skabelse af nogle typer assets har opnået en stigende popularitet indenfor
det sidste årti, både akademisk og hos spiludviklere. Motivationen bag
stammer fra hvor komplekse videospil er blevet, da der kræves en un-
derbyggelse af store mængder assets. Selvom størstedelen har fokus på at
generere levels, teksturer og 3D modeller, har der også været eksempler på
spil der dynamisk har kunnet generere musik. Dette er hvad denne afhan-
dling vil fokusere på. I modsætning til traditionelt lineær historiefortælling
i medier såsom bøger og film, så udfolder narrative begivenheder i spil sig
som respons til spillerens handlinger. Derfor er der behov for, at musik
komponisten, i et interaktivt miljø, skaber musik som er dynamisk og ikke
gentagende. Denne afhandling undersøger hvordan man kan udtrykke
følelser og humør i musik, og hvordan man kan anvende denne forskn-
ing til at forbedre spilleroplevelsen i videospil. Fokus på det følelsesmæs-
sige udtryk, som proceduelt genereret musik kan skabe, er blevet identifi-
ceret af Collins [1], som værende en af de manglende funktioner der på nu-
værende tidspunkt forhindrer proceduelt genereret musik i at blive brugt
oftere i spilindustrien. Denne forskning fokuserer derfor på at undersøge
udtrykkelsen af humør, og den effekt affektiv musik kan have på spilleren
under spillet.
I denne afhandling er tre systemer beskrevet: the METACOMPOSE af-
fektive musik generator, dens prototype, og et system for co-evolution af
improviseret moduler (Primal-Improv). Karakteristikkerne af METACOM-
POSE er: (i) at udtrykke forskellige affektive stadier ved brug af et assor-
timent af AI-teknikker, (ii) generer sådant musik i realtid, og (iii) reagerer
i realtid til eksterne stimuli. Dens arkitektur består af tre hovedkompo-
nenter: komposition-generatoren, den i realtid affektive musik kompon-
ist og et arkiv af kompositioner. En innovativ funktion af vores tilgang er
adskillelsen af komposition og den affektive fortolkning: systemet skaber
abstraktioner af musikstykker (kaldet kompositioner), og fortolker disse i re-
altid for at opnå den ønsket affektive udtrykkelse, mens den samtidig intro-
ducerer stokastiske variationer. Bemærkelsesværdigt er det, at komponen-
ten for abstraktionsgeneration inkluderer en graf-baseret akkordsekvens-
generator, en søgningsbaseret melodigenerator og en mønstre-baseret akkom-
pagnementgenerator. Denne melodigenerator benytter en nyskabende be-
grænset multi-objektive evolutionsteknik, der kombinerer FI-2POP og Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II). Denne afhandling præsen-
terer resultatet af adskillige evalueringsstudier, der både har undersøgt sys-
temets design, dets affektive udtrykkelse og udforsket effekten det har haft
på spiloplevelsen når METACOMPOSE er integreret i spillet Dam.
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Introduction
The game “The Witcher 3" (CD Project RED, 2015), a fantasy role
playing game based on the novels by Polish author Andrzej Sap-
kowski, has been hailed as one of the best games of the last few years.
The game has a very long and complex story which puts the player
in front of non-trivial choices with long lasting consequences. While
the music produced for the game is also of very high quality, as I was
10 to 20 hours in the game, my immersion started getting broken by
the same tracks being repeated all over. Is it possible that in every inn
the same music is always played? Another issue that should be high-
lighted is the transitions between different pieces, which can be detri-
mental to immersion if not dealt with properly. In commercial games
transitions are often achieved using simple crossfade, or a sound ef-
fect to mask the transition (e.g. an explosion, or alarm) [2]. More
high-budget projects can also have a set of intro/outro to each piece
and specific transitions written between pieces but, as you can imag-
ine, this approach greatly increases the complexity and the amount
of music that the composer has to produce, subsequently increasing
production costs.
The many reasons to build computer systems that can compe-
tently generate music: adapting to a dynamic environment, perform-
ing concurrently with a human player, reflecting upon music com-
position practice, and many more [3]. Music can express and evoke
moods and emotions (even music generated algorithmically [4]), yet
expressing affective states is one of the least explored aspects of mu-
sic producing systems. In some cases the main purpose of a music
generation algorithm is to evoke a particular mood. This is espe-
cially true for music generators that form part of highly interactive
systems, such as those supporting computer games. In such systems
a common goal of music generation is to elicit a particular mood that
dynamically suits the current state of the game-play.
Computer games have properties that make them particularly in-
teresting and challenging for this kind of music generation: unlike
traditional sequential media, such as novels or movies, events unfold
in response to player input rather than a linear narrative. Therefore, a
music composer for an interactive environment needs to create music
that is dynamic, while also holding the listener’s interest and avoid-
ing repetition. This applies to a wide range of games although not all;
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for example rhythm games (e.g. Guitar Hero) make use of semi-static
music around which the game-play is constructed [5], [6]. Most com-
mercial games use a range of techniques that consist of either fading
in new tracks (or layers) when some specific event happens (e.g. play
the "combat music" when the player encounters an enemy). These
techniques are not very flexible, as the pieces of music are static hu-
man composed ones and can lead to excessive repetition.
Moreover, creating dynamic music is not enough: music can be
seen as a communication tool and we believe that it is important to
use it to convey meaning. This research explores how to express nar-
rative events through mood expressive music. It is important to note
that in this domain there is not only a predefined narrative, but also
an emergent one dictated by the player’s actions.
We aim to fill what we believe is the gap that is holding proce-
dural music generation back: emotion expression. Karen Collins, a
leading researcher in game audio, has published multiple books on
the topic. In her book Game Sound she identifies affective expression
as one of the lacking features that prevent procedurally generated
music from being more widely used in the game industry [1]. A
number of works have been published in the area of affect, semiotics
and mood-tagging [7]–[9] but our focus lies in the real-time genera-
tion of background music capable of expressing moods.
Music generation for computer games can also be seen as an in-
stance of the experience-driven procedural content generation frame-
work (EDPCG) [10], where the game adaptation mechanism gener-
ates music with a particular mood or affect expression in response to
player actions. As such, this research is also a step forward towards
complete game generation: one of the most complete of these sys-
tems is Angelina [11] but it deals with the music aspect with just a
selection of human composed pieces.
This research does not imply or make a case for the removal of
the composer, but tries to explore how generative music can be used
to create dynamic and adaptive music to improve game experience.
We hope that, through this thesis, game designers will better under-
stand how music can be used to create more compelling experiences,
especially by realizing that, even without using generative music,
adaptive music seems to be better perceived by the players. We also
hope that game music composers will see the potential in creating (at
least partly) generative music systems instead of the current trend of
track mixing, which has a great number of issues and emergent com-
plexity.
1.1 Research Question
Ultimately, the question that this research aims to answer is:
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How can music be automatically generated in games in
order to influence player experience and express affect?
Expecting a definite answer to this question might be asking too
much from a single thesis, as it would require many more studies
than what feasible in the allotted timespan. We have tried to build
up to this question by breaking it up into smaller questions:
Q1 How can different moods be expressed in music in a computa-
tionally feasible and reliable way?
Q2 How can a music generation system create convincing dynamic
music while also expressing different moods?
Q3 How do players react to exposure to such music while playing a
game?
We developed a mood expression theory that maps some mu-
sical features (tempo, volume, timbre, rhythmic strength, regularity and
dissonances) to Russell’s bi-dimensional affective model [12]. We hy-
pothesize that each of the features is connected to either the valence
or the arousal dimension. Both moods and emotions have a strong
role in the game experience: in the same way that it is important for
the music to express the mood of longer playing sequences, emo-
tions should be reflected in the music when a more important event
happens in-game. Emotions are strong affective states that cannot
be continuously be evoked in the player (e.g. if the player feels a
strong sense of elation when overcoming a difficult challenge, be-
ing placed right away in front of another one will probably not have
the same effect), and are best suited for climatic events in narra-
tive/gameplay. Moods, being more diffused, contribute to immer-
sion in longer sections of the game, we decided to focus on this spe-
cific issue because we believe they make up a much larger (tempo-
rally) part of the gameplay experience.
This thesis describes the structure of two music generators which
use our mood expression theory:
• Moody Music Generator: a prototype that produces ambient
semi-random music.
• METACOMPOSE: the final product of this Ph.D. study, it is able
to create music in real-time that can express different mood-
states.
METACOMPOSE presents a novel structure where, to achieve the
flexibility needed to express different moods, an abstraction of music
is generated. These abstractions can be transformed in the complete
score in real-time through an improvisational component consisting
of some algorithms that decide what to play at any given time based
on the abstraction.
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It is important to note that the purpose of METACOMPOSE is to
produce music to be used for background in an interactive/dynamic
experience, as such it does not have to be as complicated and struc-
tured as, for example, a classical piece of music. The music generator
has rather been designed to create small, loopable compositions with
the focus on being able to dynamically change the affective expres-
sion. The moods are directed by an interactive application (e.g. a
game) and the system has to be able to change between expressed
moods fast enough to enable real-time interaction between the user
and the music. The system builds on experience from several earlier
prototypes [13], [14] which experimented with affective expression
using simpler musical structures.
1.2 Main Contributions
This thesis has produced several contributions to the research fields
of algorithmic music and evolutionary computation, summarized
below:
• The formalization of a mood expression theory based on the
manipulation of a relatively small amount of parameters.
• The introduction of Two-population Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (2POP-NSGA). This algorithm combines con-
strained and multi-objective search allowing the search of so-
lutions to problems that don’t have an obvious objective while
giving a degree of control on the evolved individuals through
constraints.
• The introduction of a novel architecture for music generation
that allows for real-time rendering of a music piece with any
kind of affective expression allowed by the theory.
• The exploration of emergent music from co-evolutionary tech-
niques using very simple criteria for evaluation (Primal-Improv).
• The formalization of a novel method of crowdsourcing anno-
tations to characterize control parameters that is based on free
text answers to avoid bias.
1.3 Publications
Eight papers were published while trying to answer the questions
delineated in Section 1.1, which are reported here. Two additional
papers relating to preliminary work done during my Master studies
have been omitted from the list, as they were not part of my Ph.D.
studies [13], [15]. While each of these papers is self-contained and
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addresses a specific problem, their content is the basis of most of the
content of this thesis.
1. Scirea Marco, Julian Togelius, Peter Eklund, and Sebastian Risi.
"Affective Evolutionary Music Composition with MetaCompose"
in the Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines journal
(2017). Included in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
2. Scirea Marco, Peter Eklund, Julian Togelius and Sebastian Risi.
"Can You Feel It? Evaluation of Affective Expression in Mu-
sic Generated by MetaCompose" in Proceedings of the Genetic
and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO) (2017).
Included in Chapter 6.
3. Scirea Marco, Peter Eklund, Julian Togelius and Sebastian Risi.
"Primal-Improv: Towards Co-Evolutionary Musical Improvi-
sation" to appear in Proceedings of the Computer Science and
Electronic Engineering Conference (CEEC) (2017). Included in
Chapter 8.
4. Scirea Marco, Julian Togelius, Peter Eklund and Sebastian Risi.
"MetaCompose: A Compositional Evolutionary Music Com-
poser" in Proceedings of Evolutionary and Biologically Inspired
Music, Sound, Art and Design (EvoMusArt) (2016) [Best Paper
Award] . Included in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
5. Scirea Marco and Joseph Alexander Brown. "Evolving Four
Part Harmony Using a Multiple Worlds Model." in Proceed-
ings of International Conference on Evolutionary Computation
Theory and Applications (2015). Not included in the thesis.
6. Scirea Marco, Gabriella A. B. Barros, Noor Shaker and Julian
Togelius. "SMUG: Scientific Music Generator." in Proceedings
of International Conference on Computational Creativity (2015).
Not included in the thesis.
7. Scirea Marco, Mark J. Nelson and Julian Togelius. "Moody Mu-
sic Generator: Characterising Control Parameters Using Crowd-
sourcing." in Proceedings of Evolutionary and Biologically In-
spired Music, Sound, Art and Design (EvoMusArt) (2015) [Nom-
inated for Best Paper Award]. Included in Chapter 4.
8. Scirea Marco, Byung Chull Bae, Yun-Gyung Cheong and Mark
Nelson "Evaluating musical foreshadowing of videogame nar-
rative experiences." in Proceedings of Audio Mostly (2014). In-
cluded in Chapter 4.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
First we provide an exhaustive literature review of related works in
Chapter 2, presenting theories and methods that are used to sup-
port the presented research. In Chapter 3 we describe specific algo-
rithms that have been applied to, or developed for, the work pre-
sented in this thesis. In Chapter 4 we describe the prototype mu-
sic generator, the Moody Music Generator, and the evaluation studies
conducted on it. After discussing the limitations of the prototype
that became apparent through the conducted experiments, we de-
scribe in Chapter 5 the design of the system that was created to ad-
dress these: METACOMPOSE. In this chapter, we also include the
description of the mood expression theory used by the system. The
various experiments conducted on METACOMPOSE, to evaluate the
architecture of the system and its expressive qualities, can be found
in Chapter 6. In Chapter 8 we describe the co-evolutionary impro-
visation system Primal-Improv and an initial evaluation of the pro-
duced musical artefacts. In Chapter 7 an experiment on the effect of
METACOMPOSE’s dynamic affective music on the perception of the
game of Checkers is presented and discussed. Finally in Chapter 9
we conclude by putting together all the results obtained to discuss
the hypothesis and describe the final impact of our research on the
field. This chapter also includes discussion on this thesis’ findings,
looking at limitations, extensibility, and future avenues of research.
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This chapter serves to contextualize the research presented in this
thesis. As stated in the introduction, the main objective is to ex-
plore how to create generative music that can express affective states;
therefore it is relevant to introduce a brief review of relevant research
such as: music generation, procedural content generation in games,
computational creativity, and affect theory. Not all the work dis-
cussed here has been used in the thesis, but serves to give better
context to the research. In particular, the work on player modelling
is not applied to this thesis, but is relevant since future work would
include it (see Chapter 9.2).
While this chapter focuses on literature review and more theoret-
ical approaches, Chapter 3 will present related work relevant to the
algorithms specifically used in the systems described in this thesis.
2.1 Evolutionary Computation
The main algorithm developed during this thesis, and used for me-
lody generation, is based on evolutionary computation. Evolution-
ary Computation is a field that encompasses the use of techniques
that use artificial evolution, which are inspired by real-world evo-
lution described by Darwin [16]. The driving force of evolution is
what Darwin describes as “the survival of the fittest”: the idea that
the most proficient individuals in a species (or the ones that present
some advantageous trait) will be able more likely to reproduce, and
thus transmit these traits to their offspring. With the continuous rep-
etition of this process the species will eventually change to adapt to
the environment, becoming more and more adept to thrive and sur-
vive. Since the 1960s different research has been using these princi-
ples: biologists wanting to test evolutionary models in simulations,
computer scientists trying to create better artefacts or solutions to
problems, and artificial life researchers, just to cite a few [17].
As might be imagined, so many applications and approaches have
led to many different variants of evolutionary algorithms. Yet the
core process remains more or less the same (see also Algorithm 1): at
first a population is initialized randomly, then it is evaluated with a
fitness measure. Some of the best individuals are used as seeds for
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the next generation; this is done through the application of recombi-
nation and/or mutation operators, leading to a new set of candidates
(offspring) that will then compete for position in the next genera-
tion. This process is repeated until a termination condition is met.
This condition is often either a target fitness value, or that a specified
number of generations that have passed.
Algorithm 1 General scheme of an Evolutionary Algorithm as
pseudo-code
1: BEGIN
2: INITIALISE population with random candidate solutions;
3: EVALUATE each candidate;
4: while TERMINATION CONDITION is satisfied do
5: SELECT parents;
6: RECOMBINE pairs of parents;
7: MUTATE the resulting offspring;
8: EVALUATE new candidates;
9: SELECT individuals for the next generation;
10: end while
11: END
The main forces that influence the evolution in this system, apart
from the fitness function, are the variation operators (recombination
and mutation) and the selection method. Recombination is an opera-
tor applied to two or more individuals (the “parents”) that results in
one or more individuals (the offspring). Mutation is only applied to
one individual and results in a new individual that generally is very
similar to the original one.
The main components of evolutionary algorithms are:
Representation: the first step in defining an EA is to define a rep-
resentation – how can we relate the real-world problem to the
solution space. In the original problem context, possible so-
lutions are defined as phenotypes, while their encodings are
called genotypes. A biological example would be to consider
each of us humans as phenotypes, each of which is encoded by
our DNA (genotype). The choice of representation can greatly
affect the evolutionary process, depending on how well the
genotype reflects the characteristics that the phenotypes need
to solve the problem.
Evaluation function: also referred to as fitness function, has the role
of representing the requirements to which the population of
solutions should adapt. This assigns a quality measure to the
genotypes, based on an evaluation of their phenotypes. In case
of multi-objective problems – where there are more than one
evaluation functions – the terminology objective function is
used. This is often the most critical part of the EA, as it has
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to provide (ideally) a smooth gradient that evolution can use
to progress towards better solutions. As an example, in the
domain of evolving agents to play games, an intuitive fitness
function is the score achieved by the agent. Yet, this score might
hide many dimensions that will not be properly observed by
the fitness function. A possible solution to this is multi-objective
algorithms, which we will describe in Section 2.1.2.
Selection: the role of selection is to choose between the current in-
dividuals (based on their fitness), namely which ones will be
used to create more offspring. Typically this process is proba-
bilistic, giving a higher chance to high fitness individuals to be
chosen as parents, while still allowing the possibility of lower
fitness parents being selected.
Mutation: this is a unary operator which, given a genotype, returns
a slightly modified one. This is a stochastic operator that acts
as local search: exploring small variations of an individual, and
theoretically not moving very much in the search-space.
Recombination: this is an operator between two or more individu-
als (often called crossover) that is used to create new individ-
uals from parents. The most common implementation is the
single-point crossover, where the two parents’ genomes are cut
at a specific index and two new individuals are created by the
combination of the first part of the first parent and second part
of the second parent, and vice-versa. Compared with the muta-
tion operator, recombination is a much more global search op-
erator as – while although the offspring present some charac-
teristics of the parents – they can also be considerably different
from them.
Replacement: finally, the replacement mechanism has the role of
distinguishing among individuals based on their quality, simi-
larly to the selection mechanism. The difference lies in the stage
of the evolutionary process in which it is used. The replace-
ment mechanism is used once the mutation and recombination
operators have been applied; usually at this stage there is a sur-
plus of individuals compared to the maximum population size
which has to be removed. Different from the selection mech-
anism, replacement is often deterministic, often just selecting
the best individuals and removing the worst.
2.1.1 Constrained Optimization
Problems that include constraints on their solutions are very com-
mon; while evolutionary computation has been very successful in
solving numerical optimization problems, it has never had a straight-
forward method to deal with constraints. Examples of constraints
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FIGURE 2.1: Example of the solution space for a con-
strained problem. The space is divided in two dif-
ferent areas: the feasible solution (in blue) and the
infeasible solutions. In this type of problem there is
the added complexity that feasible areas might be far
away from each other, so the algorithm has to bal-
ance searching through the infeasible solution space
for new feasible areas, and finding better solutions in-
side a known feasible area.
might be not only inherent in the problem, but can also derive from
practical needs such as: performance, production costs, and size.
Constrained problems present a fractured solution space, where pos-
sible solutions are not only differentiated by how well they solve the
problem but also if they satisfy the constraints (feasible solutions)
or not (infeasible solutions), see Figure 2.1. Depending on the con-
straints, the solution space might consist of large areas of feasible so-
lutions or small islands of feasible solutions separated by infeasible
ones. The main challenge in constrained optimizations is to handle
the infeasible solutions as, while not being acceptable solutions, their
inclusion might lead to the discovery of parts of the feasible solution
space. Another challenge of these problems is that often the optimal
solution might lie on the boundary between feasible and infeasible
solution spaces [18], for example a solution that is as close to the per-
formance minimum while satisfying a maximum cost constraint.
One of the earliest approaches proposed to deal with constraints
was the “death penalty”: during the evaluation of the solution, if
a solution is found that does not satisfy all constraints it would get
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assigned a fitness value of zero (or a value equivalent minimum fit-
ness value). While this method might work for solution spaces that
consist mostly of feasible solutions, it can lead to a loss of genetic ma-
terial that can make it difficult for the GA to find isolated “islands” of
feasible solutions [19]. Another issue with this approach arises when
a sufficient number of feasible solutions cannot be generated as the
population is initiated, as it would lead to a population with all equal
fitness values, reducing the GA to a random search.
The most common method for constraint handling is to intro-
duce a penalty score for individuals that do not satisfy constraints.
This method allows infeasible individuals to survive in the genera-
tive process, while still giving priority to the actual objective. The
issue with this approach is the definition of such penalty scores: too
stringent penalties lead to the death penalty approach, too lenient
ones lead to superfluous search in the infeasible search space. These
penalties can be implemented in various ways [20], from a simple
constant value [21], to a measure of feasibility [22], to a dynamically
adapted measure [23]. In the event that the infeasible solutions can-
not be evaluated by the fitness function (e.g. if they have to represent
a valid 3D shape), a repair function can be put in place to transform
them into feasible solutions. Often the number of operations needed
to repair an individual is used as penalty for its fitness score. This
approach can be complicated, as designing repair functions requires
significant domain knowledge; moreover the repair function might
change the solution in ways that might not be representative of its
genome, leading the evolutionary search astray.
Another approach, which we will describe in detail in Section 3.2,
consists in evolving feasible and infeasible populations separately
using the Feasible-Infeasible two population method (FI-2pop) [24].
2.1.2 Multi-Objective Optimization
Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) is defined as the process of si-
multaneously optimizing multiple objective functions. In most multi-
objective optimization problems, there is no single solution that si-
multaneously optimizes every objective. In this case, the objective
functions are said to be partially conflicting, and there exists, a num-
ber (possibly infinite) of Pareto optimal solutions. A solution is called
“non-dominated”, Pareto optimal, Pareto efficient or “non-inferior”,
if none of the objective functions can be improved in value without
degrading some other objective values (see Figure 2.2). Therefore, a
practical approach to multi-objective optimization is to investigate a
set of solutions (the best-known Pareto set) that represent the Pareto
optimal set as much as possible [25]. Many Multi-Objective Opti-
mization approaches using Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been de-
veloped. The literature on the topic is vast; Coello lists more than
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FIGURE 2.2: Example of a Pareto front for a 2-objective
(f1 and f2) maximization problem. The elements that
form the Pareto front are all the solutions that are not
dominated by any other solutions found. A solution is
non-dominated when no other solution presents better
evaluation values for all objectives.
2000 references on this topic on his website1.
Many creative tasks can be categorised as multi-objective prob-
lems, as it is unlikely that a specific measure of the quality (or creativ-
ity) of an artefact can be defined. This is particularly true in artistic
fields, as often specifically desired features can be defined, but the re-
lationships between them is much harder to characterize. In this type
of problems, instead of weighting each feature, it is preferable to con-
sider them as different objectives and allow the search-algorithm to
explore the combinations of these.
Our approach builds on the successful and popular NSGA-II algo-
rithm [26]. The objective of the NSGA-II algorithm is to improve the
adaptive fit of a population of candidate solutions to a Pareto front,
constrained by a set of objective functions. The population is sorted
into a hierarchy of sub-populations based on the ordering of Pareto
dominance. Similarity between members of each sub-group is eval-
uated on the Pareto front, and the resulting groups and similarity
measures are used to promote a diverse front of non-dominated so-
lutions. A more in-depth description of NSGA-II can be found in
1http://www.cs.cinvestav.mx/~constraint/papers/
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Section 3.1
2.1.3 Co-evolution: cooperative/competitive
Co-evolution is a process of reciprocal genetic change in one species
in response to another; this process can be observed in nature where
each party exerts selective pressures on the other, as already observed
by Darwin in the evolutionary interactions between flowering plants
and insects [16]. Co-evolution has also been applied to evolution-
ary algorithms and in general is divided into two categories: as a
competitive arms race [27] or as a cooperative effort. An example of
the former is the co-evolution of test cases for a problem (predators)
with solutions (prey) [28]. Conversely, in cooperative approaches
the populations can be seen as components of the final solution [29],
[30].
An interesting application of co-evolution applied to music can
be found in Living Music [31], a system where agents are populat-
ing a virtual world and have to produce sounds to mate. The ag-
gregation of the sounds leads to the music produced by the system.
This system shares the philosophy that for a system to be creative it
should create structures that one cannot immediately envision, and
that from simple rules complex behaviours can often arise. A key dif-
ference between the objective of Living Music and the Primal-Improv
system is that our focus is on the interaction between human com-
posed music and the system, while Living Music creates completely
autonomous music.
2.2 Procedural Content Generation
Procedural content generation (PCG) describes the use of algorithms
to automatically generate some kind of content; this content can be
any aspect of creative works including computer games, for exam-
ple in games: levels, items, textures, models, game mechanics, etc.,
can be procedurally generated. PCG has been used in the computer
games industry since the 1980s, the most famous early examples be-
ing the dungeon (level) generation of Rogue (Michael Toy and Glenn
Wichman, 1980), and the creation of entire galaxies to explore in Elite
(David Braben and Ian Bell, 1984). At that time, the main reason for
using algorithms to generate content was to escape the limitations of
the hardware: for example, the limitations on memory did not allow
game designers to include many visual assets in their games. Since
then, the processing power and available storage of computers has
increased dramatically, in some sense defeating the initial argument
for PCG. Today, PCG is used with a higher focus on providing the
player with new content every time they play the game to enhance
re-play value.
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Togelius et al. [32] propose a taxonomy of algorithms used for
generating content. They describe three main families: construc-
tive algorithms, generate-and-test algorithms, and search-based al-
gorithms.
The main characteristic of constructive algorithms is that the arte-
facts generated by the system are immediately presented to the user
without going through a validation phase. This does not mean that
the created content is “random” or of low quality, but rather that
the algorithm is specifically designed to incorporate some rules to
create content that is both playable and that makes sense in the con-
text of the game. For example Borderlands series (Gearbox Software,
2009-2015) presents a weapon generation system that creates new
weapons from a combination of different modules, yet never creates
game-breaking ones and scales the power of the weapons with the
player level. This kind of generation is generally based on the use
of a random number generator to pick between possible designer-
created options. One of the earlier games that made this approach
famous is Diablo, where multiple random rolls are used to create the
weapons and equipment that the player will find. Perlin noise [33]
has had many applications as part of the generation process of ter-
rains, textures, shaders, etc. An important commercial example is
Minecraft, where the algorithm plays a role in terrain generation. A
more complex constructive PCG can be found in games that create
worlds for the player to explore when starting the game (Minecraft,
Dwarf Fortress, Don’t starve, etc.) where the final content is governed
by many rules and constraints, for example what kind of topology
should a specific area (biome) possess and what kind of enemies/objects
will be found in it.
Generate-and-test algorithms, as opposed to constructive algo-
rithms, do a validation of the content quality after generating it. The
quality is generally evaluated as the satisfaction of some constraints,
be it gameplay-related (Does the artefact break the game? Is it bal-
anced?) or technology-related (Is the artefact well formed? Can it
be rendered properly?). Usually if the content is found not to sat-
isfy all the constraints it is discarded and the generation process re-
run. The main challenge in designing these kinds of algorithms is the
definition of such constraints: too stringent constraints might never
be satisfied, too loose constraints might allow for content with high
quality variability. Of course this is also dependent on the qualities
of the generation process: one with a wide range of expression might
be more difficult to evaluate, as the number of variables that impact
quality can be large. Note that these first two categories are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive; in fact, Dwarf Fortress, in the first step
of its generation process uses a generate-and-test approach where it
discards generated maps where they do not satisfy some constraint.
Finally search-based algorithms use – as with the generate-and-
test family – an evaluation module, but rather instead of testing the
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final product they evaluate potential candidates and use this eval-
uation to guide the generation process. From the description given
here, it can be immediately seen how this approach is well-suited
for evolutionary computation, a family of algorithms that abstract
the process of biological evolution. A longer description of evolu-
tionary computation can be found in Section 2.1. The main chal-
lenge in this approach is the definition of the evaluation function.
Contrary to the generate-and-test approach, a binary response (con-
straint satisfied/unsatisfied) is not opportune any more, as the ge-
neration process needs to be able to distinguish between gradations
of fitness to be able to properly guide the search for better artefacts.
Such evaluation is generally described by a mathematical formula-
tion inspired by expert knowledge, game theory, simulation (e.g. ob-
serving an agent interact with the artefact), or by comparing the con-
tent generated with a sample “ideal” archetype. Another option is
to have the player herself evaluate the generated content; this is usu-
ally in conjunction with interactive evolution. This interaction can be
explicit [34], [35] or implicit, as is the case of Galactic Arms Race [36]
where the fitness of generated weapons is defined by how popular
such a weapon is among the players. Another approach is to es-
timate user-preference through predictive models which might be
trained on a large set of player interactions (more general) or on the
interactions with a specific user (player-tailored content). The latter
approach falls into the domain of experience-driven procedural con-
tent generation [10], where the content is specifically tailored to the
user.
2.3 Computational Creativity
Computational creativity is an interdisciplinary field that explores
problems such as: how can “creativity” be defined and quantified,
whether it is possible for a machine to replace (or improve) human
creativity, and if it is possible for an algorithm to create content that
displays a human-like level of creativity. During the last few decades
AI has become more and more successful at solving both abstract
and concrete problems. One of the most recent famous examples is
Google’s AlphaGo, a program to play the game of Go, which has
consistently beaten the best Go players in the world. What makes
this an impressive feat is the sheer complexity of the game. As AI
systems continue to become more and more competent at addressing
tasks at a human-competitive level, it is still unclear if and how these
systems can be creative.
As stated by Pasquier et al. [37], the field of computational cre-
ativity can be divided as the investigation of:
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• Creativity as It Is. It is striving to understand and sim-
ulate human creativity. What is creativity? If we can
understand this complex notion, can we simulate it?
As such, when such a cognitive modelling approach
is chosen, it is also part of cognitive science.
• Creativity as It Could Be. The field is also devoted
to exploring processes of which we know humans
alone to be incapable. The outcomes of those artifi-
cial processes might nonetheless be considered novel
and valuable, that is creative.
To be able to explore the “creativity” of AI systems, it is important
to define what “creativity” is. While no definition is universally ac-
cepted [38], philosopher Margaret Boden [39], from the idea that “be-
ing creative means to create something new”, defines creativity as
the ability to create artefacts with two key properties: originality and
value. Boden proposed to distinguish between psychological and
historical creativity (respectively P- and H-creativity):
• P-creativity refers to the creation of artefacts that are novel and
valuable to the individual.
• H-creativity refers to the creation of artefacts that are novel and
valuable for humanity.
Boden further describes three types of creativity that take in account
the context in which creativity is applied: exploratory, combinatorial
and transformational. These serve to distinguish between finding nov-
elty within a pre-existing creative space (exploratory), combining
creative spaces in new ways (combinatorial), and transforming the
creative space (transformational). These concepts can be applied to
any kind of creative domain, for example in music a creative space
could be considered a specific music genre (e.g. Irish folk music)
while in games it could be defined by a combination of core game
mechanics (e.g. “platformers”). Bown [40] proposed a distinction
between generative and adaptive creativity. The core of this distinc-
tion lies in distinguishing between processes that display creativity
while lacking a specific actor that benefits from the artefact (e.g. evo-
lution), and creativity as an intentional cognitive act. This definition
is relevant to us because many human processes do not display any
obvious value connected to the created artefact.
If we consider the creative process, Ritchie [41] observes that “the
creativity of humans is normally judged by what they produce”,
while the creative processes themselves are not observable, and hence
not reliable to assess creativity. Another argument he makes is that,
by including assessment of the creative process itself, there is a risk
of a circular argument: “the artefact is creative because it is the result
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of a creative process because the result is creative”. Ritchie proposes
that the creative process itself should be considered a separate arte-
fact: this way a method could be considered creative if it possesses
novelty and value, even if (some or all of) the artefacts created are
not.
Colton [42] expands on Ritchie’s idea by stating how the artefact
and the creative process should be equally considered. He makes the
argument with his famous example of an art lover’s encounter with
two very similar paintings:
Imagine an art-lover at an exhibition entitled ‘Dots 2008’.
He speaks to two artists, each displaying a painting. In both
cases, the art-lover cannot see past the seemingly random ar-
rangement of dots of paint. He mentions this to the first artist,
who says: “Oh, no, they’re not randomly placed. Each dot rep-
resents a friend of mine. The colour of the dot represents how
I feel about them, and the position indicates how close I am to
them.” The art-lover moves on to the next artist, and mentions
again that the dots look like they have been randomly placed.
The artist replies: “Yes, that’s right – I just mixed a random
colour and dabbed it onto the canvas” . Returning a week later
with a friend, our art-lover wants to purchase the first paint-
ing, explaining to the friend that it represents feelings. Nei-
ther artist is present, and the art-lover cannot remember which
painting is which. The friend points out that perhaps they could
work out which one represents feelings, but they fail to see any-
thing but randomness in both works. Finally, when the friend
points out that both paintings look alike, so they should just
choose one, our art-lover is inconsolable, and buys neither.
Colton proposes a model to assess the behaviour of software, and
whether it should be considered creative or not: the Creative Tripod.
The three legs of the tripod represent three behaviours that Colton
defines as important for creativity: skill, appreciation, and imagina-
tion. Moreover each leg is composed by three segments that repre-
sent the parties that could be contributing creatively to the artefact:
the programmer, the algorithm, and the audience. He states how
if we perceive the software as skilful, appreciative and imaginative
(i.e. at least one segment is extended in each leg), then it should be
considered “creative” regardless of the behaviour of other parties. It
is important to note that Colton’s framework for evaluating the cre-
ativeness of algorithmic systems is not the only one, in fact this is a
topic of debate in this community, and many other measures of cre-
ativeness and frameworks have been proposed [41], [43]–[45].
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2.4 Algorithmic Music
Procedural generation of music is a field that has received much at-
tention in the last decade [46]. The approaches are diverse and range
from creating simple sound effects, to avoiding repetition when play-
ing human-authored music, to creating more complex harmonic and
melodic structures [1], [47]–[51]. Wooller [52] divides approaches to
procedural music generation into two categories, namely transforma-
tional and generative algorithms. Our music generator, METACOM-
POSE, falls in the latter category as it creates music without having
any predefined audio clips to modify or recombine.
Transformational algorithms act upon an already prepared struc-
ture, for example by having music recorded in layers that can be
added or removed at a specific time to change the feel of the music.
Historical examples of this approach can be found in 18C musical
dice games, Henry Cowell’s String Quartet no. 3 (1935), or Stock-
hauesen’s Klavierstuck XI (1956). Note that this is only an example
and there are a great number of transformational approaches [53],
[54], but a complete study of these is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Generative algorithms instead create the musical structure them-
selves, which leads to a higher degree of complexity in having the
music remain consistent, especially when wanting to connect the
music to game events. Such an approach requires more computing
power, as the musical content has to be created dynamically and on
the fly. An example of this can be found in the game Spore: the music
generators were created by Brian Eno with the Pure Data program-
ming language [55], in the form of many small samples that created
the soundtrack in real-time.
In the projects described in this thesis, we adopt the latter ap-
proach, in particular focusing on generative procedural music gene-
ration in games for emotional expression. While the topics of affect
[7], semiotics [8] and mood-tagging [9] are also interesting and sig-
nificant, the focus of the system is real-time generation of background
music able to express moods.
Many projects focus on expressing one (or more) affective states:
an example is described by Robertson [56], where a music generator
is developed to focus on expressing fear. There are parallels between
this work and the approach presented here, for example musical data
is represented via an abstraction (in their case via the CHARM repre-
sentation [57], [58]), yet we claim METACOMPOSE has a higher affec-
tive expressiveness since it aims to express multiple moods in music.
A more extensive example of a generative music system targeted at
expressing particular emotions is described by Monteith [59] using
Markov models, n-grams and statistical distributions from a train-
ing corpus of music. Chan and Ventura’s work [60], much like this
research, focuses on expressing moods; yet their approach relies on
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changing the harmonization of a predefined melody, while mine gen-
erates the complete piece.
There are many examples of evolutionary algorithmic approaches
to generating music, two notable examples are the methods to evolve
piano pieces by Loughran et al. [61] and Dahlstedt [62], although
many more can be found in the Evolutionary Computer Music book [63].
Other examples of real-time music generation can be found in patents:
two examples are a system that allows the user to play a solo over
some generative music [64] and another that creates complete con-
certs in real-time [65]. An interesting parallel between the second
system [65] and mine is the incorporation of a measure of “distance"
between music clips in order to reduce repetition. Still, neither of the
patented systems present explicit affective expression techniques.
As already suggested, a wide array of techniques can be used
in algorithmic music. Here we describe the categories which most
approaches can be divided into, providing examples of methods and
references to relevant research.
2.4.1 Evolutionary methods
As previously discussed in Section 2.1, genetic algorithms have been
shown to be effective search methods, especially when it is hard to
define the search space, and when this search space is very large.
Another reason why these methods often find use in creative ap-
plications is that they can provide multiple solutions, which in the
music domain is an added bonus. These approaches have many dif-
ferent variations, but in the music domain they usually follow two
main categories:
Objective fitness function (automatic): all GAs for which the chro-
mosomes are evaluated through a formally stated fitness func-
tion, fall into this category. This function is usually based on
some music theory or some computable characteristics of the
generated artefact. These kind of algorithms have been used
for a variety of purposes, such as thematic bridging between
simple melodies [66] or harmonization of a melody [13], [67]. A
famous example of these techniques can be found in the work
by Papadopoulos and Wiggins [68], which used a symbolic GA
to evolve jazz melodies based on a chord progression. They
achieved this by introducing specialized genetic operators and
a fitness function that evaluates eight characteristics of the me-
lody. As can be seen from this example, the success of this kind
of approach is generally dependent on the amount of knowl-
edge that the system possesses. In this thesis we present two
evolutionary algorithms for music generation: one which has
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been given domain knowledge (the melody generation in META-
COMPOSE), and one that explores what kind of emergent struc-
tures can arise with as little musical knowledge as possible (Primal-
Improv). Wiggins remarks that the use of GAs is not ideal to
simulate human musical thought, as “their operation in no way
simulates human behaviour” [69]. Yet, when the purpose is not
explicitly to recreate how humans create music, the use of GAs
has seen much success.
User as fitness function (interactive): in this case, contrary to the pre-
vious case, there is no objective evaluation function. Instead a
human actor is tasked with judging the artefacts created by the
system and, through this, guide the generative process. This
approach has been used to compose entire pieces of music [70],
rhythmic patterns [71], and melodies [72]. One of the most
famous examples is Biles’ GenJam system, which evolves “a
novice jazz musician learning to improvise”. Another interest-
ing approach is Hoover’s MaestroGenesis system [73], which
creates multi-part accompaniment to a given melody using the
Functional Scaffolding for Musical Composition (FSMC) frame-
work [74].
The drawbacks of this approach are:
• Subjectivity: the result is strongly influenced by the user,
meaning artefacts can be of widely variable quality. More-
over, as the evaluation process happens through the user’s
mental processes, there is no way to analyse how it devel-
oped.
• Efficiency: maybe the biggest drawback of the interactive
approach, the user has to listen to all potential solutions
before being able to evaluate a population. This becomes
very quickly infeasible, both as the amount of time the
user has to listen to artefacts quickly grows and as fatigue
renders the user less involved in the evaluation task.
2.4.2 Mathematical models
Mathematical models were among the first techniques used to gen-
erate algorithmic music, mainly Markov chains [75] and stochastic
processes [76]. Interestingly many commercial programs have used
–and still use– stochastic processes (e.g. Jam Factory and M [77]), al-
though lately we can see the appearance of software based on deep-
learning2. A famous example of the usage of these techniques is
Cybernetic Composer [78], a system that composes pieces in differ-
ent genres, such as jazz, rock, and ragtime. With a very different
2melodrive.com
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approach we can also find systems based on chaotic non-linear sys-
tems [79], [80]. The issue with these systems is evaluating the quality
of the produced music, as they do not use knowledge of “human mu-
sic”. In a way machine learning approaches can be included in this
category as well, as they create mathematical models based on a cor-
pus, but we will expand on them in Section 2.4.5. The main difficul-
ties of this approach are that these models have to be extrapolated by
analysing many pieces (e.g. defining the weights of a Markov chain),
and that it is very complicated to manage deviations from the norm
and how to properly incorporate them in the music.
2.4.3 Grammars
A grammar is the set of structural rules that govern the composition
of words, phrases, and clauses. As music is a structured collection of
pitches, the idea of a grammar of music has been very popular [81].
These grammars could be defined a-priori, extrapolated by some cor-
pus, or be generative (e.g. L-systems [82]). In formal language the-
ory, a grammar G is defined as a tuple G = (V, ω, P ), where
• V is a set of symbols – an alphabet – containing both replace-
able elements (variables) and elements that cannot be replaces
(terminals).
• ω is a collection of symbols belonging to V , which defines the
initial state of the system. This is generally referred to as axiom
or initiator.
• P is a set of production rules. These define how to form strings
from the alphabet V that are valid. These rules define how vari-
ables can be substituted by combinations of constants and other
variables. As such, each rule that belongs to P has two compo-
nents: a predecessor (the variable to substitute) and the succes-
sor (the new string to substitute to the variable).
Cope [83], in his seminal work Experiments in Musical Intelli-
gence (EMI), explores the understanding of specific musical styles
and the stylistic replication of various composers. EMI takes in input
two or more works, from which it extracts what Cope calls “signa-
tures” using pattern matching. These signatures then become the
foundation of a grammar, and meaningful arrangements of these are
performed using an augmented transition network.
A shortcoming of grammar techniques are that, in general, mu-
sical grammar implementations do not make claims about the se-
mantics of the generated pieces. Another issue is that, while gram-
mars are hierarchical structures, music is not necessarily so (take im-
provisation, for example). Roads [84] suggests that adding ambigu-
ity might add to the representational power of grammars, yet that
would introduce a new set of challenges.
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2.4.4 Knowledge based systems
As we discussed in the previous sections, most of the approaches
to generate music contain some kind of knowledge, so they could be
considered knowledge based systems. In this section we will provide
some examples of systems which are symbolic, or use some explicit
rules. One of the main differences compared to the previously de-
scribed approaches is that these systems have explicit reasoning, so
it is possible to understand the choices they make.
Ebcioglu’s CHORAL [85], a rule-based expert system for harmo-
nization of chorales in the style of J.S. Bach, is one of the most famous
examples of this approach. Other examples of systems for harmo-
nization have been developed by Tsang and Aitken [86] through the
use of constraint logic programming, and by Pachet and Roy [87]
through the use of constraint satisfaction techniques. For a more
complete survey of harmonization thorough constraints, see Pachet’s
survey [88].
Pachet [89] described the notion of potential actions: in order
to emulate creativity, instead of using randomness, he proposed a
set of potential actions as an initial state (reference) for the musical
problem. Ramalho and Ganascia [90] implement this notion to create
playable improvisations. Robertson et al. [56] developed an interest-
ing system for generating atmospheric music for an educational vir-
tual environment by adapting music techniques used in films. The
system took in a tension curve that would be reflected in the music.
Knowledge based systems also have some shortcomings, the most
important one being that it is difficult (and possibly very time-con-
suming) to define the knowledge that the system needs to use. More-
over this knowledge depends on the “expert” being able to prop-
erly describe the concepts that the system is going to use. Finally,
in a domain such as music, there are many “exceptions to the rules”
and coding them is probably infeasible, and even if it was possible it
would greatly increase the complexity of the system.
2.4.5 Learning systems
The systems in this category do not have a-priori knowledge, but
learn such knowledge (in general from a specific corpus). Two main
approaches emerge according to the way these system store this in-
formation: subsymbolic representation (e.g. Artificial Neural Net-
works, see Section 3.4 for more details) and symbolic. There is a
great number of applications of ANNs to the music domain, such as
melody generation [91], [92], harmonization [93], and jazz improvi-
sation [94]. Symbolic approaches are less common, Cope’s EMI [83]
can also fit this category, as the grammar used in the generative pro-
cess is learned from a corpus. Another example is Schwanauer’s
MUSE [95] system, which used five different learning techniques to
learn different harmonization tasks, both simple and complex.
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A relatively new trend is to use Deep Learning [96] (DL), a type
of machine learning method based on learning data representations
using ANNs that contain more than one hidden layer. This tech-
nique, originally used for classification purposes, can also be used
in a generative context. The underlying assumption of DL is that
the ANNs layers correspond to different levels of abstraction of the
specific domain (e.g. one layer might learn relationships between ad-
jacent notes, while higher levels would learn relationships between
phrases). Google’s Magenta3 project focuses on generative art and
music using exactly such techniques. Another notable example of
Deep Learning applied to music is Hadjeres and Pachet’s Deep Bach [23],
which trained an ANN to create harmonisations in J.S.Bach’s style.
While these kind of algorithms can create some very convincing mu-
sic, an open issue is how to give better semantics to the generated
pieces. Another issue is that these ANNs are extremely opaque, mak-
ing it very hard to observe why choices were taken.
2.4.6 Hybrid systems
Hybrid systems, as the name suggests, use a combination of different
AI techniques, in an attempt to mitigate the weaknesses of specific al-
gorithms through the use of complementary ones. The METACOM-
POSE system described in this thesis would fall in this category, as it
presents both evolutionary and stochastic methods.
A common combination is the use of ANNs (that have been trained
on some corpus) as evaluation functions for an evolutionary algo-
rithm, examples can be found in the rhythm generation system by
Burton and Vladimora [97], and in the “one measure response to one
measure call” system by Spector and Alpern [98]. A different hybrid
system is Hild and Feulner’s HARMONET [99], [100], which harmo-
nizes melodies using a combination of ANNs and constraint satisfac-
tion techniques. Hybrid systems can usually become very compli-
cated, leading to a higher complexity in implementation, verification
and validation.
2.4.7 Live algorithms
There are many applications of computers and algorithms to music
that use the computer-as-composer paradigm. In this section we briefly
discuss some of the other paradigms to better situate our approach.
Live coding is a practice that has become more and more common
among computer musicians where algorithms produce music on the
fly, while the musician can manipulate these in real-time. We can
define such use as computer-as-instrument. In this approach the com-
puter is just a tool that relies on human agency.
3https://magenta.tensorflow.org/
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Blackwell et al. [101] proposed the concept of Live algorithms for
music (LAMs) as a way of analysing live music performance systems
that, to some extent, exhibit autonomy or agency. NN Music is a
system that follows this concept: it is a performer-machine system
for Max/MSP4 that trains a feed-forward neural network mapped
to stochastic processes for musical outputs [102]. Another example,
which also uses Genetic Algorithms (GAs), is the system described
by Bown and Lexter for generative and interactive musical perfor-
mance [103].
2.5 Musical Metacreation
Musical Metacreation (MuMe) is a subfield of computational creativ-
ity. Problems addressed by MuMe can be very different, while not
including all of them Pasquier et al. [37] defined some “canonical”
problems that encompass most systems:
• Composition. The system must produce novel music
compositions, either through algorithmic means, or
using knowledge derived from a corpus of existing
compositions. The output can be any symbolic rep-
resentation, such as a score in MIDI format or other
notation, of a pattern, part, piece, or group of musi-
cal pieces;
• Interpretation. Given a composition (in any format),
the interpretation consists of producing an audio
rendering of the composition. A typical example is a
musician or an orchestra performing from a score;
• Improvisation. The creation and real-time perfor-
mance of new musical material spontaneously, to
varying degrees, and often enacted in groups. While
it can be prepared and rehearsed, it is assumed that
improvisation occurs in real-time.
• Accompaniment. One or several musical parts (e.g.,
melody, harmonic progression, rhythmic accompa-
niment) are provided, and other parts need to be ei-
ther composed or interpreted (or both).
Given a problem there are many dimensions that are commonly
used to categorize MuMe systems:
Autonomy: this dimension can be considered a spectrum that ranges
between systems that are completely autonomous and ones with
4http://www.cycling74.com
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no autonomy. The latter encompass software that is dependent
on user input, these could sometimes be considered creativ-
ity enhancers that help the user in some task. Completely au-
tonomous systems do not require human input: the user starts
the system and the system executes the musical task it is de-
signed to complete (a famous example is Cope’s EMI [83]). The
main system described in this thesis – METACOMPOSE – lies at
this end of the spectrum but, while being autonomous, it is also
interactive. Bradshaw et al. [104] define the autonomy of a sys-
tem by two dimensions: self-sufficiency and self-directedness.
Origin of the System’s “Knowledge": this dimension distinguishes
between systems that require exposure to musical information
as input, and corpus-based systems that have been exposed to
music (e.g. training a neural network on a corpus). METACOM-
POSE does not require musical input and, while it does not use
a corpus of music, it can be considered on the side of the spec-
trum that has been exposed to musical information. In fact it
has much musical information stored in the code more or less
explicitly (see chapter 5).
Inputs: this dimension distinguishes between what kind of input is
fed to the system. These are generally symbolic (musical nota-
tion, MIDI files, etc.), audio signals, or hybrid (a combination of
the former two).
Online/Offline: this dimension distinguishes between systems that
perform in real-time (online) – for example reacting to live in-
put – and systems where the generation occurs either faster or
slower than real-time. In this latter case the artefact of the sys-
tem is generally non-interactive and can be accessible once the
generation process is over. METACOMPOSE lies more on the
online side of the spectrum, as it is designed to generate music
in real-time, although it could also be used offline.
Generality: this dimension considers how specific/general a system
is. Often MuMe systems are created with a specific aesthetic in
mind, which leads more to variations of the same composition
rather than wildly different musical pieces. An example of a
very generic system is the one described by Conklin [105] that,
given a corpus in input, attempts to abstract the musical knowl-
edge present in the corpus. This gives the system the potential
to create music related to any possible corpus. The METACOM-
POSE system, falls closer to the specific end of the spectrum,
although it has the potential to be made more generic by chang-
ing the implementation of the improvisational modules.
The Methods used by the system: as stated before there is a multi-
tude of applications of MuMe, consequently there is a veritable
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cornucopia of methods that can be applied to MuMe (see [106],
[107]).
2.6 Emotions and moods
Emotions have been extensively studied within psychology, although
their nature (and what constitutes the basic set of emotions) varies
widely. Numerous models of emotion have been developed since
the seminal studies of the early 20th century [108], [109], arguably
one of the most influential is the theory of basic or discrete emotions
devised by Ekman [110]–[112]. The theory of basic emotions posits
that all affective experiences derive from a core set of basic emotions
which are distinct and independent. An alternate approach to the
study of emotions has been the development of dimensional mod-
els of affect, which posit that all emotions derive from a combination
of two or more underlying psychological “dimensions” [113]–[115].
Lazarus argues that “emotion is often associated and considered re-
ciprocally influential with mood, temperament, personality, dispo-
sition, and motivation” [116]. Therefore the approach presented in
this work aims to produce scores with an identifiable mood, and in
so doing, induce an emotional response from the listener.
Affect is generally considered to be the experience of feeling or
emotion. Brewin states that affect is post-cognitive [117]; namely
emotion arises only after an amount of cognitive processing has been
accomplished. With this assumption in mind, every affective re-
action (e.g., pleasure, displeasure, liking, disliking) results from “a
prior cognitive process that makes a variety of content discrimina-
tions and identifies features, examines them to find value, and weighs
them according to their contributions” [117]. Another view is that af-
fect can be both pre- and post-cognitive, notably [118]; in this case,
thoughts are created by an initial emotional response that then leads
to an induced affect.
Mood is an affective state. However, while an emotion generally
has a specific object of focus, mood tends to be more unfocused and
diffuse [119]. Batson posits that mood “involves tone and intensity
and a structured set of beliefs about general expectations of a future
experience of pleasure or pain, or of positive or negative affect in
the future"[120]. Another important difference between emotions
and moods is that moods, being diffuse and unfocused, may last
longer [121].
In this paper, we focus on mood instead of emotion, for we expect
that in games – where the player listens to the background music for
a longer time – moods are more likely to be remembered by the play-
ers after their game-play. In addition, they are easier for game de-
signers to integrate, since they represent longer-duration sentiments,
more suited to segments of game-play.
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FIGURE 2.3: The Valence-Arousal space, labelled by
Russell’s [12] direct circular projection of adjectives.
2.7 Moods in music
There has been much discussion about whether music can actually
express anything, two quotes by Stravinsky and Mendelssohn are
particularly representative:
“Music is, by its very nature, essentially powerless to ex-
press anything at all, whether a feeling, an attitude of
mind, a psychological mood, a phenomenon of nature....
"(Stravinsky, 1936)
“People usually complain that music is so ambiguous;
that it is so doubtful what they ought to think when they
hear it; whereas everyone understands words. With me
it is entirely the converse.... The thoughts which are ex-
pressed to me by a piece of music which I love are not
too indefinite to be put in words, but on the contrary too
definite. "(Mendelssohn, 1842)
Psychologists and philosophers – such as Hevner [122], Meyer [123],
and Clynes [124], [125] – have been arguing about the topic as well,
but a consensus is still missing. The interested reader can find an
excellent (if not so recent) review of these philosophical theories by
Budd [126].
The set of adjectives that describe music mood and an emotional
response to it is immense and there is no accepted standard vocab-
ulary. For example, in the work of Katayose [127], the emotional
adjective set includes Gloomy, Serious, Pathetic and Urbane.
Russell [12] proposed a model of affect based on two bipolar di-
mensions: pleasant-unpleasant and arousal-sleepy, theorizing that each
affect word can be mapped into a bi-dimensional space (Figure 2.3).
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Thayer [128] applied Russell’s model to music using the dimensions
of valence and stress; although the names of the dimensions are differ-
ent from Russell’s, their meaning is identical. Also, we find different
terms among different authors [114], [129] for the same moods. We
use the terms valence and arousal, as they are the most commonly
used in affective computing research. In this way, affect in music
can be divided into quadrants based on the dimensions of valence
and arousal: Anxious/Frantic (Low Valence, High Arousal), Depres-
sion (Low Valence, Low Arousal), Contentment (High Valence, Low
Arousal) and Exuberance (High Valence, High Arousal). These quad-
rants have the advantage of being explicit and discriminate; also they
are the basic music-induced emotions described in [130], [131].
Researchers have put much effort in trying to understand the re-
lationships between various music features and their affect. These
studies cover features such as: tempo [132], [133], rhythm [134],
mode [122], harmony [134], [135], texture [132], and volume [136].
One of the characteristics of these studies is that, most of the time,
they only explore the participants’ reactions to one single variable.
Studies that explore the interplay of more variables are more rare;
some notable examples are Scherer and Oshinsky’s one [137] (where
tempo, mode, and pitch were varied), and Alpert and Alpert’s one [138]
(where tempo, rhythm, harmony, and dynamics were varied). The
METACOMPOSE system could be used to vary many variables in
multiple combinations, making it a good candidate to perform such
multi-variable experiments. Moreover, the automated procedure for
creating music would significantly decrease the time necessary to set
up such experiments.
It is unsurprising that music, assuming it does have the power to
express (and possibly elicit) moods, has come under the attention of
of marketing researchers [139]. Interestingly even in earlier work on
this subfield an interest in algorithmic composition emerged, as the
objective had more to do with creating affective music than artisti-
cally interesting music. Already in 1982, Clynes and Nettheim imag-
ined that soon non-musicians would be able to compose “free from
the considerations of musical notation and yet no without guiding
order” [125].
2.8 Affective Player Modelling
Yannakakis et al. define player modelling as “the study of computa-
tional models of players in games”[140]. The main objective of player
modelling is being able to make predictions, descriptions, or inter-
pretations on the behaviour of the player given the available observa-
tions. These observations could be given by the player’s interaction
with the game (e.g. score, heatmaps, etc.), intrinsic game information
(e.g. level difficulty), physiological responses (e.g. heart-rate sensor,
skin conductance sensor), demographic information about the player
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(e.g. age, gender). The purpose of these models can be very different,
and as such the possible outputs of the system depend largely on the
objective. Examples might be predicting how the player will behave
in the future, classification of the player, and – the most interesting
case for us – predicting the player’s affective state.
There are two main methods of creating such a model: the top-
down and the bottom-up methodologies. The top-down method-
ology builds the model based on a specific theoretical framework;
these models are usually used to test these theories and compare
them with the observations collected to evaluate their correctness.
In this thesis we present a model of mood expression in music that
follows this structure and we present multiple evaluations to show
where it performs properly and where it does not.
The bottom-up methodology instead builds a model directly from
a set of observations (model-less) without a-priori assumptions. These
models are generally built using machine learning techniques, data
mining (e.g. regression, in case both input and outputs are known),
preference learning (when the user itself specifies a preference be-
tween two or more options), and classification (which can be used
even in case there is no known output).
Modelling affect is still an open challenge [141]. Nonetheless, sev-
eral studies have explored the interplay between measures of affect
and physiology, providing some insight in the affective state of the
user [142]. The most common measures are:
• Heart rate: the number of heart beats per minute. This measure
is arousal dependent, where an increase in stress leads to an
increase of heart rate. It’s important to note that when related
to music, increase in heart rate is limited regardless of arousal
expression.
• Skin conductance: this measure is arousal dependent, where
high arousal leads to a decrease in electrical resistance and an
increase in skin conductance [143].
• Facial electromyography: patterns in facial expression appear
when the user imagines happy, sad, and angry situations [144].
These subtle patterns, which are invisible to the human eye, can
be observed through facial electromyography. This is a useful
method to measure the valence of the perceived mood by the
user.
• Facial action coding system (FACS): Ekman [145] defined this
method of tracking zygomatic and corrugator facial muscles.
He has shown in many studies how some of these muscles
seem to have unconscious reaction to the internal state of the
user [110], [111]. This measure uses Ekman’s universal basic
emotions theory.
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• Head nod/shakes: measuring the amount of head nod/shakes
can give an indication of how positive/negative the user’s af-
fective state is. Interestingly it seems that overt head movement
(i.e. the physical act of performing the movement) can also in-
fluence the formation of preference of an artefact [146].
It is important to note that a major problem of most of these mea-
sures is that they are perceived as invasive by the user, possibly af-
fecting the game/musical experience. Kivikangas et al. also provide
a review of these physiological methods in the context of game re-
search [147].
2.9 Music Generation and Games
The main distinction between creating music for games, compared
for example to film music, is the non-linear nature of games. In ga-
mes, the narrative is driven by the player creating two main prob-
lems: what music should be played when the player is in a particular
state/level, and how should we transition from one piece to another.
While we do not deal with the latter problem in this thesis, the next
paragraph will discuss what challenges it presents.
Paul Hoffert [148] discusses what musical elements should be
taken into consideration while composing a transition: volume, tempo,
rhythm, key, harmony, texture, and style. While this already seems a
huge set of (complex) variables to account for, in games music may
transition at any time, potentially requiring an infinite number of
cues. In the 8-bit and 16-bit era, the most common solution was
to use direct hard cutting between different pieces. While this is a
very simple approach, the result can be very jarring and immersion-
breaking for the player. As already mentioned in the Introduction
chapter, the most common approaches nowadays are to either use a
fast fade-out and then begin the new cue, or to cross-fade between
two pieces. The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (Nintendo, 1998) uses
this technique quite effectively. While this approach is indubitably
better than the hard-cut one, it can still lead to a feeling of abrupt-
ness, depending on the speed of the fades and the pieces themselves.
Another common expedient to mask transitions is the use of a stinger
(a quick sforzando chord, or an abrupt sound effect). This technique
is particularly effective in transitions that include some violent ele-
ment (e.g. entering combat).
There are many ways to introduce variability in game music, for
example by changing: pitch, tempo, meter, volume dynamics, tim-
bres, mixing, etc.. Algorithmic music is surprisingly rarely used in
the industry, with the most famous examples being LucasArts’ Ball-
blazer (1984), Maxis’ Spore (2008), and Millennium Interactive’s Crea-
tures (1996). The former employed what composer Peter Langstron [149]
defined as “riffology”, an algorithm in which choices are made using
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some dynamically adjusted weights. Examples of these choices are:
which melody to play next (from an archive of 32 melodies), what
tempo to use, what volume, etc..
The games that present more interesting approaches in their mu-
sic use some sort of “open form”: the structure of the pieces of music
present openness on some level. The idea of “open form” can be
traced back to at least the eighteenth century Europe, where we have
records of musical dice games, and other forms of aleatory music
games [150]. Again, The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time presents a
variable sequencing structure in the Hyrule fields section of the game.
This is a very large area that acts as a “hub”, connecting all other
areas, and as the player is going to spend a large amount of time ex-
ploring it, special attention was given to its background music. The
music was divided in many sequences, which were played randomly
to maintain interest. This approach, while allowing for high quality
music and variation, presents several difficulties for the composer.
The main one being that the majority of Western music (so what the
average Western listener is used to) has a goal-oriented and linear
structure. As Kramer [151] underlines “Linear music exists in a time
world that admits, and even depends on, continuity of motion.” On
the contrary open form music can have problems creating such mo-
tion, and connecting such motion to the player’s responses makes
the composition task even more complicated. If no dramatic curve
is achieved it is very likely that the music will become “ambient”,
losing its communicative functions.
Still related to the open form approach, there is the transition ma-
trix one: a transition matrix contains a set of small musical pieces that
allows the computer to decide how to transition from one piece to
another. This means that the composer has to anticipate all possible
transitions, where in the piece such transitions can happen, and com-
pose the transition pieces. As you can imagine this can become very
quickly an herculean task, for example using this approach Bern-
stein [152] had to compose 220 segments for the game Multiplayer
Battletech (Kesmai, 1996). We should also note that changes in music
can not only be based on interactive events (e.g. changing level, or in-
teracting with an object), but also on adaptiveness (e.g. player health,
ammunition and so on). This means that, in addition to the many
fragments to achieve an interactive soundtrack, many more might be
needed to make it adaptive as well. An interesting approach can be
found in Anarchy Online (Funcom, 2001), where a software tool was
designed to combine many small sequences in a continuous (poten-
tially very long) single track. 750 sequences were composed, each
organized according to its relation to the other tracks and to the
game [153].
From the research side, it is therefore important to mention the
work by Livingstone [9], which defines a dynamic music environ-
ment where music tracks adjust in real-time to the emotions of the
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game character (or game state). While this work is interesting, it is
limited by the usage of predefined music tracks for affective expres-
sion. Finally, another notable project in affective expressive music in
games is Mezzo [154]: a system that composes neo-Romantic game
soundtracks in real time and creates music that adapts to emotional
states of the character, mainly through the manipulation of leitmotifs.
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Chapter 3
Algorithms
While the previous chapter focused on theoretical concepts and con-
textualization of the research presented in this thesis, this chapter
presents a review of the techniques used throughout this research.
In this chapter we also provide references to relevant research that
uses such techniques in a similar context, and a brief discussion of
how this approach differs from what is described in this thesis.
3.1 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
This section describes the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
II (NSGA-II) described by Kalyanmov Deb [26]. This multiobjec-
tive evolutionary algorithm is one of the most efficient and although
there has been a newer iteration (NSGA-III [155]), that is mostly rel-
evant for many-objective optimization. The main characteristics of
this algorithm are:
• A sorting non-dominated procedure in which all individuals
are sorted according to non-domination. We remind the reader
that an individual is dominated when all of its objective scores
are worse than the second individual. The procedure consists
of finding all non-dominated individuals, these will become
part of the current first-order Pareto front. Then these indi-
viduals are removed from the population and the process is
repeated to obtain a second-order Pareto front. The process is
continuously repeated until no individual is left in the popula-
tion, and a sorted list of non-dominated genomes is obtained.
• It features an elitism mechanism that stores all non-dominated
solutions, assuring their survival to the next generation. This
improves convergence speed.
• It includes a crowding distance measure, which helps guaran-
tee diversity and spread of solutions on the Pareto front.
Additionally it can also include constraint handling through a mod-
ified concept of dominance: if a solution violates a constraint it is
dominated by any other solution that satisfies all constraints.
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Algorithm 2 NSGA-II
1: BEGIN
2: INITIALISE population with random candidate solutions;
3: while TERMINATION CONDITION is satisfied do
4: EVALUATE AGAINST OBJECTIVES the offspring;
5: FAST NON-DOMINATED SORT the population, creating
non-domination ranks;
6: SELECT parents according to non-domination ranks;
7: RECOMBINE pairs of parents;
8: MUTATE the resulting offspring;
9: EVALUATE AGAINST OBJECTIVES offspring;
10: SELECT individuals for the next generation;
11: FAST NON-DOMINATED SORT the population, creating
non-domination ranks;
12: CROWDING DISTANCE ASSIGNMENT for each of the fronts
(composed by individuals in the same rank);
13: SELECT best individuals based on rank and crowding to be-
come the next generation;
14: end while
15: END
3.2 Feasible/Infeasible 2-Population Genetic
Algorithm
Many search/optimization problems have not only one or several
numerical objectives, but also a number of constraints – binary con-
ditions that need to be satisfied for a solution to be valid. The ap-
proach we adopt for melody generation contains such constraints,
these are described in detail in Section 5.1.2. A number of constraint
handling techniques have been developed to deal with such cases
within evolutionary algorithms. In this category of problems, the
solutions space is divided into feasible areas (solutions that satisfy
all constraints) and infeasible areas (solutions that do not satisfy one
or more constraints). As such, algorithms that try to approach these
problems should be able to ensure that feasible content will be found,
and that too much computational time shouldn’t be used to explore
infeasible solutions.
The Feasible/Infeasible 2-Population method (FI-2POP) [24] is a
constrained evolutionary algorithm that keeps two populations evolv-
ing in parallel, where feasible solutions are selected and bred to im-
prove their objective function values, while infeasible solutions are
selected and bred to reduce their constraint violations (see Figure 3.1).
In each generation, individuals are tested for constraint violations; if
they present at least one, they are moved to the ’Infeasible’ popula-
tion, otherwise they are moved to the ’Feasible’ population. This
means that as evolution starts, most (if not all) possible solutions
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will be infeasible, and during the subsequent generations more and
more feasible solutions will be found. An interesting feature of this
algorithm is that the infeasible population influences, and sometimes
dominates, the genetic material of the optimal solution. Since the in-
feasible population is not evaluated by the objective function, it does
not become fixed in a sub-optimal solution, but rather is free to ex-
plore boundary regions, where an optimum solution is most likely to
be found. Sorenson and Pasquier have applied this method for the
generation of platformer levels and adventure games, while Liapis
used it in his Sentient Sketchbook [156] tool to support a designer in
the creation of game levels, and to generate spaceship sprites [157],
[158].
Algorithm 3 FI-2pop genetic algorithm
1: BEGIN
2: INITIALISE population with random candidate solutions;
3: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate;
4: DIVIDE the population into Feasible population F and Infeasible
population I ;
5: while TERMINATION CONDITION is satisfied do
6: for each Population P in [F, I] do
7: EVALUATE each candidate in P ; . this will be
checking for constraint satisfaction in the Infeasible population,
and fitness evaluation for the Feasible one
8: SELECT parents;
9: RECOMBINE pairs of parents;
10: MUTATE the resulting offspring;
11: EVALUATE new candidates;
12: SELECT individuals for the next generation;
13: end for
14: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate in I ;
15: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate in
P ;
16: MOVE each infeasible candidate found in P to I ;
17: MOVE each feasible candidate found in I to P ;
18: for each Population P in [F, I] do
19: EVALUATE new candidates;
20: SELECT individuals for the next generation;
21: end for
22: end while
23: END
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3.3 Non-dominated Sorting Feasible-Infeasible
2 Populations genetic algorithm
When dealing with constrained optimization problems, the approach
is usually to introduce penalty functions to act as constraints. Such
an approach favours feasible solutions over the infeasible ones, po-
tentially removing infeasible individuals that might lead to an op-
timal solution, and finding solutions that can be considered local
optimum. There have been many examples of constrained multi-
objective optimization algorithms [159]–[162].
The internals of METACOMPOSE use a combination of FI-2POP
and NSGA-II dubbed Non-dominated Sorting Feasible-Infeasible 2
Populations (NSFI-2POP), uniting the benefits of maintaining an in-
feasible population, which is free to explore the solution space with-
out being dominated by the objective fitness function(s), and finding
the Pareto optimal solution for multiple objectives. The algorithm
takes the structure of FI-2POP, but the objective function of the fea-
sible function is substituted with the NSGA-II algorithm. In Section
5.1.2 an application of this approach to the evolution of melodies is
described.
Some of our students have conducted an analysis of this algo-
rithm1 compared to: NSGA-II with constraint handling [26], Jimenez
and Verdegay’s nondominated sorting evolutionary algorithm [163]
(NSEA), and Ray’s algorithm [164]. They tested the algorithms on
some of the constrained multi-objective problems defined by Deb et
al. [159] and found out that NSFI-2POP outperforms all other algo-
rithms apart from NSGA-II. Although the performance of NSGA-
II is comparable with NSFI-2POP’s one, they show that NSFI-2POP
achieves a better coverage of the Pareto front, which confirms the
hypothesis that using two separate populations can lead to a better
exploration of the solution space.
3.4 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are mathematical models inspired
by biological neural networks. They have many uses, but the pri-
mary ones are approximation of functions and pattern recognition.
They were first described by McCulloch and Pitts [165], and other
seminal research on the topic performed by Kohonen [166], Wer-
bos [167], and Hopfield [168].
ANNs are composed neurons (or nodes), these are divided in
three categories:
1Kasper Hjort Berthelsen, Jon Voigt Tøttrup, Sebastian Baunsgaard, Sebastian
Benjamin Wrede, Evaluation of multi-objective genetic algorithms, Bachelor thesis, IT
University of Copenhagen.
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Algorithm 4 NSFI-2POP genetic algorithm
1: BEGIN
2: INITIALISE population with random candidate solutions;
3: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate;
4: DIVIDE the population into Feasible population F and Infeasible
population I ;
5: while TERMINATION CONDITION is satisfied do
6: EVALUATE each candidate in I according to constraint satis-
faction;
7: EVALUATE each candidate in F using NSGA-II;
8: SELECT parents in I ;
9: RECOMBINE pairs of parents in I ;
10: MUTATE the resulting offspring in I ;
11: SELECT parents in F ;
12: RECOMBINE pairs of parents in F ;
13: MUTATE the resulting offspring in F ;
14: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate in I ;
15: CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT VIOLATION each candidate in
P ;
16: MOVE each infeasible candidate found in P to I ;
17: MOVE each feasible candidate found in I to P ;
18: EVALUATE new candidates in I ;
19: EVALUATE new candidates in F ;
20: SELECT individuals for the next generation in I ;
21: SELECT individuals for the next generation in F ;
22: end while
23: END
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• Input nodes: these represent the different inputs to the net-
work, they do not do any computation and just pass the values
they receive to the other neurons connected to them.
• Output nodes: these represent the outputs of the network, they
perform a weighted sum of the values passed by the connected
neurons of the previous layer and return the result.
• Hidden nodes: these are all the nodes that contribute to cal-
culating values between the input and output nodes. Each of
them performs a weighted sum of the values in input (to the
node), then the result is fed into an activation function, which
determines the output.
These neurons are usually divided in layers, where each layer be-
tween the input and output one is referred to as a hidden layer.
One of the main capabilities of ANNs is the ability to approximate
and learn functions. Supervised learning can “train” a network by
feeding inputs to it, calculating the error from the expected output,
and back propagate the error through each connection. Through this
process it is possible to adjust the weights and alter the threshold
parameters of the activation functions. This process does not alter the
topology of the network, but in section 3.5 we will describe the NEAT
algorithm which is an example of neuroevolution of topologies, as
well as connection weights and activation functions.
3.4.1 Compositional pattern-producing networks
Compositional pattern-producing networks (CPPN) [169] differ from
typical artificial neural networks in their set of activation functions
and how they are applied. While ANNs often contain only one type
of function (i.e. sigmoid and sometimes Gaussian), CPPNs can po-
tentially include any type of activation function. The choice of func-
tions for the canonical set can be biased toward specific types of
patterns and regularities. For example, periodic functions – such as
sine – produce segmented patterns with repetitions, while symmet-
ric functions, such as Gaussian, produce symmetric patterns. Linear
functions can be employed to produce linear or fractal-like patterns.
Thus, the architect of a CPPN-based genetic art system can bias the
types of patterns it generates by deciding the set of canonical func-
tions to include. These kind of ANNs, combined with NEAT, have
been used in various research in creating art, including music [170],
[171], images [35], [172], 3D objects [173], and more [174], [175].
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3.5 NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topolo-
gies
Usually in ANN applications the network topology is defined a-priori
and then the connection weights are derived either through evolu-
tionary computation or machine learning techniques. This means
that often the programmer has to run the learning experiment multi-
ple times to find the ANN architecture that provides best results; this
process requires significant knowledge and experience with ANNs,
and still requires a good dose of guess-work.
The NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) genetic
algorithm developed by Ken Stanley [176] presents the novelty of
evolving both the weighting parameters and structures of networks.
In this way, it attempts to find a balance between the fitness of evolved
solutions and their diversity. Three main techniques are crucial to
this algorithm:
• tracking genes with history markers to allow crossover among
topologies
• applying speciation to preserve innovations
• developing topologies incrementally from simple initial struc-
tures
NEAT begins the evolution with a uniform population of the sim-
plest possible ANNs (without any hidden layer) and random con-
nection weights. During the evolutionary process, hidden nodes
and new connections can appear. As stated before each new feature
of the network possesses an historical marker; this marker is used
to allow that even very different genomes can still be compatible
when applying operators such as crossover. The genetic diversity is
preserved through speciation; in this way each individual competes
mainly with other similar individuals. This allows for species to op-
timize their topology and connectivity without being overwhelmed
by other species that might have a more complex structure, but not
be as optimal.
NEAT is usually used as an offline algorithm; an example of the
implementation of an online and decentralized version of NEAT is
odNEAT, a system for the evolution of multi-robot systems [177].
odNEAT is designed to be executed onboard robots themselves dur-
ing task execution to continuously optimize the parameters and the
topology of the artificial neural network-based controllers. This is a
very similar architecture to the one designed for our system, which
makes this variation of NEAT a promising candidate. The mod-
ules executing odNEAT can adapt to changing conditions (i.e. hu-
man interaction or change in modules) and learn new behaviours
as they carry out their tasks. The online evolutionary process is im-
plemented according to a physically distributed island model. In
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the original implementation of odNEAT, each robot optimizes an in-
ternal population of candidate solutions (intra-island variation), and
two or more robots exchange candidate solutions when they meet
(inter-island migration). This might not be enough in our case as,
while each robot is potentially self-sufficient, they are not really col-
laborating as our system requires.
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FIGURE 3.1: Diagram of the Feasible Infeasible two
population method (FI-2POP): two populations are
evolved in parallel, one towards constraint satisfaction
and one towards the objective of the search. Exchange
of genetic material between the two populations arise
when an element of the infeasible population satisfies
all constraints, and when an element of the feasible
population breaks a constraint.
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Chapter 4
Affective music prototype:
Moody Music Generator
This chapter presents the initial prototype developed to test our re-
search questions: the Moody Music Generator. This system was orig-
inally developed as part of my Master thesis and successively ex-
panded and refined during the first year of my Ph.D. studies. We
start by describing the system and then presenting the results of
three evaluation studies conducted on it. Two of these studies are
only very briefly summarized as they were not integral part of my
Ph.D. studies (sections 4.2 and 4.3), but are relevant enough to the
research to be given a small space here. References are included so
that the interested reader might read the full papers related to these
two studies.
4.1 Implementation
The project has been realized using PD (aka Pure Data) [55], a real-
time graphical programming environment for audio, video, and graph-
ical processing (see Figure 4.1. In PD, programs are written as graph-
ical graphs called patches, in our project we used some patches taken
from Brinkmann’s website [178] (reverb and delay implementations).
The generated music is played by three instruments (synthesiz-
ers) and a drum machine. The system consists of five random num-
ber generators: four of these numbers will be converted into notes
for the instruments and the drums, while the last one is used as a
sound effect controller. Additionally each of the four note genera-
tors also generate another number that will determine the volume
the note will be played.
These generators create semi-random numbers by adding (in dec-
imal) from a start value a certain step each tick. Then each generator
converts the number to another base and adds the digits of the re-
sult. This value will then become the note we’ll play; at the same
time through a slightly different sum we generate another number
that will control the volume at which the note will be played.
The numbers, before being sent to the synthesizers that will gen-
erate the note, are filtered so that we can control which notes we want
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FIGURE 4.1: Moody music generator main patch. Each
box is another patch that performs a specific func-
tion; while some connections between patches are vis-
ible, the connections with the mood control patches
are hidden to maintain a semblance of readability of
the system. On the left you see the proper genera-
tor, which in order from top to bottom consists of lay-
ers of: metronome, random number generators (in MIDI
notation), note filter, synthesizers, mixer, delay and re-
verb. On the right side the control patches can be seen,
the first two allow users to switch between predefined
moods, while the bottom one allows them to explore
the mood-space in a continuous manner.
and which we do not. This allows us to use dissonances or maintain
a diatonic feel to emphasize moods. The numbers at this point rep-
resent notes in MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) notation
(they can span from 0 to 127), so to filter them we just use a modulo
operation to understand what note they represent. For example, as
there are 12 notes in an octave, we can see that 60 modulo 12 equals
0, this means that 60 represents a C.
At this point the synthesizers generate the note, by converting
the MIDI notation to a frequency and using PD’s built-in audio wave
generator. The synthesizers we use are constructed in a way that we
can choose the waveform of the sound, modulation, and whether we
want to transpose octaves.
After the notes are actually generated we have a patch that con-
trols their volumes, so that we can decide if we want some instru-
ments more prominent than the others: a mixer. First we have all the
notes at the desired intensity, but before playing them we apply some
effects. Fist we add a delay with feedback to each of the instruments,
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afterwards we mix all the sounds and apply a reverb effect. Finally
we use a dual delay to the mixed music; by dual delay we mean that
we apply two different delays for high and low frequencies.
4.2 Constrained self-report of mood expres-
sion
We first conducted a pilot study to check whether our system could
possibly represent higher definition moods and the users could rec-
ognize the differences in music. Ten students from IT University of
Copenhagen, Denmark volunteered to participate in our pilot study.
As seen in Figure 2.3, we used Russell’s two-dimensional valence/arousal
space to locate various types of mood. It is worth noting how these
appear in a circular orbit around the origin, this means that the closer
we get to the centre the more indistinct the mood would result.
We tried to express some of the adjectives through our music gen-
erator. After noticing that some are so close in the space that they
were very difficult to differentiate (e.g., astonished and aroused), we
finally decided to make eight clips. This decision was also brought
forth from the desire to keep the length of the experiment below ten
minutes so that the tester wouldn’t get tired and so affect the quality
of the data. The final emotions that we selected are bored, content,
happy, miserable, tired, fearful, peaceful and alarmed. It should be
noted that we have two moods that don’t appear in Russell’s study:
fearful and peaceful. With these we wanted to express some feelings
that are more commonly found in music, as Russel’s study was only
focused on emotions and not on music. We defined fearful to be a
mood with medium-low valence and medium-high arousal, which
would put it very close to the frustrated-annoyed-angry cluster as
in Figure 2.3. Peaceful, on the other hand, has medium-high valence
and medium-low arousal, so it would be part of the content-satisfied-
calm cluster. With this and Content mood, we could explore if people
could see a difference between such closely located moods. When we
defined the moods, we asked the tester to place the mood they feel in
the valence/arousal space. We believed this was important as peo-
ple might have different definitions of the mood adjectives. It should
also note that, for the majority of the participants, English was not
their first language.
As the valence/arousal space is not something that most peo-
ple use in ordinary life, we employed the SAM (Self Assessment
Manikin) pictures with two sliders (representing a Likert value from
one to five), with the texts describing the meaning of the dimen-
sions [179]. In addition to the demographic data of the study par-
ticipants, such as age and gender, data relating to their music pref-
erence (such as genre) and average time for listening to music were
gathered in an open way, by having as answers a four point scale:
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FIGURE 4.2: Distribution of the mood types recog-
nized by the participants. (Vertical axis represents
Arousal and horizontal axis represents Valence.)
“always” “often”, “seldom”, “never”. Overall the experiment survey
presented: a personal data section, a mood recognition questionnaire
(where the participants listened to the clip and then specified which
valence/arousal level they felt in the music) and finally a section in
which they could select up to two emotion adjectives to describe the
piece of music. As an effort to influence the participants as little as
possible with the emotion words, we divided their decision of music
recognition in two parts. So while listening to the music, the partic-
ipants could already set valence and arousal values without seeing
the emotion adjectives. Once the clip ended, the last part of the form
appeared.
4.2.1 Results
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1 shows the study results including percent-
age of correct answers by the study participants. The least correct an-
swers were for happy music, as low as 30%. The mood types that had
highest recognition were peaceful and alarmed (with an 80% of cor-
rect guesses) and bored (with 60%). The mean ratings of arousal and
valence for each type of mood music are summarized in Table 2, with
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TABLE 4.1: Average ratings of valence and arousal for
the eight tested moods. Values can range from a mini-
mum of 1 to a maximum of 5.
Valence
average
Valence
stdev
Arousal
average
Arousal
stdev
Peaceful 4.2 0.422 2.3 1.252
Fearful 2.9 0.994 2.4 0.699
Bored 3.1 0.568 2.4 0.516
Content 4 0.667 3 0.667
Alarmed 4.1 1,135 4.1 1.101
Happy 3.5 0.972 2.6 0.843
Miserable 2.3 1.252 2.6 0.516
Tired 3.1 0.738 1.8 0.632
a five point scale from 1 (most negative for valence and most calm
for arousal) to 5 (most positive for valence and most active/stressful
for arousal). For example, we can see how peaceful is perceived as
a high valence (4.2) and medium/low arousal (2.3) mood, which is
very close to what we expected. Some interesting results are yielded
by fearful and alarmed:
• Fearful mood appears to be perceived as a slightly low arousal
emotion (2.4), while our expectation was for it to be medium/high.
• Alarmed mood is expected to be an almost pure arousal mood
with just a very small negative valence (or almost neutral), but
it turned out high valence (4.1) with high arousal (4.1). It seems
that the participants had no issue in recognizing the arousal
component, but found the music to have a positive valence.
4.2.2 Conclusions
We had some interesting results regarding emotional adjectives. There
seems to be a consensus that the semantic meaning of these words is
lacking and, moreover, correlations between different emotion words
seem to emerge (for example content, peaceful and happy). This
made our early analysis seem to have pretty negative results for most
moods (apart from peaceful, alarmed and bored). By closely exam-
ining the data, however, we could see how the results were much
closer to what we expected. While early results of our pilot study
with a small number of participants seem to indicate some positive
results, it also shows us the problem of using emotional adjectives in
this particular type of testing.
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4.3 Evaluating musical foreshadowing in vi-
deogames
In this section we describe an experiment in using the Moody music
generator as to express narrative foreshadowing in a game context.
As foreshadowing is generally a subtle clue to the future narrative
developments, it is particularly interesting to see if our system is able
to reliably express it, and how it can influence the player experience.
A game was designed for this experiment, with a focus on its nar-
rative, and an experiment in which the music behaved in different
ways to the narrative was conducted.
4.3.1 Foreshadowing
Foreshadowing is a narrative technique where an uncertain, signifi-
cant event is anticipated, being cued by a less important event. Chat-
man defines foreshadowing as the seeding of an anticipatory satellite
from which a kernel can be inferred [180]. Chatman defines kernel
as a key event in the story that advances the storyline and cannot
be eliminated without harming the story, while satellite events are
minor plot nodes that do not contribute to the main story line. He
further suggests that foreshadowing leads to invoking suspense in
the reader and surprise in the story character by creating a dispar-
ity in knowledge between the character and the reader (that is, the
reader knows more information about uncertain future events).
Genette characterizes foreshadowing as advance mention, being an
indirect and implicit reference that may or may not be confirmed in
its importance [181]. He also makes a distinction between two types
of advance mention: genuine and false advance mentions. Gen-
uine advance mentions give the reader correct cues about the devel-
opment of the story, while false advance mentions give misleading
knowledge (also called snares by Barthes [182]). By mixing these two
types of foreshadowing we can engage the reader in trying to analyse
the clues and find out which are the true and false ones.
Music can be used to express foreshadowing. This can range from
subtly playing in the background music the theme associated with
one character to prepare for an entrance (e.g., the Indiana Jones fran-
chise makes great use of this expedient) to using the entire music
at the time to foreshadow the next event (e.g. the shower scene in
Hitchcock’s 1960 movie Psycho). As evidenced in these films, a great
amount of degrees of emotional intensity (and suspense) can be ex-
pressed through foreshadowing: for example the latter example cre-
ates a much greater feeling of suspense than the former.
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FIGURE 4.3: A screen-shot from the game.
4.3.2 Experiment Design
Test groups
To test the relationship between music and gameplay, we first de-
signed three different test groups. Each participant plays a game
that has background music that foreshadows the correct future mood
(true foreshadowing), a wrong mood (false foreshadowing), and a
baseline mood (static - "content" mood).
• Group 0: true foreshadowing.
• Group 1: false foreshadowing.
• Group 2: control group.
Conditions
The test was conducted in a relatively quiet and calm environment.
Before the experiment started, the participants were given informa-
tion about the game controls (mouse and keyboard for interactions),
and were told how the mood selector works. Then, the participants
played the game with some good quality noise-cancelling headphones.
In general, it took about ten minutes to finish the game. When the
game ended, the participants were asked to complete the survey.
The Game
To express foreshadowing the game was designed to have a narrative
component. Classically, narrative-heavy games have been adventure
games, defined by Rollins et al. as “a video game in which the player
takes the role of the protagonist in an interactive narrative driven by puzzle-
solving an exploration" [183]. This genre had its peak of popularity in
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the early to mid-1990s with classical games like The Secret of Mon-
key Island (Lucasfilm Games, 1990) and Grim Fandango (LucasArts,
1998). Lately it seems to have reacquired success with the critically
acclaimed The Walking Dead (Telltale Games, 2012) and Broken Age
(Double Fine Productions, 2015).
This genre suits our needs very well, as its main focus is on story-
telling, and the set of features to implement it is relatively small com-
pared to other genres, minimizing the need to expend development
efforts on narratively extraneous game mechanics. Adventure games
generally contain branching narratives, but our test game narrative
progresses in a linear fashion, due to development time constraint.
The main gameplay consists of:
• Exploring the environment
• Picking up items (and generally interacting with them)
• Using items in the environment to solve puzzles
These gameplay actions are the most basic mechanics used in ad-
venture games.
Narrative/Emotional Design
In this study, we investigated the following eight basic moods gener-
ated by the music generator [15]. The main moods that we identified
in the story (in narrative chronological order) are:
• Miserable: in the beginning of the game, the girl who is the
protagonist in the game is sad. This is the main mood.
• Happy/Content/Peaceful cluster: soon, it starts snowing and
her mood becomes more positive. Foreshadowing can be ap-
plied in contrast with the previous mood.
• Alarmed: When the snow starts melting this is the main mood;
we can use foreshadowing to give a musical cue to the ensuing
drama.
• Peaceful: Resulting mood of the cathartic moment when the
snowman speaks.
With this storyline associated with a particular mood, we identi-
fied three key story moments where we can use foreshadowing in a
congruous and incongruous way (see figures 4.4 and 4.5).
The first significant event is when the snow starts falling, where
the main character is uncertain whether this event is positive or neg-
ative. However, the resolution makes this positive, transiting the
mood of the character to peaceful. Therefore, we foreshadow it with
content for true foreshadowing and alarmed for false foreshadowing.
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Miserable
Starting mood
Content
Foreshadowing for snow 
falling
Peaceful
Mood confirms the 
foreshadowing 
Happy
The snowman is 
completed
Fearful
Foreshadowing during 
the interlude when the 
narrator says it’s warm
Alarmed
Anne realizes that the 
snowman is in danger
Peaceful
The snowman talks 
and tries to console 
Anne
Happy
This is the only indication 
of a happy or unhappy 
ending
Content
Foreshadowing for the 
snowman speaking
FIGURE 4.4: The emotional structure with true fore-
shadowing (for Group 0). In white we have the persis-
tent moods and in blue the true foreshadowing ones.
The second key event is the realization that the Snowman is go-
ing to melt, we foreshadow it with fearful for true foreshadowing and
peaceful for false foreshadowing. The event in the end is resolved in
the alarmed mood.
Lastly, the girl realizes how her efforts to save the snowman are
in vain and she despairs and the snowman consoles her about its
imminent melting. Just before this event we foreshadow it by using
a content mood for true foreshadowing or miserable mood for false
foreshadowing.
Survey questions
We collected more information directly from the participants by hav-
ing them complete a survey after having played the game. The sur-
vey consists of the following questions:
1. “Select the three moods that you felt more while playing the
game": in this question the participants could select up to three
of the eight affect words describing the moods we can express
with our music generator.
2. “Did you find the music consistent with the narrative?": the
participant selects one of the five point Likert scales [184] (1 =
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 =
Strongly Agree).
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Miserable
Starting mood
Alarmed
Foreshadowing for snow 
falling
Peaceful
Mood confirms the 
foreshadowing 
Happy
The snowman is 
completed
Alarmed
Anne realizes that the 
snowman is in danger
Peaceful
The snowman talks 
and tries to console 
Anne
Fearful
This is the only indication 
of a happy or unhappy 
ending 
Peaceful
Foreshadowing during 
the interlude when the 
narrator says it’s warm
Miserable
Foreshadowing for 
snowman speaking
FIGURE 4.5: The emotional structure with false fore-
shadowing (for Group 1). In white we have the persis-
tent moods and in red the false foreshadowing ones.
3. “Write the first three events that come to mind about the story":
this question was designed to test the impact of music fore-
shadowing on the recall of story events.
4. “Rate these key events by emotional significance": the key
events listed are:
• First time seeing the snow
• Completing the snowman
• Noticing the snowman might be melting
• The snowman speaks
These events represent the resolution of the music foreshadow-
ing as discussed in section 4.3.2. We employ the five points Lik-
ert scale (1=Very low significance, 2=Low significance, 3=Medium
significance, 4=High significance, 5=Very high significance).
5. “How much surprise did you feel at these key points?": the
participant selects one of the five points Likert scale(1=Not sur-
prising, 2=A little surprising, 3=Surprising, 4=Very surprising,
5=Extremely surprising).
6. “How much did you enjoy the game?": the participant selects
one of the five points Likert scale (1=Not at all, 2=Enjoyed a lit-
tle, 3=Enjoyed it, 4=Very much enjoyed it, 5=Extremely enjoyed
it).
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7. Personal questions including demographic information (e.g.,
gender, age) and experience with written narratives and video
games.
4.3.3 Results
A total of thirty undergraduate and graduate students at IT Univer-
sity of Copenhagen in Denmark participated in the study. The num-
ber of participants for three test groups are evenly distributed, ten
participants for each group.
Music consistency with narrative
First we applied statistical analyses to the data to test how music im-
pacts the gameplay experience. Our first hypothesis was that players
will perceive a higher consistency of the music with the narrative when (true
or false) foreshadowing has been employed in contrast with the static music
provided for the control group. Table 4.2 shows the means of the par-
ticipants’ ratings about consistency. A difference of 22.5% was found
between the two foreshadowing groups and the control group.
Fisher’s test for independence (see Table 4.3) suggests that the
difference is not statistically significant. However, it is noted that
the difference is non-trivial (p=0.09) when the comparison is made
between the two groups employing foreshadowing and the control
group.
We can also try grouping all the even slightly positive answers
(answers 2 to 5 in the Likert scale) and test them against the strongly
negative one: in this case we obtain a p-value of almost 9%.
TABLE 4.2: Means of the music consistency ratings.
Values can range from a minimum of 1 to a maximum
of 5.
True F. False F. Control
Consistency 3.6 3.6 2.7
TABLE 4.3: The p values calculated with Fisher’s test
for the consistency ratings. (We have omitted the com-
parison between the true foreshadowing groups and false
foreshadowing group, as the groups gave exactly the
same answers.)
All True F./Control Grouping answers
p 0.552 0.337 0.089
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TABLE 4.4: Means of the general enjoyment ratings.
Values can range from a minimum of 1 to a maximum
of 5.
True F. False F. Control
Enjoyment 2.7 3.3 2.5
TABLE 4.5: The p values calculated with Fisher’s test
for the enjoyment ratings.
Comparisons p
All groups 0.074
True F. / False F. 0.045
True F. / Control 0.546
False F. / Control 0.046
General enjoyment of the game
We analysed the data to test the hypothesis that the participants in
the groups that had foreshadowing music would enjoy the game more than
the control group. The data is the one collected through the survey
question regarding enjoyment (see section 4.3.2).
We note that the means of enjoyment ratings (see Table 4.4) for
Group 0 and Group 1 are higher than those ratings obtained from the
participants in Group 2. In fact, we have a respective difference from
the control group’s score of 5% and 20% for the True and False fore-
shadowing groups.
The Fisher’s test on the data shows a promising result of p = 0.074
(see Table 4.5), although not statistically significant. Interestingly, a
significant difference was found in the player’s enjoyment between
the True foreshadowing and the False foreshadowing groups. This
means that the participants experience higher enjoyment when false
foreshadowing was used than when true foreshadowing was used.
4.3.4 Conclusions
While research is very active in the fields of procedurally generated
music, studies on musical (and narrative) foreshadowing combined
with audio in games are rare. Our study set out to explore if mood
expressive music can foreshadow game narrative events and its im-
pact on the gameplay experience. We designed and implemented
a game prototype and collected the players’ psychological percep-
tion about key story events, emotional states, and the recall of story
events.
We will now summarize our empirical findings to answer our re-
search questions stated earlier (All the empirical results are described
in depth in section 4.3.3) and do some final consideration of what
these might mean:
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Q1 In games, can procedurally generated mood expressive mu-
sic serve as an indicator of narrative foreshadowing? The high
value of p through Fisher’s test (between all the three groups) that
we showed in section 4.3.3 is due to the fact that we were testing
all the groups together, while our hypothesis implies a dependency
between the true foreshadowing group and the false foreshadowing group.
The p-value calculated between any of the foreshadowing groups
against the control group, while being a better result, is not statisti-
cally significant. This is possibly due to the small amount of partic-
ipants and relatively large number of possible answers: each group
has ten participants of which each can choose one out of five an-
swers. The p-value calculated by grouping the positive answers to-
gether (see Table 4.3), however, shows a potential relationship be-
tween perceived music consistency and the use of foreshadowing.
Q2 Can the use of musical foreshadowing improve the player’s
experience? The enjoyment mean ratings of the participants (see Ta-
ble 4.3.3) show that there is a possible difference for the False fore-
shadowing group. The Fisher’s test (see Table 4.5) shows that there is
a statistically significant difference between how much the true and
false foreshadowing groups enjoyed the game.
Confronting the data from these groups with the control group
we notice that we don’t have a statistically significant difference be-
tween the true foreshadowing group and the control group. We can
then infer that the use of true foreshadowing results neither positive
nor negative towards the enjoyment of the story compared with a
static soundtrack.
We can then conclude that probably the usage of false foreshad-
owing creates a more enjoyable experience than true foreshadow-
ing. We hypothesize that this is due to false foreshadowing produc-
ing an additional element of surprise, which added more interest
than the case in which foreshadowing caused the player to expect
the outcome. It’s worth noting that our study had only true or false
foreshadowing, whereas it is possible for soundtracks to mix both
true and false foreshadowing in one game. Therefore we don’t sug-
gest that composer should avoid true foreshadowing entirely, only
that using false foreshadowing to subvert the players’ expectations,
at least occasionally, may increase the role the music plays in height-
ening narrative interest.
There are a few limitations that are important to recognize in our
study. First, there were a limited number of test participants. Sec-
ond, the study was conducted with only one instance of one genre of
game, which may not generalize to the broad space of possible game
designs. The number of test participants, while not being too small
for us to obtain any meaningful result, gave us some inconclusive
data, especially when the answers were free text. It also provided for
a more difficult analysis of the five-point Likert scale answers, since
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each group of ten participants could choose between five possible
answers.
Lastly, we should consider the limitations dictated by our game:
we chose to make an adventure game because of the important nar-
rative component of these games, but this is of course only one par-
ticular genre and we might obtain different results in a first person
shooter. Further studies would be necessary to prove or disprove the
transferability of our results in other game genres.
Not only have we shown through our study that through proce-
durally generated music we can express foreshadowing in our game,
but we have identified some characteristics that distinguish true and
false musical foreshadowing and found some of the limits of the in-
fluence we can exert on players through these techniques.
4.4 Free text characterization of control pa-
rameters
4.4.1 Experiment design
As described in the previous section, we produced a generator in-
tended to be parameterised by two control axes: arousal and valence.
Although this construction is based on theoretical motivations and
existing work on the relationship between musical parameters and
perceived mood, it does not necessarily follow that these axes actu-
ally represent arousal and valence. To understand what kind of gen-
erative space our music generator actually produces, we designed a
study to characterise how the two control axes of our generator in-
fluence listeners’ perceptions.
Contrary to our previous pilot study [15], we employed a mix of
closed-ended questions to validate the axes (e.g. a number of mood
expressing words and a Likert scale for valence and arousal), we
decided to provide completely open-ended questions to the partici-
pants, so as to eliminate as much bias as possible from their answers,
and understand the effects of our generator’s control parameters in
an open-ended way.
We developed the online survey with HTML and PHP, using a
MySQL database to hold the data collected; the participants were
presented with a page consisting of a music clip and five blank boxes
where they were asked to write emotional words that they thought
the music expressed.
After each of the five responses we introduced a special page
where the participants could review their answers, listen to the pre-
vious five clips again and see some of the most recent answers from
other users for the same clips. We created this page to give feedback
to the users and to make the survey, hopefully, more interesting for
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them by giving them the opportunity to confront their answers with
the ones other users provided.
The experiment has no pre-defined end: the user is able to con-
tinue answering until he/she wants, and can close the online survey
at any time.
4.4.2 Music clip generation
We generated 100 clips of 30 seconds of music using our music gen-
erator, each of these expressing a randomly chosen point in the bi-
dimensional mood space we described in section 2.7.
The music clips have been generated by linearly connecting the
features and the respective axis, even though we are conscious that
the relationships are probably more complex; in fact we hope the
data collected through this study will help us better define these.
The maximum and minimum bounds we gave to the various mu-
sical features were:
• Tempo: 100-136
• Intensity:
Synth 1 Synth 2 Synth 3(Bass)
Drum
machine
Minimum
values 69 56 35 60
Maximum
values 98 119 83 128
• Rhythm strength: -20% to +20% intensity to Synth 3 and Drum
machine.
• Timbre: three different settings for the synthesisers: the lowest
is selected when the valence is less or equal of 33, the middle
between 33 and 66 and the higher above 66 (valence goes from
0 to 100 in our system).
• Steadiness: three settings dependent on the valence axis as
the Timbre: steady, medium_steady and unsteady. On the steady
rhythm all the notes fall on the beat of the measure, on the
medium steady rhythm all instruments play notes on the beat,
while the drum machine plays off-beat. Finally for the unsteady
rhythm only Synth 1 (which is the higher pitched instrument,
and the one more resembling a lead voice) plays on the beat
while all the other instruments play offbeat. Note that if all the
instruments played on the offbeat the listener would have no
way of telling the beat from the offbeat, effectively perceiving a
steady rhythm.
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• Dissonances: as discussed in section 5.2.2, we use a C major
scale (C D E F G A B) for positive and an E[ harmonic minor
scale minus the third grade (E[ F [G[] Ab B[ B D ) for negative
valence.
4.4.3 Results and analysis
We collected a total of 2020 free-text labels from 192 distinct users.
We can consider patterns in these labels to constitute an open-ended,
nonparametric characterisation of how users perceive the music’s
mood as we vary the control parameters intended to represent arousal
and valence. The obvious question is then: are there any patterns,
and do they provide any insight into the effects of these control pa-
rameters? With free-text labels, it is not entirely implausible that
there could end up being no easily discernible patterns in the data.
However there turn out to be some strongly localisable responses,
particularly among the labels volunteered relatively frequently. Al-
though listeners could in principle respond with any English word or
phrase, some words recur often, e.g. “mysterious” was volunteered
34 times.
In order to characterise the control parameters using these labels
from the users themselves, for each label we calculate the average
(mean) arousal and valence of the clips for which that label was vol-
unteered. The goal of doing so is to localise the label somewhere
in the two-dimensional control space. We would like to say things
such as: the label “rushed” appears on average in the high-arousal,
high-valence part of the space, while the label “relaxed” is given on
average to low-arousal, low-valence clips.
Of course, if a given label was only volunteered a few times, an
average is not very reliable. Therefore we choose the 20 labels which
are best localised, in the sense that we have enough data to more re-
liably determine their average location in the control space. To de-
termine how well localised a label is, we rank labels by the stan-
dard error of their mean location on the arousal/valence axes (stan-
dard errors summed over both axes). The standard error of a mean,
se = stddev√
n
, will in general be lower for labels with lower sample stan-
dard deviations, and for labels which appear more times in the data
set.1
Before ranking labels by standard error, we perform two prepro-
cessing steps on the data. First, we stem the words using the Snow-
ball stemmer,2 in order to aggregate minor part-of-speech variations
of labels—for example, relaxed and relaxing are both mapped to the
1Since we make no assumption about the distribution of data, we can’t use the
standard error as a basis for a confidence interval. Nonetheless, it is useful as a
proxy for how well we can localise a label in the arousal/valence space, relative to
other labels in our data set.
2http://snowball.tartarus.org/
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FIGURE 4.6: Free-text, crowdsourced characterization
of moods across the generator’s two-dimensional con-
trol space. Plotted labels are the 20 best-localised la-
bels (post-stemming), plotted at the average location
for which they were volunteered as labels. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
stem relax. In addition, we exclude labels that appear fewer than 5
times in the data set even after stemming, because the sample stan-
dard deviation is an unreliable measure for extremely small n.
Figure 4.6 plots the 20 best-localised label stems, at the average
location of the (arousal, valence) parameter settings that elicited that
label as a response. The standard errors of the mean are plotted as
indicative error bars. This plot alone is surprisingly informative as
a characterisation of the control parameters’ effect on perception of
musical moods. Especially considering that users volunteered free-
text labels rather than selecting categories, the trends in the axes are
rather striking.
We can make a few qualitative observations on the basis of these
20 well-localised labels. In a general sense, the “arousal” and “va-
lence” theory that drove the development of our control axes does
not seem to precisely align, in this setting, with the effect of the axes
to which we’ve nominally given those labels, though arousal is closer
than valence.
Arousal maps to something like a calm vs. stress axis (which is,
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in fact, the definition of arousal). Low-arousal words include (un-
stemmed): curious, waiting, calm, relaxing, and ambient. High-
arousal words include: rushed, stressed, hurried, run, and danger-
ous. Valence seems to be largely dominated by arousal, but modifies
it in a way that has strong interaction effects.
Looking at high-valence clips, when coupled with a high arousal
setting, they elicit labels that accentuate a feeling of being rushed:
rushed, stressed, and hurried. So, raising valence, rather than being
perceived as positive valence, instead emphasises a kind of speed
in the context of high arousal, with even a somewhat negative sen-
timent. Low-valence, high-arousal clips are most often labelled as
“danger” instead.
With a mid-level arousal setting, valence does seem to act as a rel-
atively straightforward valence setting: high-valence clips are char-
acterised by “happy”, and low-valence clips by “fear”. As arousal
drops, however, the effect of the “valence” setting becomes particu-
larly inconsistent with the intent that it be a knob used to vary per-
ceived valence. The nominally low-valence clips, when coupled with
low arousal, elicit quite positive labels: calm, relax. As “valence” in-
creases while arousal stays low, the main effect is to get somewhat
more active: from “calm” to “wait” and “explore” at mid-valence, to
“search” at high valence settings.
4.5 Limitations
In classically composed music the key and mode have a tremendous
effect on the piece, not to mention cadences key changes. In our gen-
erated music we have no real chord progression, the chords are cre-
ated by the superposition of the random notes played by the three
instruments; while in a classical piece much effort is spent in making
chord progressions and melodies.
Our generated music lacks in both of these aspects (unless they
appear randomly), this makes our music good for ambiance, but it
lacks the depth of a normal piece of music. We should also note
that if melodies appear randomly there is no system of repetition or
alteration of melodies, as we don’t memorize anything.
This is also the reason why we focus on moods instead of emo-
tions: in a normal piece of music a lot of preparation is necessary
to express emotions: the composer has to create a basic mood, then
create a tension progression to then arrive at a climax where the ten-
sion gets released in a more or less satisfying resolution (depending
on the effect wanted). Generally, apart from the harmonic aspect,
there is also a melodic one that guides the listener through the piece,
another feature that we lack.
An interesting fact we realized is that adding more instruments
to our generator would probably make the final effect sound much
worse. Right now, in a single instant, we can have at most a triad of
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notes played at the same time. This means that the chords created
can be:
• A normal chord (major or minor), composed by the root, major
or minor third and fifth (e.g. C [C E G] or Dm [D F A])
• Suspended chords, where the third is replaced by the second or
fourth (e.g. Csus2 [C D G] or Csus4 [C F G])
• Chords that are difficult to recognize because the root of the
chord is ambiguous (e.g. a triad composed by [C E B] could be
considered a C7 with the fifth omitted or also a Esus6)
If we imagine having four instruments we could potentially have
chords containing four different notes (out of the seven of the dia-
tonic scale we are in). In this case it would be very difficult to iden-
tify the root of our chord and, without some system intervening to
prepare these chords, the result would be cacophonous.
Note that all these examples have been written by considering to
be in the C major key, so we do not have any altered chords (like
an augmented or diminished triads: Caug [C E G]], Cdim [C E G[])
as the scale we use in Contentment and Exuberance does not admit
alterations. The only exception to this rule is the only diminished
chord that belongs in the C major scale: Bdim [B D F].
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MetaCompose
As stated in the previous chapter, the Moody Music Generator was
inadequate for the purposes of creating music that sounded interest-
ing enough to use in the video-games domain. Therefore a new mu-
sic generator was developed, which maintained the necessary com-
ponents of being real-time, dynamic, and expressive, while being
able to create more complex and interesting music. Another addi-
tional feature of METACOMPOSE, compared with the Moody Music
Generator, is that it creates much more structured music. This chap-
ter describes this system in detail, while chapter 6 presents the results
of the evaluation studies we’ve conducted on it.
METACOMPOSE consists of three main components: (i) composi-
tion generator (Section 5.1), (ii) real-time affective music composer (Sec-
tion 5.2) and (iii) an archive (Section 5.3) of previous compositions
(Fig.5.1). The modular nature of METACOMPOSE allows components
to be easily swapped for others or augmented with further compo-
nents.
The composition generator (i) creates the basic abstraction of mu-
sic that will be used by the real-time affective music composer in order
to (ii) create the final score according to a specific mood or affec-
tive state. In other words, as a metaphor, the composition generator
(i) serves as a composer that only writes the basic outline of a piece,
while the real-time affective music composer (ii) acts as an ensemble, free
to interpret the piece in different ways. The archive (iii) maintains a
database of all the previous compositions connected to the respective
levels/scenes of the game-state while also allowing a rank to be com-
puted that measures the novelty of future compositions compared to
those previously generated. METACOMPOSE is designed to be able
to react to game events depending on the effect desired. Examples
of responses to such events include: a simple change in the affec-
tive state, a variation of the current composition, or an entirely new
composition.
The METACOMPOSE system is designed as an expert system and
as such presents a fairly clear aesthetic signature in its musical arte-
facts. We did not want to create a system that could create arbitrary
music, but one that was designed with the specifics of the applica-
tion domain in mind (games). If that would have been the objective,
then a more bottom-up data-driven method would have been more
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FIGURE 5.1: METACOMPOSE’s architecture.
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FIGURE 5.2: Steps for generating a composition.
appropriate. The system proposed also has the objective of easily
testing variations in the music and the effect on the perception of
them.
5.1 Composition Generation
Composition in this paper refers to an abstraction of a music piece
composed of is a chord sequence, a melody and an accompaniment. It
is worth noting that the term accompaniment denotes an abstraction,
not the complete score of a possible accompaniment, described in
detail in Section 5.1.3 (below). The main reason for the deconstruc-
tion of compositions is to produce a general structure (an abstraction)
that makes music recognizable and provides identity. Generating ab-
stractions, which themselves lack some information that one would
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include in a classically composed piece of music, e.g. tempo, dynam-
ics, etc., allows METACOMPOSE to modify the music played in real-
time depending on the affective state the interactive media wishes
to convey. The generation of compositions is a process with multi-
ple steps: (i) creating a chord sequence, (ii) evolving a melody fitting
this chord sequence, and (iii) producing an accompaniment for the
melody/chord sequence combination (see Fig. 5.2).
5.1.1 Chord Sequence Generation
The method for generating a chord sequence works as follows: ran-
dom walks are performed on a directed graph of common chord se-
quences (see Fig. 5.3) starting from a given chord. Referring to Fig-
ure 5.3, the graph does not use a specific key, but rather ‘degrees’: in
music theory, a degree (or scale degree) is the name given to a par-
ticular note of a scale to specify its position relative to the ‘tonic’ (the
main note of the scale). The tonic is considered to be the first degree
of the scale, from which each octave is assumed to begin. The de-
grees in Fig. 5.3 are expressed in Roman numerals and, when talking
about chords, the numeral in upper-case letters symbolizes a major
chord, while lower-case letters (usually followed by an m) express a
minor chord, which is sometimes omitted. Other possible variations
on the chord are generally expressed with numbers and other sym-
bols, these are not listed for the sake of brevity. So, if we consider the
D major scale, the Dmajor chord would correspond to a I degree,
while a iiim degree would be a F]minor. Various parameters of the
generated sequence can be specified, such as sequence length, first
element, last element, chord to which the last element can resolve
properly (e.g., if we specify that we want the last chord to be able
to resolve in the V degree, the last element might be a IV or a iim
degree).
An interesting aspect of this graph is that it also shows common
resolutions to chords outside of the current key, which provide a sim-
ple way of dealing with key changes. Each chord can be interpreted
as a different degree depending on which key is considered, so if
we want a key change we can simply: (i) find out which degree the
last chord in the sequence will be in the new key and (ii) follow the
graph to return to the new key. This should produce harmonious key
changes that do not sound abrupt.
5.1.2 Melody Generation
Melodies are generated with an evolutionary approach. We define a
number of features to include (objectives) and to avoid (constraints)
in melodies, these are based on classical music composition guide-
lines and musical practice. These features are divided into constraints
and objective functions. Accordingly, we use a Feasible/Infeasible
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FIGURE 5.3: Common chord progression map for ma-
jor scales, created by Steve Mugglin [185].
two-population method (FI-2POP [24]) with multi-objective optimiza-
tion [186] for the Feasible population. Given a chord sequence, a vari-
able number of notes is generated for each chord, which will evolve
without duration information. Once the sequence of notes is created,
we generate the duration of the notes pseudo-randomly.
Genome Representation
The evolutionary genome consists of a number of values (the num-
ber of notes to be generated) that can express the notes belonging to
two octaves of a generic key (i.e. 0–13). Here, we do not introduce
notes that do not belong to the key, effectively making the context
in which the melodies are generated strictly diatonic. Alterations
will appear in later stages, in the real-time affective music composer
module, when introducing variations of the composition to express
affective states or chord variations. The length of the genome de-
pends on how many chords were generated in the previous step and
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can range from 1 to 8 notes per chord.
Constraints
We have three constraints: a melody should: (i) not have leaps between
notes bigger than a fifth, (ii) contain at least a minimum amount of leaps of
a second (50% in the current implementation) and (iii) each note pitch
should be different than the preceding one.
Feasibility = −
n−1∑
i=0
(Second(i, i+ 1) + BigLeap(i, i+ 1) + Repeat(i, i+ 1))
where n is the genome length (5.1)
The three functions comprising eqn. 5.1 are all Boolean functions
that return either 1 or 0 depending if the two notes at the specified
indexes of the genome satisfy the constraint or not. As can be seen,
this function returns a number that ranges from (potentially) −3(n−
1) to 0, where reaching the score 0 determines that the individual
satisfies all the constraints and, consequently, can be moved from
the unfeasible population to the feasible population.
On the constraints in eqn. 5.1, leaps larger than a fifth do appear
in music but they are avoided here, as experience suggests they can
be too hard on the ear of the listener [187]. Namely, if the listener is
not properly prepared, leaps larger than a fifth can easily break the
flow of the melody. We also specify a minimum number of intervals
of a second (the smallest interval possible considering a diatonic con-
text such as this one, see the Genome Representation section) because
if the melody has too many larger leaps it feels more unstructured,
and not something that we would normally hear or expect a voice
to sing. Finally, the constraint on note repetition is justified by the
fact that repetitions will be introduced by the real-time affective music
composer.
Fitness Functions
Three objectives are used to compose the fitness functions: a me-
lody should (i) approach and follow big leaps (larger than a second) in a
counter step-wise motion (explained below) (eqn. 5.2), (ii) where the me-
lody presents big leaps the leap notes should belong to the underlying
chord (eqn. 5.3) and finally (iii) the first note played on a chord should be
part of the underlying chord (eqn. 5.4).
First, we remind the reader that the definition of an interval in
music theory is the difference between two pitches. In Western mu-
sic, intervals are mostly differences between notes belonging to the
diatonic scale, e.g. considering a Cmajor key, the interval between
C and D is a second, the interval between C and E is a third etc.
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FIGURE 5.4: An example of counter step-wise ap-
proach and departure from a leap (C-G).
CStep =
n−1∑
i=0
IsLeap(i, i+ 1)(PreCStep(i, i+ 1) + PostCStep(i, i+ 1))
leapsN
where CStep stands for CounterStep, PreCStep for PreCounterStep,
and PostCStep for PostCounterStep (5.2)
CStep (eqn. 5.2) measures counter step-wise approach and follow to
big leaps. To clarify what counter step-wise motion means: if we exam-
ine a leap of a fifth from C to G, as in Fig. 5.4, (assuming we are in
a Cmajor key), this is a upward movement from a lower note to a
higher note, a counter step-wise approach would mean that the C
would be preceded by a higher note (creating a downward move-
ment) with an interval of a second, so a D. Likewise, following the
leap in a counter step-wise motion would mean that we need to cre-
ate a downward movement of a second after the G, so we need an F
to follow.
The reason we introduce this objective is that this makes leaps
much easier on the listener’s ear, otherwise counter step-wise mo-
tions often sound too abrupt by suddenly changing the range of
notes the melody is playing. The PreCStep and PostCStep func-
tions are Boolean functions that respectively check if the note pre-
ceding and following the leap approaches or departs with a contrary
interval of a second.
The reason for having the leap notes – the two notes that form a
leap larger than a second – as part of the underlying chord, is that
such leaps are intrinsically more interesting than a step-wise mo-
tion, this means that the listener unconsciously considers them more
meaningful and pays more attention to them[187].
When these leaps contain notes that have nothing to do with the
underlying chord, even if they do not present real dissonances, they
will be perceived as dissonant because they create unexpected inter-
vals with the chord notes. Including leaps as part of the chord gives
a better sense of coherence that the listener will consider as pleasant.
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ChOnLeap =
n−1∑
i=0
IsLeap(i, i+ 1)(BeToChord(i) + BeToChord(i+ 1))
leapsN
where ChOnLeap stands for ChordOnLeap, and BeToChord
for BelongsToChord (5.3)
The ChOnLeap function (eqn. 5.3) calculates how many leap notes
belong to the underlying chord by checking if there is a leap between
each two notes of the melody (IsLeap) and, if that is the case giving
a positive score for each of the two notes that is part of the underlying
chord (BeToChord = belongs to chord).
FirstNtOnChord =
n∑
i=0
IsFirstNote(i)× BeToChord(i)
chordsN
where FirstNtOnChord stands for FirstNoteOnChord, and
BeToChord for BelongsToChord (5.4)
The last objective (eqn. 5.4) emphasizes the importance of the
first note after a chord change, by playing a note that is part of the
chord we reinforce the change and make the chord change sound less
discordant.
Note that these objectives, by the nature of multi-objective opti-
mization, will generally not all be satisfied. This is acceptable, as sat-
isfying all objectives might make the generated music sound too me-
chanical and predictable, while such “soft” rules are only enforced to
a certain point, namely the Pareto frontier (contrary to the constraints
of the infeasible population, which always need to be satisfied).
5.1.3 Accompaniment Generation
Accompaniment is included in the composition because, not only do
chords and melody give identity to music, but also rhythm. Accom-
paniment is divided into two parts: a basic rhythm (a collection of
note duration) and a basic note progression (an arpeggio). We can
progress from the accompaniment representation to a score of the ac-
companiment by creating notes with duration from the basic rhythm
and pitches from the progressions (offset on the current underlying
chord).
In previous work[188], we described an approach to generating
rhythms consisting of a stochastic process involving combinations
and modifications of some elements taken from a small archive of ba-
sic rhythms. METACOMPOSE was upgraded to make use of Euclidean
rhythms [189], which have the property that their onset patterns are
distributed as evenly as possible. Toussaint also shows how such
rhythms include a large family of rhythms used as rhythmic ostinatos
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in world music. Euclidean rhythms can be generated very efficiently
and fulfil the objective of having a basic “pulse” for the instruments
to follow.
We will here adapt an example described by Bjorklund [190] to
creating rhythms for the music domain: consider a sequence with
with n = 13 pulses, we want to create a rhythm in this pulse series
that contains k = 5 onsets. We represent these in a binary fashion,
where a 1 represents a note offset while a 0 represents a rest. In this
example we would have 13− 5 = 8 rests, so we start by considering
a sequence of 5 ones followed by 8 zeroes.
[1][1][1][1][1][0][0][0][0][0][0][0][0]
If there are more than one identical arrays at the end of the sequence
(in this case [0]), we proceed to concatenate these arrays one at the
time (from right to left) with the other (different) arrays in the se-
quence. This way 5 of the [0] will be concatenated with the 5 [1],
producing 5 [10], and leaving 3 [0] behind:
[10][10][10][10][10][0][0][0]
Again there is more than one identical array trailing the sequence
([0]), so we concatenate those with the first arrays in the sequence:
[100][100][100][10][10]
This time the repeated trailing arrays are [10], and by concatenating
them we obtain:
[10010][10010][100]
Finally the process ends, as the trailing array is unique ([100]), and
the final rhythm is obtained by the concatenation of all the arrays:
[1001010010100]
Note that the problem becomes trivial when the number of onsets k
can evenly divide the number of pulses n. For example, if k = 4 and
n = 12, we would obtain the [100100100100] sequence.
Arpeggios are generated through a stochastic process involving
combinations and modifications (inversions, mutations, etc.) of some
elements taken from a small archive of basic rhythms. Specifically we
have two basic arpeggios (see Fig. 5.5).
The algorithm performs the following steps:
1. choose a basic arpeggio;
2. shuffle the elements of the arpeggio;
3. increase the arpeggio to match the size of the basic rhythm
(done by introducing at a random index of the arpeggio a new
random pitch that already belongs to the arpeggio).
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noteheads noteheadsnoteheads noteheads
Arp2-major
noteheads noteheads noteheadsaccidentalsnoteheads noteheads
Arp2-minor
noteheads noteheads noteheadsnoteheads
Arp1-major
clefs timesig noteheadsaccidentals noteheadsnoteheads
Arp1-minor
FIGURE 5.5: Basic arpeggios. These are represented as
if they were played under a C major or C minor chord,
but are transposed depending on what chord they ap-
pear underneath. Also the rhythmic notation of the
arpeggio is dependent on the rhythmic structure.
The rhythm presented in the final music will be modified by the
real-time affective music composer for variety or for affect expres-
sion, while still maintaining a rhythmic and harmonic identity that
will be characteristic of the composition.
Implementation details
This section serves to describe the specific operators and parameters
used to obtain the results discussed later in the paper. The feasible
population (i.e. the one running NSGA-II) utilizes a binary tour-
nament selection operator: two random individuals are chosen from
the population and are compared. The individual that dominates the
pair is selected as a parent for the crossover operator, obviously this
operator has to be executed twice to obtain the two parents required
by the crossover operator. In the event no one individual dominates
the pair, a parent is chosen randomly from the two. The unfeasible
population uses a roulette-wheel selection operator: the selection is
a stochastic process where individuals have a probability of becom-
ing parents for the next generation proportional to their fitness. This
way individuals with higher fitness are more likely to be selected
while individuals with lower fitness have a lesser chance, they may
have genetic material that could prove useful to future generations.
Both populations adopt a simple single point crossover operator.The
mutation operator gives each gene a probability 1/l, where l is the
genome length, to mutate. This ensures that on average only one
gene will mutate but allows for more than one or no mutation to oc-
cur. The mutation itself transforms the note the gene represents to
either the note directly above or directly below the mutated note in
the scale.
The parameters used are:
• Population size: 500
• Generation number: 5000
• Elitist factor: 25%
• Mutation rate: 10%
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5.2 Real-Time Affective Music Composer
The purpose of the real-time affective music composer is to go from
the abstract compositions we have created, to actual music. There
are two main components of the process: a stochastic interpretation
of the composition that creates music that reflects the abstraction
while presenting variations, and the modification of some musical
and sonorous features to express affective meaning.
5.2.1 METACOMPOSE Implementation
The system builds on a number of instruments, each with an algo-
rithm to interpret some (or all) of the data that comprises a composi-
tion; this interpretation is responsible for turning the abstraction into
the score the system actually plays. These algorithms can be simple
or complex, but should always contain some stochastic element, in
order to avoid repetition. We created this instrument system to give
some creative freedom to the developers that might use this music
generation system; for example by making the instruments play ac-
cordingly to a specific music style or to create music that fits better
with their accompanying media.
The instruments send the notes they generate in real time to the
standard MIDI device provided by the Java language. The system
can be configured to be connected to an external MIDI device to pro-
vide for sound synthesis.
5.2.2 Mood expression theory
We now describe our model for mood expression in terms of music
theory and how mood influences the production. We propose four
musical features that influence perceived mood in music, these are:
intensity, timbre, rhythm, and dissonances. These are mainly inspired
by Liu et al. [191]. While Liu et al.’s research focused on mood classi-
fication via machine learning, we applied and expanded their model
to generate music instead.
We should note that a different path here could have been to col-
lect ground truth to create this model, instead of basing it on pre-
viously defined models and music theory. The main disadvantage
of this approach is that we would have needed an extremely high
amount of human-annotated data which would have given us a po-
tentially accurate, but hard to read model. If that was the case this
model would have been hardly useful for composers, which might
instead use the presented mood expression model to help them in
the creation of adaptive musical systems.
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Intensity (or Volume)
is defined by how strong the volume of the music is. It is an arousal-
linked feature: high arousal corresponds to high intensity; low arousal
to low intensity. Intuitively, high volume music results in increased
stress. In a similar way, lower volume music, being less intense, is
less arousing and has lower intensity.
Timbre
is defined as the combination of qualities of a sound that distin-
guishes it from other sounds of the same pitch and volume. For
example, timbre is what makes the C4 note sound different when
played on a piano as opposed to a guitar. It is often associated with
“how pleasing a sound is to its listeners" [192]. One of timbre’s most
recognizable feature is what we could call “brightness", that is, how
much of the audio signal’s frequencies are distributed. In previous
literature audio features such as MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Co-
efficients [193] and spectral shape features [194] have been used to
classify music on the basis of its timbral feature. We link timbre with
valence: the more positive the valence, the brighter the timbre.
Rhythm
is divided into three features: strength, regularity and tempo [191].
• Rhythm strength: how prominent is the rhythmic section is
(drums and bass). This feature is linked to arousal and our sys-
tem acts by regulating the volumes of the instrument currently
considered the “bass" to be proportionally higher or lower in
the general mix.
• Regularity: how steady the rhythm is. This feature is linked to
valence.
• Tempo: how fast the rhythm is. This feature is linked to arousal
and influences the beats-per-minute (BPM) that the instruments
follow.
In a high valence/high arousal piece of music, for instance, we
observe that the rhythm is strong and steady. In a low valence/low
arousal, on the other hand, the tempo is slow and the rhythm not as
easily recognized.
Dissonance
is a concept that depends on the relative musical style, for example
what can be considered as dissonant (rough, out-of-tune) in Western
music can be considered an attractive part of the musical timbre by
other music styles, such an Indonesian Gamelan. As an operative
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definition of dissonance in our mood expression theory we define
it as the juxtaposition of two notes very close to each other: for ex-
ample C and C]. The distance between these two is just a semitone,
which gives the listener a generally unpleasant sensation. A disso-
nant interval does not always sound bad. In fact most music contains
dissonances, they can be used as cues expressing something amiss.
The listener’s ear can also be trained to accept dissonances through
repetition, which explains why some music genres rely heavily on in-
tervals that are avoided by other ones.In general, the larger the inter-
val between the two dissonant notes, the ‘easier’ it is on the listener’s
ear: a C and a C] are always dissonant, but the dissonance is more ev-
ident if the notes are played from the same octave. C.P.E. Bach, in his
Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments [195], remarks on
the affective power of dissonances, although in a more general way:
“... dissonances are played loudly and consonances softly, since the
former rouse our emotions and the latter quiet them".
Meyer [196] observes that the affect-arousing role of dissonances
is evident in the practice of composers as well as in the writings of
theorists and critics, remarking how the affective response is not only
dependent on the presence of dissonances per se, but also upon con-
ventional association. This means that depending on the conventions
of the musical style, dissonances might be more or less acceptable to
the listener, and so can arouse different affective reactions. A study
of listening preferences for infants, conducted by Trainor and Hein-
miller [197], shows that even these young listeners, with no knowl-
edge of musical scale, have an affective preference for consonance.
It is important to notice that, while dissonances do occur in music
constrained to a certain key, e.g. the V th chord is the most dissonant
and so most tension-building. We only consider the introduction of
out-of-key notes to introduce a higher degree of dissonance in the
music. We connect this feature to valence, hypothesizing that intro-
ducing more and more dissonances creates a more negative affect
expression.
Out-of-key notes are introduced with the hypothesis that they
create more negative valence. The more dissonances added, the more
negative the valence. To maintain a feeling of purposeful composi-
tion, the possible notes that can appear correspond to the alteration
of different scales, going further and further away from the Ionian
mode (major mode) according to western music theory (this idea was
inspired by Husain’s study on mode’s effects on mood [198]). It is im-
portant to note that METACOMPOSE does not perform proper mode
changes; they are unprepared and the harmonic framework stays in
a major key. Assuming a tonic of C, new notes that can appear in the
piece are (from higher to lower valence):
• B[, from the Myxolydian mode
• B[ and E[, from the Dorian mode
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• B[, E[ and A[, from the Aeolian mode
• B[, E[, A[ and D[, from the Phrygian mode
The reader might notice we are missing the Lydian and Locrian
modes; we decided to exclude these scales for two different reasons.
The Lydian mode is the same as the Ionian mode with its fourth de-
gree raised, but it introduces an interval not as easily built upon to
reach other modes (i.e. it requires the removal of the alteration to the
fourth before adding new alterations). The Locrian mode is defined
as a diminished mode as, although its third scale degree is minor, the
fifth degree is diminished, instead of perfect. We have excluded it
from our listening study mostly because we felt the music produced
lost quality, as the diminished intervals make the piece sound less
musically structured.
5.3 MetaCompose Archive
The archive’s purpose is to store the previously generated compo-
sitions and associate these with game-related information, such as:
levels, events or even entities. Another main function of the archive
is the implementation of a distance measure that can give us infor-
mation on how similar two compositions are. Such a measure helps
manage diversity via similarity in previous and new tracks.
The distance measure we chose is the Tonal Pitch Step Distance [199],
which measures distance of chord progressions on the basis of har-
monic similarity. It uses a variant of Lerdahl’s Tonal Pitch Space [200]
to measure the distance of a chord to the tonic triad of its key. We
have chosen this particular measure, even though it only considers
the chord sequence part of our compositions, because we believe that
much of the recognition of a song depends on the similarity of the
chord sequence. Of course we realize that melodies are also very im-
portant, they are easy to recall and we generally connect them to a
song, yet we believe that if you listen to the same melody, on two
different chord sequences, it is not as immediately recognizable. On
the other hand, the opposite is easier. In the future we might expand
the distance measure to also include differences in the melody, but
we decided it was not necessary for this first implementation of the
system.
The main reason to have this mechanism is to allow the game-
designer to direct METACOMPOSE to create music that the game-
player would regard as consistent with the content presented to her
previously. A case in which this might be useful is: if an impor-
tant game-event occurs, which the game-designer wants to under-
line with a new composition and not just with a change in the af-
fective meaning expression, she might want a new composition to
share some similarity with the one previous heard and archived (e.g.
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the player might be in the same game-play level). As an example
of the opposite, imagine the player moving from one area to another
that is very different to anything previously seen. The game-designer
may want to reflect this transition (at least partly) through music, so
the game-designer directs METACOMPOSE to generate a track with a
high distance score from any previously archived.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation of MetaCompose
This chapter describes three studies we have conducted to evaluate
different aspects of METACOMPOSE. Section 6.1 describes an eval-
uation of the system, trying to find out how the different parts of
METACOMPOSE interact with each other and how they affect the mu-
sic generated. As already shown in section 4.4, valence seemed to be
harder to express reliably. As such we designed and conducted an
experiment focusing on the way we introduced dissonance in the
pieces to be sure that our assumptions led to correctly perceived va-
lence (section 6.2). Finally, in section 6.3 we present the most com-
plete study on the affective perception of the music generated by the
complete system. Whenever possible we have used ranking in these
studies, as Martinez and Yannakakis [201] suggest that ranking pro-
duces more consistent and reliable data when annotating affect in-
formation. Therefore we often chose to ask participants to compare
two pieces of music, or two different experiment setups.
6.1 Evaluation of the generation technique
We subjected METACOMPOSE to a series of extensive quantitative
studies in order to validate our music generation approach. The
main objective of the study is to investigate the contribution of each
component of the framework to the perceived quality of the music
created. To do this, METACOMPOSE components were systematically
switched off and replaced with random generation. From these ran-
dom “broken” generators, and the complete METACOMPOSE system,
we created various pair-wise samples to test against each other1. As
the quality of music is a subjective matter, participants are asked to
prefer one of two pieces of music presented to them, one generated
by the complete algorithm and one from a “broken” generator with
one component replaced with random generation. Quality is evalu-
ated according to four criteria: pleasantness, randomness, harmonious-
ness and interestingness. These four criteria present a good overview
of the preference expressed by the participant. Note that no defini-
tion of these terms is offered in the survey, and there is therefore no
1This method is inspired by the “ablation studies” performed by Stanley [176].
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guarantee that participants interpret these criteria the same way (or
for that matter differently).
Pleasantness intends to measure how pleasing to the ear the piece
is, but this alone is not sufficient to describe the quality of the mu-
sic produced. There are countless pieces of music that do not sound
pleasant, but may nonetheless be considered by the listener as “good”
music. In fact, in music, often uncommon (and even discordant)
chord sequences or intervals are introduced to express different fea-
tures in a score, such as affect, as well as other narrative information.
Also note that some alterations or passages can be specific to a music
style. Moreover, discordant intervals are more acceptable to the ear
the more often they are repeated (see dodecaphonic music [202] for
example).
Interestingness is a criterion introduced to overcome the just de-
scribed limitations of the pleasantness criterion: in this way we in-
tend to test if one of our “broken” scores might introduce something
that results in something considered interesting to the listener, even
when the composition is not as pleasant or harmonic. Note that this
is a very subjective measure, as most people have a different opinion
about how interesting they perceive a score to be.
On the other hand, harmoniousness might be confused with pleas-
antness, but we hope that it will be seen as a somewhat more objec-
tive measure: less of a personal preference and more of a measure
of the listener’s ability to recognize the presence of dissonances and
harmonic passages.
Finally, randomness intends to gather a measure of how structured
the music appears to the listener. It is not only a measure of dis-
sonance (or voices being off-key), but also of how much the music
seems to have a cohesive quality and coherent internal structure. Ex-
amples of coherent internal structure are: (i) voices working together
well (ii) coherent rhythmic structure (iii) chord sequence presenting
tension building and eventual resolution.
An online survey was developed with HTML and PHP, using a
MySQL database to hold the data collected. Participants were pre-
sented with paired music clips and asked to evaluate them using the
four criteria described. Each of the four criteria has a multiple choices
question structured as:
Which piece do you find more pleasing? “Clip A"/“Clip
B”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”,
where the last word (e.g. “pleasing”) is dependent on the criterion.
We also include the more neutral answers “Neither” and “Both Equally”
to avoid randomness in the data from participants who cannot de-
cide which clip satisfies their evaluation according to the criterion
better or worse. Other benefits of doing this are: avoiding the partic-
ipant getting frustrated, and giving us some possible information on
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interesting individual pairs, where the pieces are considered equally
good/bad.
Note that, for the first five questions in the survey, the paired clips
always included one clip from the complete generator. After five tri-
als, the clip pairs are picked at random between all the groups. In
this way, we hoped to collect enough data to be able to make some
observations between the four “broken” generators. The motivation
behind this survey design choice is that our main question is evaluat-
ing the complete generator against all possible alternatives, so atten-
tion to the complete METACOMPOSE architectural has priority. This
also has a practical justification in the fact that, with the number of
groups we have (five), testing all possible combinations and gather-
ing enough data would be practically impossible. The survey has no
pre-defined end: the user is able to continue answering until he/she
wants, and can close the online survey at any time or navigate away
from it without data loss. However, in the preamble to the survey,
we encouraged participants to perform at least five comparisons.
6.1.1 Music clip generation
The five groups were examined (as dictated by the architecture of
METACOMPOSE):
A. Complete generator: the complete composition generator, META-
COMPOSE, as described in Section 5.1;
B. Random chord sequence: the chord sequence module is removed
and replaced with a random selection of chords;
C. Random unconstrained melody: the melody generation evolution-
ary algorithm is replaced with a random selection between all
possible notes in the melody range (two octaves);
D. Random constrained melody: the melody generation evolution-
ary algorithm is replaced with a random selection between all
possible notes belonging to the key of the piece in the melody
range (two octaves). We decided this was necessary as (by de-
sign) our melody evolution approach is restricted to a diatonic
context;
E. Random accompaniment: the accompaniment generation is repla-
ced by a random accompaniment abstraction (we remind the
reader that an accompaniment abstraction is defined by a basic
rhythm and note sequence).
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TABLE 6.1: Number of correct, incorrect and neutral
answers to our criteria for the complete generator (A)
against all the “broken" generators (B-E), combined.
Note that in the case of the random criterion the lis-
tener is asked to select the clip that he/she feels the
most random, so it is entirely expected that a low num-
ber of participants choose the random clip (E) against
the complete generator (A).
Choice Pleasing Random Harmonious Interesting
METACOMPOSE (A) 654 197 671 482
Choose a “broken"
generator (B-E) 240 633 199 327
A neutral answer 197 261 221 282
Total non-neutral
answers 894 830 870 809
Binomial test
p-value 7.44E-21 2.75E-77 2.05E-29 7.81E-02
For each of these 5 groups, 10 pieces of music are created. For the
sake of this experiment the affect expression has been kept to a neu-
tral state for all the groups and we used the same algorithms to im-
provise on the composition abstraction. There is therefore no explo-
ration of the music generators’ affect expression but rather an evalu-
ation of the music quality from the complete architecture compared
to the architectural alternatives. The clips for the various groups can
be accessed at http://msci.itu.dk/evaluationClips/
6.1.2 Results and analysis
The data collected amounts to 1,291 answers for each of the four eval-
uation criteria from 298 participants. Of the survey trials generated,
1,248 contained a clip generated with METACOMPOSE (A). Table 6.1
shows how many responses were obtained for each criterion and
how many neutral answers were collected.
For now we only consider definitive answers (where a participant
chooses one of the music clips presented), we examine the impact of
the neutral answers at the end of this section. Under this constraint,
the data becomes Boolean: answers are either “user chooses the clip
from the complete generator (A)” or “user chose the clip from a broken gen-
erator (B-E)”. To analyse this data we use a two-tailed binomial test,
which is an exact test of the statistical significance of deviations from
a theoretically expected random distribution of observations in two
categories. The null hypothesis is that both categories are equally
likely to occur and, as we have only two possible outcomes, that
probability is 0.5.
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TABLE 6.2: Answers and results of the binomial test
for pairs comprised of the full generator, METACOM-
POSE (A), and the one with random chord sequences
(B).
METACOMPOSE
(A) vs (B) Pleasing Random Harmonious Interesting
Successes 121 71 112 98
Failures 93 117 84 98
Totals 214 188 196 196
Binomial test
p-value 3.23E-02 4.90E-04 2.68E-02 5.28E-01
6.1.3 Complete Generator against all other groups
Firstly, let us consider the combined results of all the “broken” groups
(B-D) against METACOMPOSE (A): as can be seen from Tab. 6.1, we
have statistically highly significant differences for the pleasing, ran-
dom and harmonious categories, while we have a p-value of 0.078 for
the interesting category. This means that we can refute the null hy-
pothesis and infer a difference in distribution between choosing the
music generated by the complete algorithm (A) and the “broken”
ones (B-E).
We can affirm that METACOMPOSE (A) ranked better than all the
others (B-E) for three of our four criteria, with the exception of in-
terestingness, where there is no statistically significant difference. In-
terestingness is clearly a very subjective measure, and this may ex-
plain the result. Moreover, examining the ratio of neutral answers
obtained for this criterion, it can be observed that it is almost 26%, a
much higher neutral response than for the other criteria. This shows
that in a higher number of cases participants could not say which
composition they found more interesting. A possible explanation is
that, as the affect expression (which also includes musical features
such as tempo and intensity) is held in a neutral state, equal for all
pieces, after hearing a number of clips listeners does not find much to
surprise them. Also the duration of the generated pieces (ca. 30 sec-
onds) might not allow sufficient time to determine interestingness.
6.1.4 Complete Generator against random chord sequence
generation
If we only consider the pairs that included the METACOMPOSE (A)
and the one with random chord sequences (B) (Tab. 6.2) we, again,
obtain statistically significant differences in the distribution of the an-
swers for the pleasing, random and harmonious criteria. In this case we
have a very high p-value for interestingness (more than 0.5), in fact
we have the same degree of preference for the METACOMPOSE (A)
and the “broken" generator (B). We can explain this by considering
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TABLE 6.3: Answers and results of the binomial test
for pairs comprised of the full generator, METACOM-
POSE (A) and the one with unconstrained random me-
lody (C).
METACOMPOSE
(A) vs (C) Pleasing Random Harmonious Interesting
Successes 221 21 236 144
Failures 26 221 19 72
Totals 247 242 255 216
Binomial test
p-value 5.15E-40 1.44E-43 4.11E-49 5.46E-07
that the disruptive element introduced by this modification of META-
COMPOSE is mitigated by the fact that the rest of the system tries to
create as pleasing music as it can, based on the chord sequence pro-
duced. So, for most of the time, the music will not have notes that
sound out of key or that do not fit well with the chord sequence.
Still, we observe how the listener is capable of identifying that, while
the piece does not sound discordant or dissonant, it lacks the struc-
ture of tension-building and tension-releasing. This explains how
METACOMPOSE (A) is preferred for all other criteria. It is interesting
to note how the act itself of presenting the listener with uncommon
chord sequences does result in an increase of the interestingness of
the music.
6.1.5 Complete Generator against unconstrained me-
lody generation
When we consider the unconstrained melody group we have sta-
tistically significant differences for all criteria, with some extremely
strong significance (Tab. 6.3). These results are as we expected, as
the melody plays random notes that conflict with both the chord se-
quence and the accompaniment.
6.1.6 Complete Generator against constrained melody
generation
The results given by the constrained random melody generation (D)
are more interesting (Tab. 6.4). First, we notice no statistically signif-
icant values for the pleasing and interesting criteria. This is explained
by the fact that the melody never goes off key, so it never presents
off-key notes and never sounds abruptly “wrong” to the listener’s
ear. Yet, the random and harmonious criteria are statistically signifi-
cant. Remembering how we described these criteria, we notice that
the more objective criteria (random and harmonious) are those that
demonstrate a difference in distribution. We believe this reinforces
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TABLE 6.4: Answers and results of the binomial test
for pairs comprised of the full generator METACOM-
POSE (A), and the one with constrained random me-
lody (D).
METACOMPOSE
(A) vs (D) Pleasing Random Harmonious Interesting
Successes 125 81 120 108
Failures 100 109 85 94
Totals 225 190 205 202
Binomial test
p-value 5.47E-02 2.49E-02 8.68E-03 1.80E-01
TABLE 6.5: Answers and results of the binomial test
for pairs comprised of the full generator, METACOM-
POSE (A), and the one with random accompaniment
(E).
METACOMPOSE
(A) vs (E) Pleasing Random Harmonious Interesting
Successes 188 25 203 132
Failures 21 186 12 63
Totals 209 211 215 195
Binomial test
p-value 5.00E-35 6.58E-32 3.01E-46 4.35E-07
how, although compositions made in this group never achieve a bad
result, the listener is still able to identify the lack of structure (ran-
domness) and lack of consideration of the underlying chords of the
melody (harmoniousness). An example of the first case would be a
melody that jumps a lot between very different registers; this would
make the melody sound more random than the melodies we evolve
using (A) – METACOMPOSE – which follow more closely the guide-
lines of a singing voice. Harmoniousness can be influenced by the
fact that, over a chord (expressed by the accompaniment), the me-
lody can play notes that create intervals that ’confuse’ the clarity of
the chord to the listener’s ear.
6.1.7 Complete Generator against random accompani-
ment generation
Finally, for the last group, the random accompaniment generation
(E), gives us very clear statistically significant results on all criteria
(Table 6.5). A lot of the harmony expression depends on the accom-
paniment generation, and when this is randomized it is no wonder
that the piece sounds confusing and discordant. This is reflected in
the trial data.
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6.1.8 Conclusions
Returning to the main question of the experiment – do all parts of the
music generation system add to the music produced? – we performed
an extensive quantitative study to validate our music generation ap-
proach. The main objective was to investigate the contribution of
each component of the framework to the quality of the music created.
To do this, we systematically switched off components of our genera-
tor and replaced them with random generation. From these random
“broken” compositions and the complete algorithm we created var-
ious pair-wise samples to test against each other (this method was
inspired by the “ablation studies” performed by e.g. Stanley [176]).
We have described an evaluation in which we created music with our
generator substituting various components with randomized gener-
ators. In particular we observed four broken groups: random chord
sequences, random melody constrained (to the key of the piece), random
melody unconstrained and random accompaniment. An evaluation of the
music clips generated by these “broken” versions was compared to
music clips created by the complete algorithm according to four cri-
teria: pleasantness, randomness, harmoniousness and interestingness.
Analysis of the data supports the assertion that participants pre-
fer the complete system in three of the four criteria: (pleasantness, ran-
domness and harmoniousness) to the alternatives offered. The results
for the interestingness criteria are however not definitive, but suggest
that some parts of our generator have a higher impact in this criteria.
The results for the “interestingness” criteria are particularly thought-
provoking: from our data, it appears that random chord sequences
and random constrained melodies can offer a similar degree of this
criteria compared with the complete method. Probable explanations
for this phenomenon are the introduction of surprise (unexpected
chord sequences and melody progressions), a key factor in “inter-
estingness”. We can also observe a higher ratio of neutral answers
for the “interestingness” criterion: possible explanations of these are:
participants might not really be sure about what they think is inter-
esting, or that the pieces were not particularly different from each
other to the listener’s ear. This might also be caused by a potential
high-threshold for interestingness in the participants.
6.2 Evaluation of valence expression through
dissonance
An evaluation conducted on an earlier prototype of a mood expres-
sive music generator indicates that our mood expression theory bet-
ter expresses arousal than valence (positive/negative feelings) [203].
Therefore, we are conducting a series of user studies to learn, in more
depth, what the effect of the features we believe influence valence
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actually is. We present the results for an evaluation that focuses on
the introduction of dissonant intervals by means of altered tones (i.e.
notes that are not included in the prevailing tonality, from now on
also referred as out-of-key notes for brevity) and in particular how
it affects valence in algorithmically generated music. The research
questions this study addresses are:
1. Can negative valence be expressed via the introduction of al-
tered tones in the generated music?
2. Can the quality of generated music be maintained when such
notes are added?
To this end, we present and discuss the results of a participant-based
evaluation study.
Traynor [197] shows how infants prefer consonant intervals to
dissonant ones, yet there is a significant difference between instinc-
tive preference and perceived negative valence. Therefore the con-
nection between dissonance and positive/negative valence in META-
COMPOSE is recorded and measured via an experimental platform
where users listen to music generated by variations of an algorithm.
Statistical analysis of user preferences is performed to characterize
the differences between the generative clips in which examples of
dissonant and consonant music are presented.
6.2.1 Experiment design
The main objective of this study is the evaluation of the valence ex-
pression from the introduction of altered tones in METACOMPOSE.
The secondary objective is the maintenance of perceived music qual-
ity under these circumstances. An experiment was designed where
paired samples were tested against each other.
The survey asked participants to prefer one of two pieces of music
presented and evaluate them according to three criteria: most nega-
tive feeling expressed, most well-composed and most interesting. The first
criterion is the one to answer for our main research question: can
negative valence by expressed by the introduction of altered tones?
The other two ratings are more related to the secondary question:
can we maintain the quality of the music while introducing altered
tones? We expected lower preference in the “well-composed” crite-
rion for the Out-of-key group, as it can introduce intervals that might
be unpleasant (although this might be subjective and sensitive to the
cultural background of the individual). The “interestingness" crite-
rion we expected to be mostly balanced, to show how the music with
altered tones can still be interesting to listen to.
Each criterion has a multiple choices question structured as:
Which piece seems to express more negative feelings?
“Clip A"/“Clip B”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”,
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where the wording is dependent on the three criteria. As in the study
detailed in the previous section, we also include the more neutral an-
swers “Neither” and “Both Equally” to avoid randomness in the data
from participants who cannot decide which clip satisfies the evalua-
tion criterion better or worse. The survey consists of ten questions,
where the two clips presented are always one from the consonant and
one from dissonant groups. The music pieces are chosen in a way that
the participant will listen to all the clips produced for the experiment,
but with random pairings between the two groups.
6.2.2 Music clip generation
Ten clips were created for each group (consonant and dissonant), for a
total of 20 pieces. For the sake of this experiment the affect expres-
sion has been kept to a neutral state for all the mood-expressive fea-
tures, apart from the dissonances feature. The same algorithms have
been used to improvise on the composition abstraction. The clips
for the various groups can be accessed at http://msci.itu.dk/
dissonanceClips/.
TABLE 6.6: Participant’s answers to our criteria. Also
shown are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed
binomial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Choice
Most
negative
Most
well-composed
Most
interesting
Altered group 329 118 191
Diatonic group 95 305 233
Neutral answer 112 113 112
Total not neutral answers 424 423 424
Binomial test p-value 1.38E-31 1.81E-20 2.32E-02
BESD 55.2% -44.1% -9.9%
6.2.3 Results and analysis
The data collected amounts to a total of 536 answers for each of the
three evaluation criteria from 110 participants. Table 6.6 shows how
many responses were obtained for each criterion and how many neu-
tral answers were collected.
For now we only consider definitive answers (i.e. the participant
chooses one of the music clips presented); we will look at the im-
pact of the neutral answers at the end of this section. As for the pre-
vious study, under the definite choice constraint, the data becomes
Boolean: the answers are either “user chose the clip from the Out-of-key
group” or “user chose the clip from the Diatonic group”. To analysethis
data we use a two-tailed binomial test, with as null hypothesis that
both categories are equally likely to occur and, as we have only two
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possible outcomes, that probability is 0.5. The Binomial Effect Size
Display (BESD) [204] is another way of looking on the effects of treat-
ments by considering the increase of success through interventions.
This is an interesting measure, as it elucidates how much of an effect
is created, in our case, by the introduction of altered tones.
As can be seen in Table 6.6, there is a strong statistical significance
for the most negative feeling, most well-composed and most interesting
categories. Thus the null hypothesis can be refuted and a difference
in distribution can be inferred between choosing the music generated
with (and without) the introduction of altered tones. This means that
our system’s introduction of out-of-key notes expresses more nega-
tive valence at the price of being perceived as less well-composed
and less interesting. The BESD values reflect what can be inferred
from the p-values, yet for the most interesting criterion the effect is
much smaller (-9.9%), leading us to conclude that not as much in-
terestingness is lost as the statistically significant p-value (2.32E-02)
might suggest.
Outlier in dissonant group
An outlier was found by looking at the preference expressed for each
of the Out-of-key music clips (see Figure 6.1). This specific clip has a
very different distribution of answers than other Out-of-key clips with
a much lower probability of being selected as more negative, a higher
chance of being selected as more well-composed and a higher chance
of being selected as more interesting. The piece is in B[ major, which
would be composed of B[, C, D, E[, F , G and A. According to the
system previously described, the piece should have its second, third,
sixth and seventh degree altered by lowering them by a semitone,
leading us to this scale: B[, C[, D[, E[, F , G[ and A[. Yet, we notice
from the score that C[ and G[ never appear in the piece. This ef-
fectively removes all the strongest dissonances from the piece: those
formed by notes distant by a semitone (B[-C[ and F -G[). This is a
chance event, formed by a combination of both the way the composi-
tion was formed and the way the instruments have improvised over
the abstraction.
By removing the data obtained by questions in which this clip ap-
peared, we notice a slight increase in significance for all three criteria
(in the order of 10−1). This is expected, as it reinforces the distribution
of the data we observed while considering all out-of-key samples.
6.2.4 Demographics
Our participant’s population is composed of 89 males and 11 fe-
males. The average age is 29.5 (stdev 13.8). Participants were asked
to rate their skill with a music instrument and their knowledge of
music theory according to a five point Likert scale. The participants
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FIGURE 6.1: Score for the outlier piece in the out-of-key
group.
have reported a similar level of musical training (avg: 1.1 stdev: 0.97)
and instrument skill (avg: 1.4 stdev: 1.2). The homogeneity of the
population may explain how, however we partition the population,
we find no statistically significant difference in the answers given.
We observed two participants that gave a high percentage of neutral
answers (>75%). These participants self-reported to have close to no
training and experience with music instruments. Yet the very low
incidence of participants in this group makes it hard to make any as-
sumptions, especially as many other participants reported a similar
level of skill gave many definite choice answers.
If the population is divided by gender, we observe a higher pref-
erence in interestingness for dissonant pieces in males, yet the overall
low number of female participants makes any conclusion here statis-
tically unreliable.
6.3 Evaluation of the affective expression of
MetaCompose
6.3.1 Experiment design
The main objective of this study is the evaluation of the affective ex-
pression in the music produced by METACOMPOSE. A secondary ob-
jective is evaluating in real-time changes in valence in order to better
understand what music characteristics influence the listener’s per-
ception.
An experiment was designed where participants, while listening
to a piece of generated music, would annotate changes in valence via
manipulating an annotation wheel. By “annotation wheel" we mean
a physical knob that the participants could turn clockwise to indicate
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an increase in valence and counter clockwise for a decrease2. The an-
notation was conducted using software written by Phil Lopez3 (and
inspired by the work of Clerico et al. in annotating fun [205]) with
the use of a Griffin Technology PowerMate programmable controller.
Afterward participants were tasked with annotating the mood per-
ceived at the start and end of the piece and provide an overall assess-
ment of the music quality.
The questions asked were all in the form of 5-point Likert scales:
• How would you rate the quality of the music you just listened
to? Very low/Somewhat low/Moderate/Somewhat high/Very high
• How positive/negative was the music at the beginning of the
piece? Very negative/Somewhat negative/Neither negative nor posi-
tive/Somewhat positive/Very positive
• How tense/calm was the music at the beginning of the piece?
Very calm/Somewhat calm/Neither calm nor tense/ Somewhat tense/Very
tense
The last two questions are duplicated for the end of the piece.
A survey was developed with HTML and PHP, using a MySQL
database to hold the data collected. The real-time annotation tool is
a C# program which uses VideoLan’s VLC to play the musical clips.
The PHP code invokes the annotation tool through the exec() func-
tion, which effectively stops the execution of the PHP until the anno-
tation terminates.
The experiment was designed to present the participants with 10
randomly chosen music clips (5 static and 5 with a transition, repeti-
tions of the same piece were not allowed). As each clip has length of
one minute the experiment was designed to last between 15 and 20
minutes for each participant.
6.3.2 Music clip generation
For the purpose of this experiment 19 music clips were generated us-
ing METACOMPOSE: 10 that exhibited a transition in affective expres-
sion, and 9 that did not. Of the 10 pieces with transitions: 2 present
large changes in only one dimension, 4 present smaller changes in
only one dimension, and the remaining 4 present a combination of
changes in both valence and arousal (see Figure 6.2). The music clips
are one minute long and the transitions occur half-way through the
clip. The pieces themselves are synthesized using Java’s MIDI syn-
thesis, the current default method for METACOMPOSE.
2We would like to offer our special thanks to Professor Georgios Yannakakis
and Phil Lopez for the discussions that led to the design of this experiment, and
for putting to our disposal the real time annotation tool used in this study.
3https://github.com/WorshipCookies/RealTimeAnnotation
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Arousal
Valence
FIGURE 6.2: Visual representation of the mood expres-
sion of the generated clips: in red/dashed, the 2 large
mono-dimensional transitions; in green/dotted, the
4 small mono-dimensional transitions; in blue/solid,
the bi-dimensional transitions. Vertices represent the
affective expression of the static clips. A list of which
clips correspond to each transition can be accessed at
http://msci.itu.dk/gecco/clip_list.txt.
6.3.3 Experiment setup
Two computers were used for the experiment, with identical setup
of software (HTML+PHP survey running locally on an Apache web-
server) and hardware (Sony headphones and Griffin Technology Pow-
erMate controllers). The volume of the computer audio was adjusted
beforehand to the same level on each PC. All tests were conducted
in the meeting rooms at the IT University of Copenhagen, which
present comparable levels of light and room layout.
6.3.4 Results and analysis
The data collected corresponds to 200 answers and real-time anno-
tations, from 20 participants. Recall that each participant was pre-
sented with a randomized selection of 5 music clips (from a possible
10) containing a transition in expressed mood state and 5 clips with
static mood expression (from a possible 9). The clips were also pre-
sented in random order.
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TABLE 6.7: Variations in arousal and valence from sur-
vey. Given the categorical nature of the data we in-
clude variation in average and mode. The possible an-
swers are on a 5-point Likert scale (range 0-4), transi-
tion data is the difference in how participants anno-
tated the affective expression at the start and end of
clips. Clips 0-9 present a transition in affective expres-
sion, clips 10-18 are static.
Clip Valence Arousal Valence Arousal
No. average average mode mode
variation variation variation variation
0 -0.444 -0.556 -1 0
1 2 -2.833 3 -4
2 0.538 -0.154 0 0
3 0.25 1 2 2
4 1.615 -0.154 2 1
5 0.625 2.125 0 3
6 -1.125 -1.875 -2 -1
7 -1 -1.417 -2 -2
8 1.25 1.75 1 3
9 -0.545 -0.182 0 0
10 0.111 0.333 0 0
11 0 -0.333 0 0
12 0 0 0 0
13 0.231 -0.077 0 0
14 0 0.071 0 0
15 0.111 -0.111 0 -1
16 0.111 -0.222 0 1
17 0 0.214 -1 0
18 0.25 -0.125 0 0
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TABLE 6.8: Valence, raw answers contingency table.
Shows how many times an answer was chosen in re-
spect of the intended valence expression.
Intended/Chosen 0 1 2 3 4
Negative 15 61 34 27 2
Neutral 5 22 27 50 16
Positive 5 21 38 58 19
6.3.5 Survey analysis
Transition perception
Table 6.7 shows the differences in the annotations the participants
provided for the start and end of the clips. The clips that presented
a static mood-state (clips 10-18) present little variation in annotation.
In the transition group, two clips have been labelled as having almost
no perceivable change in expression (clips 2 and 9). Both these clips
have no change in arousal (this seems to align with the results to be
discussed in Section 6.3.6). Furthermore, the average variation in va-
lence in these two cases is higher than any of the variations observed
in the static group, leading us to hypothesize that listeners can indeed
perceive variations in affective expression.
It is important to notice however, that while most perceived tran-
sitions reflect what would be expected based on the generator pa-
rameters, there are three notable exceptions in annotating valence.
In clip 3, a transition to a more positive mood has been annotated,
while the clip would have been expected to maintain the same va-
lence; in this case it is noteworthy that while the variation in mode
makes it seem like a very strong misclassification (+2), the variation
in average scores present a much better score (+0.25). Clip 7 shows a
decrease in valence where there would be expected to be none, and
clip 8 shows an increase in valence where there would rather be ex-
pected to be a small decrease. All of these cases connect to, and find
a possible explanation, in the results and discussion that follow in
Section 6.3.6.
Valence analysis
The raw answers given by the participants can be represented in cat-
egorical values from 0 to 4 (answers on a Likert scale). Observing
the contingency Table 6.8, it can be observed that there is only a
small variation in how clips, that should express neutral and pos-
itive valence, are categorized by the participants. Performing a χ2
test of independence on this data returns a p-value of 2.822e−10 (χ2 =
61.11, ν = 8), so the null hypothesis that the annotations are indepen-
dent from the expressed valence can be rejected. A series of tests has
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TABLE 6.9: Valence contingency table, shows how
many times an answer was chosen with what was in-
tended. In this case the answers identifying a nega-
tive/positive valence are grouped, no matter the per-
ceived intensity, creating three possible answers: posi-
tive, negative and neutral.
Intended\Chosen Negative Neutral Positive
Negative 76 34 29
Neutral 27 27 66
Positive 26 38 77
been conducted on each coupled valence-expression of this experi-
ment to test the independence of the answers’ distributions.
Negative vs Neutral Fisher’s exact test: p = 1.188e−08. Chi-squared
p = 3.082e−08 (χ2 = 40.713, ν = 4)
Neutral vs Positive Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.9039. Chi-squared p =
0.9019 (χ2 = 1.0517, ν = 4)
Negative vs Positive Fisher’s exact test: p = 8.69e−11. Chi-squared
p = 3.994e−10 (χ2 = 49.79, ν = 4)
Because very small numbers appear in Table 6.8 χ2 might not
be producing precise estimates of the p-value. To check the correct-
ness of the results a categorization of {Positive, Neutral, Negative} is
achieved (Table 6.9) by grouping the "somewhat positive/negative"
and "very positive/negative" answers. Although this removes some
of the answers’ granularity, repeating the same tests as before, chi-
squared test of independence on this data returns a p-value of 6.419e−12
(χ2 = 58.358, ν = 4). Performing the tests on the coupled data we ob-
tain:
Negative vs Neutral Fisher’s exact test: p = 5.264e−09. Chi-squared
p = 7.826e−09 (χ2 = 37.332, ν = 2)
Neutral vs Positive Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.5992. Chi-squared p =
0.5934 (χ2 = 1.0437, ν = 2)
Negative vs Positive Fisher’s exact test: p = 3.79e−11. Chi-squared
p = 8.17e−11 (χ2 = 46.456, ν = 2)
While we have a very strong statistical significance between Neg-
ative valence and the other two levels, the Neutral and Positive levels
appear too similar to consistently distinguish between them.
Arousal analysis
As with valence, a contingency table can be created showing how the
participants rated the arousal present in the pieces (Table 6.10). This
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TABLE 6.10: Arousal raw answers contingency table.
Shows how many times an answer was chosen in re-
spect of the intended arousal expression.
Intended\Chosen 0 1 2 3 4
Low 78 41 11 12 5
Neutral 23 41 54 10 1
High 11 23 31 54 5
time a clear difference between the distributions emerges. Applying
the chi-squared test a p-value of 2.2e−16 (χ2 = 152.11, ν = 8) can be
calculated, which sustains the hypothesis that the answers are not
independent of the expressed arousal. Performing the tests on the
coupled arousal-expressions we obtain:
Low vs Neutral Fisher’s exact test: p = 1.506e−13. Chi-squared p =
2.475e−12 (χ2 = 60.328, ν = 4)
Neutral vs High Fisher’s exact test: p = 1.149e−10 Chi-
squared p = 7.947e−10 (χ2 = 48.358, ν = 4)
Low vs High 4 Chi-squared p = 2.2e−16 (χ2 = 90.451, ν = 4)
Again, small numbers can be found in Table 6.10, so the "slightly
tense/calm" and "very tense/calm" are combined to obtain Table 6.11.
With Chi-squared a p-value smaller than 2.2e−16 (χ2 = 125.61, ν = 4),
consistent with the previous result. Performing the same tests on the
coupled data we obtain:
Low vs Neutral Fisher’s exact test: p = 3.386e−11. Chi-squared p =
1.47e−10 (χ2 = 45.281, ν = 2)
Neutral vs High Fisher’s exact test: p = 7.894−12. Chi-squared p =
3.346−11 (χ2 = 48.242, ν = 2)
Low vs High Fisher’s exact test: p < 2.2e−16. Chi-squared p < 2.2e−16
(χ2 = 78.57, ν = 2)
A statistically significant difference of the participants’ answer
given the three arousal levels can be shown for each of the groups,
moreover by looking at the answers distributions we can confirm
that the arousal levels are perceived as expected. Still we notice that
there seems to be a bias towards low arousal.
6.3.6 Real-time annotation
The data recorded with the real-time annotation tool consists of a
score representing how much higher/lower people are rating the va-
lence of the clip from the original (the valence at the start of the clip)5.
4Fisher’s exact test couldn’t be calculated because of a lack of memory
5The raw data can be accessed at http://msci.itu.dk/gecco/alllogs.
zip.
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TABLE 6.11: Arousal contingency table showing how
many times an answer was chosen with respect to
what we intended. In this case, answers that identify
a calm/tense arousal are grouped no matter the per-
ceived intensity, creating three possible answers: high,
low and neutral.
Intended\Chosen Low Neutral High
Low 119 11 17
Neutral 64 54 11
High 34 31 59
As there is no limit to how high/low people could score changes,
each raw log is pre-processed with min-max normalization. This
way each of the measurements will range between 0-1 and the new
data will account for personal perception of changes (e.g. one par-
ticipant might annotate each change with a double-value scale com-
pared to another participant). Finally, for each clip the average and
standard deviation has been calculated to obtain the graphs that can
be seen in Figure 6.36.
The first thing that can be noticed is that the clips that present
transitions in mood expression, present a change in affect trend half-
way through the clip (where the change in affective expression hap-
pens). Yet in some cases (clips 3, 5 and 8) we observe an increase
in valence which should not be there. This increase in participant-
observed valence is accompanied by an increase in expressed arousal,
which might suggest that one or more of the features that we asso-
ciate with arousal has an effect on valence as well. Interestingly, clip
7, which should not present any change in arousal, shows a very
small negative transition which might correspond with the decrease
in expressed arousal. Yet the high standard deviation in observed
data present throughout the piece, is not as indicative of misclassifi-
cation of arousal as the previously mentioned clips.
6.3.7 Demographics
From the 20 users that participated in the experiment, 14 are males, 5
females, and 1 participant did not express gender. The participants’
age has an average of 27.2 years (stdev ≈ 6.3). In regards to the
other demographic answers, expressed in 5-point Likert scale (0–4),
most people self-reported very little experience with playing an in-
strument (avg = 1.2, stdev ≈ 1.2, mode = 0), very little knowledge of
music theory (avg = 1.1, stdev ≈ 1.1, mode = 0), and a considerable
experience with video-games (avg = 2.5, stdev ≈ 1.27,mode = 3). No
6the complete set can be accessed at http://msci.itu.dk/gecco/
graphs.zip
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FIGURE 6.3: Examples of averaged real-time an-
notation for valence, the standard deviation is dis-
played as the red zone, the complete set can be ac-
cessed at http://msci.itu.dk/gecco/graphs.
zip. These showcase the main types of annotation
that can be observed from the data: e.g., clip 4 presents
a correctly annotated clip, an increase in valence half-
way through the clip, clip 6 presents a correctly an-
notated decrease in valence, clip 5 presents an incor-
rectly annotated increase in valence, and clip 15 cor-
rectly shows no transition. The x-axis represents sec-
onds after the start of the clip.
matter how we divide the population the results are not significantly
different, possibly because of the limited number of participants.
6.3.8 Conclusions
The main question of this study is: can METACOMPOSE reliably ex-
press mood states? In response, we described an experimental evalu-
ation in which we created music clips from METACOMPOSE (either
containing a transition in affective state or not), and asked partici-
pants to annotate the pieces, both in real-time and after a complete
first listening.
Analysis of the data supports the hypothesis that transitions in af-
fective expression intended in the compositions produced by META-
COMPOSE can be recognized by the listeners, and moreover that the
sampled levels of arousal are correctly detected with a strong statisti-
cal significance. Valence expression seems less well-defined: (i) from
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the survey answers we see no strong difference between the annota-
tions provided for Neutral and Positive pieces, (ii) from the analysis
of transition perception we observe some incorrect annotations, and
(iii) in the real-time annotation some incorrectly perceived changes
can be noticed in affect static clips.
To explain point (i) we hypothesize that the fault lies in the in-
troduction of dissonances: METACOMPOSE seems to only start to
include dissonances when expressing negative valence. This means
that dissonance-wise there is no difference between Positive and Neu-
tral valence levels. Points (ii) and (iii) however seem to uncover a
more systematic flaw in our expression theory: it seems that one (or
more) of the features that they associate with arousal have also an
effect on valence, as we can observe perceived increases/decreases
in valence in response to relative changes in expressed arousal. We
need to acknowledge that our sample size is not very large, yet con-
sidering the very strong statistical significance of the results we ob-
tained on arousal, it seems likely that METACOMPOSE does indeed
present some deficits in valence expression. A more systematic anal-
ysis of each music feature would be recommended to amend the
mood expression theory to reliably express valence.
In summary, we show how METACOMPOSE expresses, in a re-
liable and perceivable way, affect arousal in the music clips it gen-
erates. However, there are emergent issues in affect valence expres-
sions, very likely due to some interplay between the musical features
associated with arousal and the ones associated with valence.
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Chapter 7
Effect on player experience of
mood expressive music
produced by METACOMPOSE
This chapter describes the results of a study on the effect of using
METACOMPOSE, under different configurations, to create the back-
ground music for the Checkers game. This represents the final con-
tribution of this thesis, in which we bring a game together with af-
fective music generation and we observe the effects on the player’s
experience. In section 9.2 we also describe a second study which is
planned but not yet conducted.
7.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the use of the METACOMPOSE system in a
game context. The game chosen for this experiment is American
Checkers (see following section for description of the game), this
game was chosen for two main reasons: it has simple rules that are
easy to grasp for people unfamiliar with it, and it has a minimal
amount of intrinsic narrative. While the former comes from practical
considerations, we wanted a game that satisfied that latter require-
ment to remove as many variables as possible that could influence
the perception of the game. The research questions this study ad-
dresses are:
1. Can we observe any difference in player experience (emotion-
ally) when presented with affective-dynamic music compared
to static music?
2. Can we observe any difference when the music is supporting
the game’s internal narrative/state?
These research questions are complemented by two hypotheses:
1. Players will prefer background music with dynamic affective
expression.
2. Players will prefer background music where the affective ex-
pression is consistent with the game state.
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FIGURE 7.1: A capture: captures are achieved when
a piece is able to “jump” over an enemy piece. This
is only possible when the square beyond the enemy
piece is empty.
Essentially, the first question allows us to explore the effect of dy-
namic music, while the second one the effect of adaptive music. To this
end, we present and discuss the results of a participant-based eval-
uation study in which participants were tasked to play two Check-
ers games with different setups. We collected both self-reported –
through a questionnaire – and physiological data.
7.2 Checkers
Checkers (or Draughts, in British English) is a family of strategy board
games for two players. The invariable characteristics of a Checkers-
type game are: pieces are uniform (they all display the same game-
play rules), movement is strictly diagonal, captures are achieved by
jumping over opponent pieces, and captures are mandatory. There
are many variants, which usually change the board size (like the
Polish draughts, which plays on a 10x10 board) or the capture con-
straints (e.g. in the Russian Draughts all captures have to be made),
but can also include variations to core rules of the game (in Italian
draughts men pieces cannot capture kings).
The specific version we have used in this study is the American
checkers (or straight checkers). This version is played on an 8x8 che-
quered board with 12 pieces per side. The objective of the game is to
remove all enemy pieces from the game.
There are two types of pieces:
Men: initially all the pieces on the board are “men” (uncrowned
pieces). These pieces can move one step forward diagonally
or, in case there is an empty space behind an enemy piece, it
can perform a capture by “jumping” over it (see Figure 7.1). It
is also possible for the man to chain multiple captures if there
is the opportunity.
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FIGURE 7.2: The initial state of a Checkers game
and the numeric notation used by the raven-checkers
framework.
Kings: Whenever a man reaches the enemy end of the board (kings
row), it becomes a king. In physical games this is marked by
the addition of an additional man token on top of the promoted
one, in the software we use in this experiment a crown sprite is
added to the piece. These pieces obtain the new ability of mov-
ing and capturing backwards, they also maintain the ability of
chaining captures.
7.2.1 Rules
Each player starts with 12 men on the dark squares closest to the
player (occupying 3 rows, see Figure 7.2). Tokens can be white or
black depending on the player, and the player that is playing black
starts. Players take turns making a move until the game is over.
There are two possible moves that each player can take during
their turn:
• Simple move: this consists in moving a piece in an adjacent
empty square. Men can only move diagonally forward, while
kings can move backwards as well.
• Jump (or capture): this move consists in moving a piece from
a square adjacent to an enemy piece to the square immediately
beyond it on the same line (“jumping” over it). This move can
only be taken if the square beyond the enemy piece is empty.
Once a capture has been taken, the enemy piece that was jumped
is removed from the game. In American checkers any piece
can jump any other type of piece, with the constraint that men
can only capture forward. Jumps can be “chained” in a single
move whenever another capture is possible from the position
the piece lands on after a previous capture. Moreover, while
captures are mandatory, there is no requirement to maximise
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the number of captures in one single turn if there are multiple
choices of captures.
The game ends whenever all pieces of a player are removed from
the game or whenever a player is left with no legal move. If no side
can force a win (e.g. if both players only have one king, and do not
fall in simple traps) the game ends in a draw.
7.2.2 AI for Checkers
Checkers was one of the first games to which AI was applied to try
to solve it, the earliest program was developed in 1951 by Christo-
pher Strachey. Since the 1990s the Schaeffer’s Chinook program has
been the strongest one, performing at the highest human-levels un-
til 1996, when it won the U.S. National Tournament by an incredi-
ble margin [206]. Compared to other games such as Go, Checkers
is relatively simple, with its ≈ 1020 possible positions and game-tree
complexity of about ≈ 1040, so it is not surprising that in 2007 Scha-
effer et al. published “Checkers is solved” [207], declaring the game
to have been (weakly) solved from a computational point of view.
Schaeffer [208] clarifies that by solved he means that, given that both
players never make mistakes and chose the best possible moves, the
game will always end up in a draw.
7.3 Experiment design
The main objective of this study is to explore if any differences in
enjoyment and perception of the Checkers game can be observed
through different configurations of affective music produced by META-
COMPOSE.
An experiment was designed where participants would play two
games of checkers, while listening to two (out of three) different se-
tups of generated music. During these games players were asked to
wear an E4 Wristband, which allowed us to record various physio-
logical measures such as: Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), galvanic skin
resistance (GSR), and peripheral skin temperature. These possible
setups were:
• Static expression: METACOMPOSE rendered the piece without
any change in affective expression throughout the game. This
acts as a control group to find if differences arise between a
static piece of music and a dynamic one.
• Consistent affective expression: at the start of the player’s turn,
an evaluation of the game state is conducted and some rep-
resentative values of valence and arousal passed to Metacom-
pose. In this way the music should reflect the state of the game.
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• Random affective expression: at the start of the player’s turn,
random values for valence and arousal are passed to Metacom-
pose. This acts as a control group (like group 1), but allows us
to differentiate between differences due to random and guided
dynamics.
Afterward participants were tasked with answering four compar-
ative questions regarding the two games. As stated before, Martinez
and Yannakakis [201] suggest that ranking produces more consistent
and reliable data when annotating affect information, therefore the
choice of asking the participants to compare two pieces of music.
The questions were:
• Which game did you find more engaging?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game was the music best?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game did the music better match how exciting the
game was?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game did the music better match how well you were
playing?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
As in the studies detailed in the previous chapter, we also include the
more neutral answers “Neither” and “Both Equally” to avoid ran-
domness in the data from participants who cannot decide which clip
satisfies the evaluation criterion better or worse.
A survey was developed with HTML and PHP, using a MySQL
database to hold the data collected. The checkers framework we
used is an open-source AI framework called raven-checkers1 which in-
cludes a computer agent. The PHP code invokes the checkers frame-
work through the exec() function, which effectively stops the execu-
tion of the PHP code until the annotation terminates.
The experiment was designed for the participants to play two ga-
mes of Checkers with 2 randomly chosen setups (repetitions of the
same setup were not allowed). As each game can take between 5 and
10 minutes, the experiment was designed to last between 10 and 20
minutes for each participant.
7.4 Evaluation of the game state
To pass METACOMPOSE the valence/arousal coordinated to change
the affective expression of the music, we have to evaluate the state
1https://github.com/bcorfman/raven-checkers
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(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE 7.3: Visualisations of some of the metrics used
to judge the state of the board: (a) a cramp, (b) the
backrank guard, (c) the double corner configuration,
and (d) the two positioning areas (centre and edge).
of the game. We decided to derive the valence value from a utility
value meant to describe how good the current board configuration is
for the player, while arousal is based on the possible moves that the
player can take (“how much is at stake for the next move?”). In this
section we will describe in detail how these calculations are made.
The utility value we use to describe valence is the same used by
the raven-checkers controller to evaluate the game state. It is derived
from various features of the current game state:
• Piece count: men and kings for the two players are counted and
weighted (100 for each man, and 130 for each king). The piece
count utility is given by the value for the player’s pieces minus
the value for the opponent pieces:
PieceCount = (100BlackMen + 130BlackKings)−
(100WhiteMen + 130WhiteKings)
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• Cramp: in Checkers a “cramp” is a restriction of mobility in a
region of the board. A bonus is given to the player if it has a
piece in position 28 while the opponent has a piece in position
34 (see Figure 7.3a). In the opposite way a malus is applied in
case the opponent has secured a mirrored position.
• Backrank Guard: a bonus is given depending on how many
pieces the player still has in the row closest to her. This means
that until these are moved no enemy man can become a king
and, if it can be maintained, it would often require the oppo-
nent to sacrifice a piece to free a spot in the kings row.
• Double Corner: A bonus is given if the player has a man in
position 9 and another man in either position 14 or 15 (see Fig-
ure 7.3a). Position 9 is relatively more exposed than the other
squares in the kings row, as if an enemy piece can get in po-
sition 15 it would become virtually untouchable until it be-
comes a king. The presence of another piece in the two adjacent
squares helps alleviate such a problem.
• Centre positions: this utility function looks at how many pieces
lie in the central section of the board (not lying on the edges, see
Figure 7.3a), giving a bonus based on the difference between
the number of player pieces and enemy pieces. Kings are given
a higher weight in this calculation. Having pieces in the cen-
tre of the board, while possibly exposing them to captures, can
avoid most easy traps, especially towards the end game.
Center = (BlackMen−WhiteMen)+5(BlackKings−WhiteKings)
• Edge positions: this utility function looks at how many pieces
lie in on the edges of the board (see Figure 7.3a), giving this
time a penalty based on the difference between the number
of player pieces and enemy pieces. Kings are given a higher
weight in this calculation. A piece lying on the edge has severely
limited movement, making it easy to create situations where
the opponent can force a capture without exposing her pieces.
Edge = −[(BlackMen−WhiteMen)+
5(BlackKings−WhiteKings)]
• Tempo: this evaluation function looks at the amount of men
left on the board (both players) to estimate if the game is in its
opening, midgame, or endgame phase. It then returns a value
based on the phase, the amount of men left, and how close they
are to the kings row.
To calculate arousal we have decided to use, as a measure of “ten-
sion”, how many moves the player can take and how much these can
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change the course of the game. For example if the player can take
five moves but all of these are of little consequence to the game, the
arousal expressed in the music will be low, while if there are moves
that can improve/worsen the situation the music will reflect this by
becoming more stressful. This is implemented through:
1. Calculate all possible moves m from the current state s.
2. For each resulting state si = T (s,m) (where T is the transition
function that returns a new board state given an initial state
and a move), calculate the best move a that the adversary can
take, and save the utility value of state sii = T (si, a).
3. Once we have calculated the worst situation achieved with ev-
ery possible move, we calculate the standard deviation of such
values. This gives us a measure of how much the game could
change from the current game board, which we then use as in-
put to METACOMPOSE’s arousal parameter.
7.5 Music generation
As opposed to the experiments described in Chapter 6, the music
in this experiment is not generated beforehand. Instead the music
is generated in real-time by METACOMPOSE, as the system was de-
signed to function. For each participant, METACOMPOSE creates one
composition and uses that one as basis for the music generated in
both of the player’s playthrough. This way we ensure that no differ-
ence in the player’s response is due to a potential quality difference
between two compositions.
7.6 Results and analysis
The data collected corresponds to 26 self-reported comparisons and
34 recordings of physiological measurements, respectively from 26
and 17 participants. We have only gathered physiological measure-
ments from 17 out of the 26 participants due to an issue in the record-
ing software. Recall that each participant was presented with a ran-
domized selection of 2 distinct experimental setups (from the three
described in Section 7).
7.6.1 Self-report
This section will discuss the results obtained through the survey por-
tion of the experiment. As shorthand we will refer as the criteria the
participants used to evaluate the games they played using the labels:
engage, best, exciting, well. Refer to Section 7 for the complete text of
the questions.
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TABLE 7.1: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the consistent and random setups. Also
shown are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed
binomial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred consistent 6 6 6 4
Preferred random 1 0 2 3
No preference 2 3 1 2
Total succ+fail 7 6 8 7
Binomial test 5.47E-02 1.56E-02 1.09E-01 2.73E-01
BESD 71.40% 100% 50.00% 14.30%
For now we only consider definitive answers (i.e. the participant
chooses one of the music clips presented); we will look at the impact
of the neutral answers at the end of this section. As for the study
described in Section 6.1, under the definite choice constraint, the data
becomes Boolean: the answers are either “user preferred the first setup”
or “user preferred the second setup”. To analyse this data we use a two-
tailed binomial test, with as null hypothesis that both categories are
equally likely to occur and, as we have only two possible outcomes,
that probability is 0.5. The Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD) [204]
is another way of looking on the effects of treatments by considering
the increase of success through interventions. This is an interesting
measure, as it elucidates how much of an effect is created, in our case,
by the introduction of altered tones.
7.6.2 Consistent vs Random expression changes
Out of our participants, nine were shown the comparison between
the consistent and static setups. As can be seen in Table 7.1, a strong
statistical significance can only be observed for the best criterion. If
we had adopted less stringent criteria and used p-value cutoffs of
.05 or .1, we would have seen significant effects also for the engage
(≈ .05) and exciting (≈ .10) criteria. Thus the null hypothesis can be
refuted (at least for the best criterion) and a difference in distribution
can be inferred between preferring the setup with consistent affective
expression compared to the random expression setup. This shows
how the consistent setup is perceived as possessing a better overall
music quality, and hints at leading to better engagement and better
expression of excitement in the game. The final criterion (well) gives
us much more inconsistent results. In the next sections we will see
how that seems to be a consistent behaviour and we will discuss at
the end of the section why this could be such a difficult criterion to
evaluate. The BESD values reflect what can be inferred from the p-
values especially highlighting how, while we do not have strongly
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TABLE 7.2: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the consistent and static setups. Also
shown are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed
binomial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred consistent 6 5 5 2
Preferred static 1 1 1 1
No preference 1 2 2 5
Total succ+fail 7 6 6 3
Binomial test 5.47E-02 9.38E-02 9.38E-02 3.75E-01
BESD 71.40% 67% 66.70% 33.00%
significant p-values, we see a high increase in successes in the engage
and best criteria.
7.6.3 Consistent vs Static expression
Out of our participants, eight were shown the comparison between
the consistent and static setups. As can be seen in Table 7.2, no strong
statistical significance can be observed for any criterion. Nonetheless
we can observe some relatively low p-values for the engage (≈ .05),
best (≈ .09), and exciting(≈ .09) criteria. Still, it can be observed that,
compared with the static setup, the consistent setup seems to be per-
ceived as: providing a better engagement, having higher quality, and
better expressing in-game excitement. These results seem to reflect
the ones reported in the previous section, showing how the consis-
tent experimental setup seems to be better perceived than the other
two. We refer the reader to Section 7.8 for more discussion on the
well criterion. The BESD values highlight that there is a significant
increase in preference for the engage, best, and exciting criteria when
using the consistent setup, although the calculated p-values are not
so strongly significant.
7.6.4 Random vs Static expression
Out of our participants, nine were shown the comparison between
the consistent and static setups. As in the previous section, Table 7.3
shows no p-values with strong statistical significance for any crite-
rion. While the amount of data collected at the time of this writing
is not enough to draw reliable conclusions, we can draw some hy-
potheses about how the games are differently perceived in these two
setups. It seems that static music seems to be considered more engag-
ing and – to a smaller degree – have overall better quality than music
with random changes in affective expression. Conversely, it appears
that random changes in expression are still perceived as more sup-
portive to the excitement of the game. Intuitively we can imagine
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TABLE 7.3: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the random and static setups. Also shown
are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed bino-
mial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred random 2 2 6 1
Preferred static 5 4 2 1
No preference 2 3 1 7
Total succ+fail 7 6 8 2
Binomial test 1.64E-01 2.34E-01 1.09E-01 5.00E-01
BESD -42.90% -33% 50.00% 0.00%
how participants could have found the static music to be less dis-
ruptive than the one presenting random expression changes (hence
better scores for engage and best). At the same time, it is likely that
at times the random changes in expression might have matched (at
least in some part) the current state of the game or the excitement
perceived by the player, thus leading to a better score for the ran-
dom setup in the exciting criteria. While in a lesser amount than the
results discussed in the previous sections, these hypotheses are cor-
roborated by the BESD values. Nonetheless, with the current data at
our disposal we have to consider these two setups as being relatively
equivalent.
7.6.5 Physiological data
In this section we will discuss the results obtained from the collection
of physiological measurements from the participants. In particular
we will analyse how the recorded heart-rate and electromyographic
activity measurements relate to the values of arousal/valence we
calculated from game states. This means that differences observed
in these measurements should be due to the different experimen-
tal setups: the music changes consistently with the game states, the
music changes randomly independently of the game, and the music
presents a static expression throughout the game. This section is di-
vided in two main parts, one where we will analyse differences in
the groups compared to the valence values, and a complementary
one where we will discuss arousal.
The results presented here are calculated using the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. This is a measure of correlation be-
tween two variables (e.g. heart-rate and valence) which is obtained
by dividing the covariance of the two variables by the product of
their standard deviations. The Pearson correlation coefficient r has
range (−1, 1), where +1 represents a perfect direct increasing linear
relationship, −1 represents a perfect decreasing inverse linear rela-
tionship, and 0 represents no correlation.
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FIGURE 7.4: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the consistent experimental setup. The co-
efficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
We also calculate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which
differs from the Pearson coefficient by not assessing linear correla-
tion, but monotonic correlation. This means that it evaluates to what
extent the increase of one variable relates to an increase or decrease
of the second one. Analogously to the Pearson correlation coefficient,
the Spearman coefficient also has range (−1, 1), where +1 represents
a perfect positive rank correlation (i.e. an increase in one value al-
ways corresponds to an increase in the second one), −1 represents a
perfect negative rank correlation, and 0 represents no correlation. We
decided to include this measurement as the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient assumes a linear correlation between the two variables, which
might not necessarily be the case.
It is important to remember that correlation does not imply cau-
sation, but what we want to observe here is the differences between
different groups rather than proving some direct influence of a vari-
able on another one.
7.6.6 Valence between groups
Consistent group
Figure 7.4 shows the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients
calculated for the twelve participant data we collected in this setup.
As these coefficients can have different degrees of confidence (p-
values), we have decided to visualize them ordering them from the
most significant to the least. In the following analysis we do not
consider any coefficients with a confidence value greater than 0.05,
which removes two Pearson coefficient and one Spearman coeffi-
cients. We can observe that most measures present a negative cor-
relation between valence and HR, if we calculate the average corre-
lation we obtain ≈ −0.37 (stdev ≈ 0.53) for the Pearson coefficients
and ≈ −0.37 (stdev ≈ 0.50) for the Spearman coefficients.
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FIGURE 7.5: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the consistent experimental setup.
The coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
FIGURE 7.6: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the random experimental setup. The coef-
ficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
As can be seen in Figure 7.5, EDA measurements show very sim-
ilar results, with a general trend of negative correlations. In this case
we find two Pearson coefficients and two Spearman coefficient with
p-value less than 0.05. The average coefficients we obtain are≈ −0.30
(stdev ≈ 0.65) for the Pearson correlation and ≈ −0.32 (stdev ≈ 0.67)
for the Spearman rank correlation.
Given the very high standard deviations found in the coefficients
for these variables (always more than 0.5), it is hard to assume that
there is a strong correlation between the variables. Nonetheless we
note a negative trend in most participants.
Random group
Figure 7.6 shows the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients
between HR and valence calculated for the thirteen participants data
we collected in the random experimental setup ordered by their p-
values. In this case we observe a higher diversity in coefficients, with
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FIGURE 7.7: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the random experimental setup.
The coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
FIGURE 7.8: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the static experimental setup. The coef-
ficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
an almost equal separation between positive and negative correla-
tion. There are also more coefficients with not significant p-values (>
0.05): six Pearson coefficients and six Spearman coefficients. While
we can observe a negative correlation in the average of both Pear-
son (≈ −0.11, stdev ≈ 0.64) and Spearman (≈ −0.02, stdev ≈ 0.64)
coefficients, it is much lower compared to the consistent group.
We can observe very different data when looking at EDA (see Fig-
ure 7.7), here the negative correlation appears more marked. We find
four non statistically significant Pearson coefficients and three Spear-
man ones. The averages reflect the visual observation, with an av-
erage of ≈ −0.42 (stdev ≈ 0.64) for the Pearson coefficients and of
≈ −0.45 (stdev ≈ 0.58) for the Spearman coefficients.
Static group
In the static group we have obtained nine observations, if we analyse
the correlation between predicted valence and HR (see Figure 7.8)
we can observe that the coefficients are fairly well distributed both
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FIGURE 7.9: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the valence calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the static experimental setup. The
coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
FIGURE 7.10: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the consistent experimental setup. The co-
efficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
in polarity and magnitude. This observation is corroborated by the
averages of the Pearson (≈ 0.12, stdev ≈ 0.63) and the Spearman (≈
0.15, stdev ≈ 0.57) coefficients. Only few of the coefficients are non-
significant, respectively one and two for the Pearson and Spearman
correlation tests.
A similar distribution can be observed also in the EDA data, as
seen in Figure 7.9), with a slightly higher number of non-significant
coefficients (three and two). As would be expected, we also obtain
similar averages (Pearson: ≈ 0.17, stdev ≈ 0.68; Spearman: ≈ 0.14,
stdev ≈ 0.64). We can then safely state that no apparent relationship
between HR and EDA is reflected in the data in the random experi-
mental setup.
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FIGURE 7.11: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the consistent experimental setup.
The coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
7.6.7 Arousal between groups
Consistent group
As in the previous section, Figure 7.10 shows the Pearson and Spear-
man correlation coefficients calculated for the twelve participants
data we collected in this setup. We can observe a fairly high amount
of variance between the coefficients, yet this time only four are sta-
tistically significant for both correlation tests. This time the two av-
erage correlations are fairly different: ≈ −0.14 (stdev ≈ 0.58) for the
Pearson coefficients and ≈ −0.32 (stdev ≈ 0.50) for the Spearman
coefficients.
As can be seen in Figure 7.11, EDA measurements show similar
results, if with a more marked negative correlation. In this case we
find only five Pearson coefficients and five Spearman coefficient with
p-value less than 0.05. The average coefficients we obtain are≈ −0.23
(stdev ≈ 0.48) for the Pearson correlation and ≈ −0.27 (stdev ≈ 0.50)
for the Spearman rank correlation.
Random group
Figure 7.12 shows the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients
between HR and arousal calculated for the thirteen participants’ data
we collected in the random experimental setup ordered by their p-
values. In this case we observe how the most significant coefficients
are almost symmetrical, with a subsequent decrease in any kind of
correlation. About half of the coefficients do not present significant
p-values (> 0.05): seven Pearson coefficients and eight Spearman
coefficients. Given how the coefficients are distributed, it is unsur-
prising that the averages are very close to zero for both the Pearson
(≈ −0.03, stdev ≈ 0.61) and Spearman (≈ −0.09, stdev ≈ 0.56) corre-
lation tests.
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FIGURE 7.12: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the random experimental setup. The coef-
ficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
FIGURE 7.13: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the random experimental setup.
The coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
Very similar data can be observed when looking at EDA (see Fig-
ure 7.13), especially with the Pearson correlation test. We find seven
non statistically significant Pearson coefficients and three Spearman
ones. The averages reflect the HR observations, with an average of
≈ −0.07 (stdev ≈ 0.66) for the Pearson coefficients and of ≈ −0.08
(stdev ≈ 0.62) for the Spearman coefficients.
Static group
Finally, in the static group we have obtained nine observations, if we
analyse the correlation between predicted arousal and HR (see Fig-
ure 7.14) we can observe that the coefficients appear fairly well dis-
tributed, with a small positive tendency. The averages of the Pearson
(≈ 0.33, stdev ≈ 0.60) and the Spearman (≈ 0.06, stdev ≈ 0.55) coef-
ficients seem to confirm the observation. Many of the coefficients are
non-significant for the Pearson test (five) compared with the Spear-
man correlation test; this might mean that the positive average found
between the Pearson coefficient could be overly optimistic.
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FIGURE 7.14: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the heart-rate measurements for the
games with the static experimental setup. The coef-
ficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the highest
(right) p-value related to them.
FIGURE 7.15: The Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients between the arousal calculated from the
game state and the skin conductance measurements
for the games with the static experimental setup. The
coefficients are sorted from the lowest (left) to the
highest (right) p-value related to them.
A much more positive distribution can be observed in the EDA
data (as seen in Figure 7.15), we also observe a more balanced amount
of non-significant coefficients (four and two). As would be expected
we also obtain slightly higher averages (Pearson: ≈ 0.37, stdev ≈
0.47; Spearman: ≈ 0.18, stdev ≈ 0.54).
7.6.8 Summary
In this section we have observed the apparent relationships between
our calculated valence/arousal values and two physiological mea-
sures (HR and EDA). Here we provide a short summary of the ob-
served correlations:
Valence
Consistent group: small negative correlations appear between
both physiological measures and valence.
Random group: no correlation can be observed with HR, but
EDA shows a small negative correlation.
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Static group: no correlations can be observed.
Arousal
Consistent group: as with valence, we can observe a slightly
negative correlation between arousal and the two physio-
logical measures.
Random group: no correlations can be observed.
Static group: a slightly positive correlation to EDA can be ob-
served.
7.7 Demographics
From the 26 people that participated in the experiment, 16 are males,
9 females, and 1 participant did not express gender. The participants’
age has an average of 29.4 years (stdev ≈ 5.9). In regards to the
other demographic answers, expressed in 5-point Likert scale (0–4),
most people self-reported little experience with the game of Checker
(avg = 0.84, stdev0.8, mode = 1), and a considerable experience with
video-games (avg = 2.56, stdev ≈ 1.04, mode = 3). No matter how
we divide the population the results are not significantly different,
possibly because of the limited number of participants.
7.8 Discussion
The main questions we wanted to explore through this study are:
can any difference in player experience be observed when presented
with affective-dynamic music compared to static music, and can any
difference be observed when the music is supporting the game’s in-
ternal narrative/state. To this end we designed an experiment where
participants were tasked with playing two games of Checkers in three
different experimental setups.
From the self-reporting task of the experiment we can show how
music with affect expression that is consistent with the game state
appears to be better perceived than the other two setups. In partic-
ular we observe that it is generally perceived as having better over-
all quality and –to a less significant degree– lead to a more engag-
ing experience, and to a better match for the perceived excitement
in the game. The static setup and the random expression one ap-
pear to be much more equivalent, although we can observe some
non-significant differences between the two: the static setup seems
to be generally better perceived (more engaging and overall better
quality), while the random one seems to better match the perceived
excitement of the game. We hypothesize that the random group has
too many disruptive changes in expression to be particularly liked
by the listener, while the static group by definition does not present
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any changes that might match the game leading to the excitement
results. When looking at the answers for the last criterion (“in which
game did the music better match how well you were playing?”) we
find very inconsistent results between each of the groups. This might
be caused by the complexity of the question, which requires the par-
ticipant to evaluate her own play-through of the game and compare
it with a second one.
The physiological data, analysed in Section 7.6.5, provided mostly
inconclusive results, this is mainly due to the very high variance we
can observe between the observations. To summarize:
Heart-rate:
• For the static group we can observe no correlation between
HR and valence/arousal.
• The consistent group shows a slightly negative correla-
tion between HR and both valence and arousal. While the
negative correlation between valence and HR seems in-
tuitively reasonable (the worse the player’s situation, the
more she gets stressed), the negative correlation between
arousal and HR is surprising, as a positive correlation would
be more expected.
• No correlation can be found between the random group
and valence/arousal.
Electromyographic activity:
• For the static group we can observe no correlation between
EDA and valence. A slight positive correlation can be seen
in regards to arousal but, considering the very high va-
lence, this is probably unreliable.
• The consistent group, as with the HR results, shows a
slightly negative correlation with both valence and arousal.
• The random group shows a small negative correlation with
valence, more or less with the same magnitude of the con-
sistent group. No correlation with arousal can be observed.
Interestingly there seems to be some differences between the con-
sistent group and the other ones, which would reinforce the results
from the self-report data: both HR and EDA show a negative corre-
lation between valence. This result seems intuitive in showing that
as the situation of the player gets worse, her stress in increased. We
also observe a counter-intuitive relationship between arousal and the
two physiological measures, we remind the reader that both HR and
EDA are measures of stress. Still, given the high variance observed
throughout these measurements, it is unlikely these are reliable av-
erages.
We have to recognise some limitations of this experiment: first
and foremost the amount of participants at the time of this writing is
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not high enough to obtain strongly significant results, although some
trends can be observed in the self-report answers. Moreover, while
it seems reasonable, there is no insurance that the estimation of va-
lence/arousal (see Section 7.4) is necessarily correct in expressing the
state of the game. A preliminary study could have been designed to
validate this state-evaluation, for example by asking expert checkers
players to give us an evaluation of specific states and comparing it to
our measurements. Finally, when looking at the physiological mea-
surements, there is the problem that these are often slow to react and
can have delays ranging between one and three seconds depending
on the individual. The analysis presented here does not take this into
account, instead comparing the sensor data with the state evalua-
tions at the exact time the state was reached. We have also conducted
analysis of the data delaying it by one, two, and three seconds, but
found no significantly different results. As we have no way of know-
ing how much the delay in responses is for each participant (note
that response delay is also variable within the same participant) we
decided it was better not to add any assumptions of such delay and
instead present the results as they are.
To conclude, through this experiment we found that participants
self-reportedly preferred the dynamic affective music provided by
METACOMPOSE when trying to reflect the current game-state in three
out of four criteria. This result is especially significant for the per-
ceived quality of the music. The physiological data shows some dif-
ference between the consistent group and the others, but the unrelia-
bility of these results makes it hard to reach any kind of conclusions.
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Chapter 8
PRIMAL-IMPROV, a
co-evolutionary modular music
improviser
This chapter describes the Primal-Improv system, a system for co-
evolution of improvisational modules. The modules learn how to
play with a human, but in a very different way compared to usual
machine-learning techniques: each module is comprised of two Ar-
tificial Neural Networks, and the evolutionary process does not just
change the weights of the connection but also the topology of the
networks.
Primal-Improv has also been designed to be a partial replacement
to the real-time affective music composer part of METACOMPOSE. As
described in section 5.2, this part of METACOMPOSE is composed of
a number of very simple human-written improvisational modules,
which could be replaced by modules evolved with Primal-Improv.
This system is still a work in progress, and as such it hasn’t been in-
tegrated with METACOMPOSE yet. We better describe how we think
it will fit in in section 9.2.2.
8.1 PRIMAL-IMPROV
Improvements in computer science, evolutionary computation, and
music informatics have enabled many creative performance systems
producing music. The goal of most such systems is to exhibit mu-
sicality, which is determined by a listening audience or a perform-
ing musician. Many diverse approaches have been applied to this
domain, due to the variety of methods in artificial intelligence (re-
inforcement learning, evolutionary algorithms, statistical modelling,
etc.) and to different interpretations and genres of music applied to
a specific method [107], [209].
Another goal of artistic expression is to create interesting struc-
tures that one cannot immediately imagine. In musical history we
find plenty of rules and limitations (for example the 12-tone series),
which musicians use to create interesting content. In a way, simple
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limitations help to support the creative process. Interactive evolu-
tion, where human aesthetic judgment is included in the fitness func-
tion, has often been used to guide evolutionary creative systems. An-
other approach is to base the fitness function on music theory to em-
ulate the way a human would play/compose. The PRIMAL-IMPROV,
while still in its infancy, presents a different approach by introducing
very simple rules in the fitness function, which do not necessarily
need to rely on musical theory. The most interesting aspect is how,
even though the system generates music according to rules of our
own construction, musical structures emerge that are not obvious to
human creators. These structures arise from the freedom we give to
the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to musically express charac-
teristics of their morphology, thanks to the multitude of ways that
the fitness functions can be tackled. Moreover, by avoiding domain
knowledge our system can create music that transcends usual har-
mony, which can lead to some unexpected improvisations.
Part of the architecture described in this paper is inspired by Mae-
stroGenesis [73], a tool for computer-assisted composition that is based
on interactive evolution. The main difference between PRIMAL-IMPROV
and MaestroGenesis is that our system does not require human input,
but instead co-evolves its multiple voices according to “primitive”
fitness functions.
The system presented in this paper is based on the idea of evolv-
ing improvisational modules, each capable of creating monophonic
melodies. The system can be used to create accompaniments to pre-
defined melodic phrases or, more interestingly, provide an adaptive
improvisational companion to a human player. While there are other
evolutionary real-time improvisers (GenJam [54], Bown [103]), the
proposed system presents a novel modular architecture that allows
for the creation of an arbitrary music “instrument”.
Finally, when considering the real-time application of PRIMAL-
IMPROV, we can note how the feedback loop between the player
and the system closes: as the musician plays, he/she finds out how
the system reacts to the music played and starts to use them; at the
same time the system adapts to the music the human is playing, this
change will likewise influence the musician, and so on.
8.1.1 System description
PRIMAL-IMPROV is an evolutionary system which uses NEAT in com-
bination with co-evolution to create a real-time (and offline) impro-
visational system. In the current implementation of Primal-Improv
two modules are evolved, but the structure of the system will allow
for an arbitrary amount of these to be added, possibly creating a very
large and diverse instrumentation. The system is developed in C#,
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FIGURE 8.1: A high level representation of how the
human and the modules by playing together create the
final musical output. Note that the human-made music
can either be a pre-written melody or a musician play-
ing in real-time.
using the SharpNeat1 library and the C# MIDI toolkit2.
Module architecture
A module is defined by a collection of components needed to pro-
duce a monophonic melody in response to the environment’s state
(see Figure 8.2). Each module “listens” to both the human and all
the other modules currently active, and according to such inputs,
decides what to play next. The components of each module are:
• Rhythm neural network: this ANN controls the duration of the
notes played by the module. The note duration is represented
as a decaying function, where the decay depends on the length
of the note (see the Representation subsection for a detailed ex-
planation). The ANN has as many inputs as the number of cur-
rently active modules, plus an additional one for the human
player. It presents only one output, which can be represented
as the same type of function as those in input. A real-time peak
recognition algorithm (described below) is applied to this func-
tion to identify when a note should end, in order to allow the
next note to begin.
• Pitch neural network: this ANN determines the pitch that should
be played when the rhythm ANN determines that a new note
1http://sharpneat.sourceforge.net/
2https://www.codeproject.com/articles/6228/c-midi-toolkit
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FIGURE 8.2: Module components: the rhythm ANN
that controls the durations of the notes, and the pitch
ANN that controls what pitch should the new notes
have. Each module listens (has as inputs) to the
human-made melody and to all the other modules to
decide what to play (output).
should be played. The ANN has as many inputs as the num-
ber of currently active modules + one additional input for the
human player. These inputs are a representation of the pitches
being currently played. Note that the pitches are represented
as absolute pitches (without octave information), meaning that
a C4 and a C6 would have the same representation.
Evolutionary Algorithm
In this section we describe the function of the GA, with the assump-
tion that only two modules are being evolved, yet the structure should
be expandable to an arbitrary amount of these. In the Conclusion sec-
tion we discuss what kind of challenges will need to be addressed to
achieve this.
For each module the system has to run two instances of a NEAT
GA: one for the Rhythm ANN and one for the Pitch ANN. In the case
described here, this means the system is running four separate evo-
lutionary algorithms. The four are almost identical, apart from the
fitness functions, which differ between Rhythm and Pitch ANNs. As
stated before, this is a cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm, which
means that the individuals of the four populations are not evaluated
by themselves, but instead:
1. Individuals are chosen from each of the populations.
2. The sampled ANNs are used together to produce results.
3. These results are evaluated and the computed fitness value is
propagated to the ANNs.
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To illustrate via a practical example: each generation the popula-
tion of Pitch ANNs for module 1 will be used in conjunction with the
highest scoring Pitch ANNs for module 2 to create some outputs using
the following formula:
f(P
′
i ) =
∑n
j=1 fPitch(P
′
i ,PChamp
′′
j )
n
,
where f is the fitness function of a specific individual, P ′i is an indi-
vidual i of the module 1 Pitch GA, fPitch is the fitness evaluation of
the pitches produced by the input ANNs, and PChamp
′′
j is one of the
n champions of the module 2 Pitch GA.
Likewise, the fitness for a specific individual of the Rhythm GAs
is calculated as:
f(R
′
i) =
∑n
j=1 fRhythm(R
′
i,RChamp
′′
j )
n
,
where R′i is an individual i of the module 1 Rhythm GA, fRhythm is
the fitness evaluation of the durations produced by the input ANNs,
and RChamp
′′
j is one of the n champions of the module 2 Rhythm GA.
The fitnesses for the module 2 GAs are constructed analogously
using the champions of the module 1 GAs.
Fitness Function
As stated earlier, the fitness functions are calculated on the outputs
of the Rhythm ANNs (and Pitch ANNs) of all the modules. These
fitnesses are calculated using a human-made reference phrase, in the
real-time application: this is a recording of the last notes played by
the user, while in the static case it uses the first five notes of a pro-
vided piece. We decided to keep these functions simple to observe
emergent behaviours and give more freedom to the ANNs.
The fitness for the Rhythm ANNs is calculated as:
fRhythm(R
′
i,RChamp
′′
j ) = −(Few + SameDuration),
where Few is a function that measures if the notes produced are less
than a threshold (in the current implementation three), and SameDu-
ration is a function that discourages the modules from producing the
same rhythmic pattern.
The fitness for the Pitch ANNs is calculated as:
fPitch(P
′
i ,PChamp
′′
j ) = −(SamePitch+
Identity + OutOfKey),
where SamePitch is a function that discourages the modules from
producing the same pitches, Identity counts the number of times the
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FIGURE 8.3: Representation of rhythm, from the top:
input rhythm, decaying function f(I) representing the
input, output of the network (in green the recognized
peaks), output rhythm g(O).
pitches produced by each module are the same, throughout the se-
quence, and OutOfKey counts the times the produced pitches are out
of key, with respect to a predefined key.
Representation
SharpNeat represents neural networks as a collection of nodes and
weights connecting the nodes. As SharpNeat has not been changed
in this project, we refer the reader to the SharpNeat page for more
details.
What is more interesting is how the system interprets inputs and
outputs: the Pitch ANNs translate the absolute pitches in values in
the range [0, 1]:
PitchInput(P ) = P/12,
where P is an absolute pitch, which can range from [0, 11] and ∈ N ,
this procedure divides the interval in twelve parts, each of them rep-
resenting one of the twelve notes commonly used in Western music.
In this way a function to interpret the outputs can easily be deter-
mined:
PitchOutput(o) = 12o,
where PitchOutput(o) ∈ N , o is the output value of the ANN which
has range [0, 1].
Durations are instead represented as a sawtooth function, which
generates a spike that decays according to the duration of the note
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(Figure 8.3). This is a function of time, which is represented as MIDI
ticks (24 per quarter note). This representation is inspired by Hoover’s
functional scaffolding for composing additional music voices [73], which
allows the networks to learn when new notes are played while al-
lowing for more freedom in creating non-standard durations. The
decay corresponding to the input duration can be calculated as:
Decay =
1
duration · PPQN · 4 ,
where PPQN is the ticks (or pulses) per quarter note.
Once the decay is calculated, the values for each tick can be found
by subtracting the decay from the previous value: xn = xn−1−Decay.
The Rhythm ANN outputs a value for each tick, and peaks in this
function are interpreted as the start of a new note. The peak detection
algorithm is called Smoothed z-score3. It is based on the principle of
dispersion: when a data-point is x standard deviations away from
the moving mean a new peak is signalled. The algorithm creates
a separate moving mean and standard deviation, meaning that the
signals do not risk corrupting the threshold. The main parameters of
the algorithm are:
• Lag: the lag of the moving window, as in how many observa-
tions in the past should be used to smooth the data.
• Threshold: how many standard deviations does the new data-
point have to be distant from the moving mean to be recog-
nized as a peak.
• Influence is a value between [0,1] that determines how much
the new signals should be counted to calculate the new thresh-
old. If the influence is 0 the algorithm ignores the signals while
recalculating the threshold, which is the most robust option.
8.1.2 Real-Time
In the real-time application of the system the user is able to use a
computer keyboard to play notes; as notes are played the modules
receive them as inputs for the Rhythm and Pitch ANNs and calculate
if and what notes to play. As the user is playing, a recording module
keeps a queue of the last notes played and, after a predefined pas-
sage of time, a message is sent to update the reference phrase in the
evolutionary algorithm with said recording. At the same time, as the
reference phrase is updated, the current best individuals are pushed
to the synthesizer where they will replace the previous best individ-
uals. The program allows for minimal user control over the system:
3https://stackoverflow.com/questions/22583391/peak-signal-detection-in-
realtime-timeseries-data/22640362
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FIGURE 8.4: Representation of the Real-time architec-
ture of Primal-Improv. The human player is recorded
by a component which periodically updates the ref-
erence phrase driving the evolutionary algorithm. At
the same time the modules in the GA are passed to
the synthesizer to use until the next time interval has
passed.
mainly switching on/off the modules. The current implementation
keeps the last ten notes played by the user and switches the reference
phrase every ten seconds.
8.2 Evaluation of PRIMAL-IMPROV
This section describes a quantitative user study designed as a prelim-
inary evaluation of the musical product of the system. As music is (at
least partly) a subjective matter, we evaluate it through a preference
questionnaire to listeners distributed over the Internet. Participants
are asked to indicate which of two pieces of music presented to them
they prefer; one of these is generated with the complete system (as
described in the previous section) and the other using a random fit-
ness function. We realize that comparing against a random fitness
function doesn’t prove music quality, but allows us to identify (i) if
the emergent music patterns are caused by the architecture of the
system and (ii) if the introduction of small evolutionary pressure is
enough to perceptively improve the result. Participants do not know
which is which, and order is randomized. Quality is evaluated ac-
cording to four criteria: pleasantness, randomness, harmoniousness and
interestingness (as described in section 6.1). We chose these criteria to
cover different aspects or dimensions of perceived quality of music.
Our intended interpretation of the criteria is presented below. Note
that no definition of these terms is offered in the survey, and there
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TABLE 8.1: Number of correct, incorrect and neutral
answers to our criteria for the complete system against
the version with random fitness function. Also in-
cluded the p-values calculated using a two-tailed bino-
mial test and the Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD).
Note that in the case of the random criteria the listener
is asked to select the clip that he/she feels the most
random, so it is expected that less people preferred the
complete system.
Choice Pleasing Random Interesting Harmonious
Preferred the
complete system 307 185 261 294
Preferred the
random fitness 151 226 151 164
Neutral answer 77 124 123 77
Total non-neutral
answers 458 411 412 458
Binomial test
p-value 2.60E-13 0.04836 6.62E-08 1.30E-09
BESD 34.10% -10% 26.70% 28.40%
is therefore no guarantee that participants interpret these criteria the
same way we do.
An online survey was developed with HTML and PHP, using a
MySQL database to hold the data collected. Participants were pre-
sented with paired music clips and asked to evaluate them using the
four criteria described. Each of the four criteria has a multiple choices
question structured as:
Which piece do you find more pleasing? “Clip A"/“Clip
B”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
Where the last word (e.g. “pleasing”) is dependent on the crite-
ria. We also include the more neutral answers “Neither” and “Both
Equally” to avoid randomness in the data from participants who can-
not decide which clip satisfies their evaluation, according to the crite-
ria better or worse. Other benefits of doing this are: avoiding partic-
ipant frustration, and giving us potential information on interesting
individual pairs, where the pieces are considered equally good/bad.
8.2.1 Music Piece Generation
Eight clips were created for each group (normal and random fitness),
for a total of 18 pieces4. The neural networks were allowed to evolve
for 100 generations, using the first ten notes of the melody as a refer-
ence point for the evolution. The clips used in the experiment were
4The list and the generated music for the various groups can be accessed at
http://msci.itu.dk/Primal-ImprovFiles/.
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FIGURE 8.5: Example of the outputs of two modules
based on Bach’s Minuet in G.
not selected from a pool, but were the result of a singular execution
of the program. The melodies used are a mix of classical melodies,
traditional songs and one melody composed by the author.
8.2.2 Results and Analysis
The data collected amounts to a total of 538 answers for each of the
four evaluation criteria from 87 participants. Table 8.1 shows how
many responses were obtained for each criteria and how many neu-
tral answers were collected.
For now we only consider definitive answers (i.e. the participant
chooses one of the music clips presented); we will look at the impact
of the neutral answers at the end of this section. Under the definite
choice constraint, the data becomes Boolean: the answers are either
“user chose the clip generated with the complete system” or “user chose
the generated with the random fitness function”. To analyse this data we
use a two-tailed binomial test, which is an exact test of the statistical
significance of deviations from a theoretically expected random dis-
tribution of observations in the two categories. The null hypothesis is
that both categories are equally likely to occur and, as we have only
two possible outcomes, that probability is 0.5. The Binomial Effect
Size Display (BESD) [204] is another way of looking at the effects of
treatments by considering the increase of success through interven-
tions. This is an interesting measure, as it elucidates how much of an
effect is created, in our case, by the introduction of even very simple
fitness functions.
As it can be seen in Table 8.1, there is a strong statistical signifi-
cance (p < 0.05) for all the criteria, although there is a clearly smaller
effect on the randomness criteria (p ≈ 0.048) This means that the null
hypothesis can be refuted and a difference in distribution can be in-
ferred between choosing the music generated with (and without) the
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described fitness functions. This indicates that music generated by
the complete system is considered more pleasing, less random, more
interesting and more harmonious than music generated by the de-
generate system with random fitness. The BESD values reflect what
can be inferred from the p-values; it can be observed that for the ran-
domness criterion the effect is small (-10%) confirming that, while the
p-value is significant, people cannot easily distinguish emergent mu-
sical structures. This result could be explained by the high freedom
left to the ANNs and by the short length of the generated pieces,
which might not have been long enough for participants to discern
emergent patterns and make a judgement.
8.2.3 Demographics
Our participant’s population is composed by 62 males, 14 females,
and 7 people that did not specify their gender. The average age is
37.46 (stdev 17.72). Participants were asked to rate their skill with a
music instrument and their knowledge of music theory according to
a five point Likert scale (0 to 4). The participants reported a similar
level of musical training (avg: 1.11, stdev: 1.01, mode: 0) and instru-
ment skill (avg: 1.36, stdev: 1.19, mode: 0). The homogeneity of the
population may explain how, however we partition the population,
we find no significant difference in the results.
8.2.4 Conclusions
This paper describes a system for co-evolution of melody-producing
modules, which can work both as an arranger for a predefined me-
lody, or a real-time improvisational system. The main features of the
system are: emergence of musical structures out of very simple rules,
not requiring direct human input, and adaptiveness to a human mu-
sician.
A quantitative user study has been described, comparing the com-
plete system with one using a random fitness function. As described
in the Results and Analysis session we have shown a statistical signifi-
cant preference in all criteria (interestingness, less randomness, pleasant-
ness and harmoniousness) for the complete system. This shows that
the fitness function evaluated, while extremely simple, does guide
the evolution of the modules to create something more interesting
than the networks themselves could otherwise produce. Clearly this
does not prove that the system actually produces interesting music,
but we believe it is a first step in showing the potential of PRIMAL-
IMPROV.
This system is still in its infancy and there are many improve-
ments that can be implemented, yet we believe that there are a cou-
ple of crucial problems that we will address immediately. The first
is that the current implementation of the system is limited to two
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modules; it would be interesting to find out how the system reacts
with a larger number. The fitness functions will likely require adjust-
ment to avoid a cacophony effect, due to too many modules playing
simultaneously. An interesting phenomenon that appears in some
of the music pieces created for the user study is a “ringing” effect
(like an old time phone): this is due to the neural networks produc-
ing very short notes (1/96th of a measure) repeatedly. This is a very
“non-human” way of playing and, while emulating a human player
is not an objective of the system, this effect seems to be negatively
perceived by listeners, so it might need to be addressed and elimi-
nated. Finally, maybe the greatest challenge of the current system is
that the evolutionary process is too slow to effectively work in real-
time. This is due to the rhythm representation (see Figure 8.3), which
for each evaluation forces us to construct very large arrays (in the de-
fault MIDI standard there are 24 pulses per quarter note). Once these
issues are resolved, we plan to conduct qualitative experiments with
musicians playing with the system in real-time, in order to find out
how the interaction between the players unfolds, and what kind of
creative improvisations can result.
In summary, we present (i) a novel co-evolutionary system for
improvisation and melody arrangement and (ii) a quantitative study
showing how even from very simple rules some interesting content
seems to emerge.
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Discussion
This thesis set out to explore how music can be automatically gener-
ated to express affect in order to influence player experience in ga-
mes. Towards that end, we have described our initial studies in ex-
pressing moods through the generation of ambient music in (Chap-
ter 4). While these initial tests showed some promise, we quickly re-
alised the quality of the produced music was not enough to maintain
the listener’s interest for the longer periods of time that the game
domain would require. The METACOMPOSE system was designed
to create more structured and varied music in real-time, through
a combination of a graph traversal-based chord sequence genera-
tor, an evolutionary search-based melody generator, a pattern-based
accompaniment generator, and affective improvisation. MetaCom-
pose achieves this mood expressive music by creating a composition
(a chord sequence, a melody, a basic rhythm, and basic arpeggio),
which is then rendered in real-time by a number of improvisational
modules. These modules use the mood expression theory described
in Section 5.2.2 to change the way they express the information con-
tained in the composition, achieving different affective expression. Sev-
eral studies have been conducted to validate the system’s structure
(Section 6.1) and the expressive capabilities of the system (Sections 6.2
and 6.3). The results of this last study highlight how, while our mood
expression theory is far from perfect, it allows for reliable expres-
sion of arousal and of strong differences in valence. Moreover transi-
tions between affective states are generally correctly perceived which
means that, while there might be disagreement between how to an-
notate the expression of a particular piece, participants distinguish
changes in expression (e.g. more negative).
To explore the final research question of this thesis – How do
players react to exposition to such music while playing a game? –
we performed an experiment where METACOMPOSE has been ap-
plied to create background music for the game of Checkers. Results
show how the usage of the METACOMPOSE system while trying to
express affect consistently with the current game state is better per-
ceived by the players compared with random affective states and
static expression. Data from physiological sensors did not yield sig-
nificant results, yet they suggests that the music with consistent ex-
pression could have a different effect on the players compared with
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the other groups. It is important to note that a low number of partici-
pants and high variance in the analysis does not allow us to strongly
support this hypothesis.
This thesis has thus explored how to create a dynamic, adaptive,
and affective music system and provides early results on how can
this kind of music can influence players. During this exploration we
have, however, found a number of limitations to the system, expres-
sion theory, and to the generality of the conclusions. In this chap-
ter we discuss the limitations, insights, and possible improvements,
which we have observed based on these studies. In Section 9.2 we
will delineate some future avenues of research.
9.1 Limitations
In this section we discuss how the design choices and the domain in
which this thesis was developed create some limitations on the gen-
erality of the conclusions reached. The limitations discussed in this
section include: design decisions, implementation of specific algo-
rithms, and domain specific problems.
9.1.1 Limitations of METACOMPOSE
In order to develop METACOMPOSE we had to make a number of
design decisions, among these the choice of the various techniques
applied to the composition generation. While the study described in
Section 6.1 shows how each part of the system adds to the quality of
the produced music, it is noteworthy that this gives us no compari-
son with music composed by humans.
While creating music that would be perceived to have the same
overall quality as music written by a human was not one of the objec-
tives of this thesis, it is important to note that listeners might dislike
music that can be easily identified as not made by a human. A way
to understand how much of an impact this has on the perception of
METACOMPOSE’s music, would be to conduct a study to compare
the music generated by METACOMPOSE to music created by a hu-
man. The intrinsic problem of this type of experiment is that META-
COMPOSE presents a “compositional style” (i.e. small loopable com-
positions) and would very likely be very easy to distinguish from
most human-composed music. This could create a polarization of
the participants’ answers, with a likely bias against the system. A so-
lution would be to have the human compose in a similar style to the
generator, yet this raises the ethical question of how much should we
“constrain” the human.
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9.1.2 Limitations of our Mood Expression Theory
As discussed in Chapter 6, and specifically in Section 6.3, our mood
expression theory has shown adequate success in expressing identi-
fiable mood states in music. Yet, while expression of arousal seems to
be almost always correctly perceived, we find some problems in the
expression of valence. This problem mostly appears as difficulties
in distinguishing between gradations of valence, and changes in va-
lence expression caused by variables connected with arousal in our
theory.
To properly identify the source of the problem we plan to con-
duct separate studies on each musical feature. Apart from allowing
us to build a better model, this would also allow us to better ex-
plore the nature of the relationships between each feature and the
two axes of the affect model. The main interest point would be to
find out if these relationships are linear (as we have assumed until
now) or not, as is more likely. It is worth noting that, even if we
could properly describe the relationships between each feature and
the valence/arousal axes, it is likely that interplay between features
might change the affect expression.
Another limitation of this theory can be found in the model of af-
fect that we have adopted. While Russell’s bi-dimensional model of
affect is the most accepted one, there is no real guarantee that it is the
best fit for the capabilities of METACOMPOSE, or is the best model
to describe game emotions. Since Russell described his circumplex
model of affect in 1980, many more models have been proposed, of-
ten presenting different relationships between valence and arousal
(Vector model [210], Positive activation - negative activation [115]),
or the introduction of other dimensions (Pleasure, Arousal and Dom-
inance emotional state model [211], Lövheim’s cube of emotion [212]).
9.1.3 Limitations of the domain
Cultural limitations
A clear limitation of this work is the limited cultural diversity in-
cluded in our studies. The mood expression theory, as well as the
theory behind METACOMPOSE, is strongly based to Western music,
which makes all our results limited to the Western cultural frame-
work. We have tried to conduct the experiment described in Sec-
tion 4.4 in different cultures (South Korea, Russia, and Arabic coun-
tries), yet we had little success in gathering sufficient data to pro-
vide a comparative analysis. Another issue of this study is that the
main purpose was to allow participants to describe the expression of
the clips through free-text answers, and the analysis of these kinds
of answers for very different languages provided many unexpected
challenges (e.g. in Korean the “word stemming” process is not really
applicable).
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Moreover, that experiment was based on the Moody Music Gen-
erator, which created ambient music that might be culturally more
easily accepted due to its lack of clear structure compared to the mu-
sic created by METACOMPOSE. For this reason we believe that these
experiments would tell us little (even if we had enough data) of the
effect of METACOMPOSE’s affect expression across multiple cultures.
It is our belief that our theory would not travel well to other cul-
tures, given the great differences that can arise between music, both
in accepted rhythms and harmony.
Perceived affect vs. Elicited affect
In this thesis we explore how to express perceivable moods in mu-
sic; it has to be underlined that this is a very different problem than
arousing such affective states in the listener. While research shows
that listeners can perceive the emotional content of specific types of
music [213], the study of elicited (or evoked) music has more am-
biguous results. The main problem of this type of research is that
evoked emotions happen internal to the listener, making the deci-
sion of a criterion or measurement to assess the emotional state com-
plicated. The most common measurements (often used in combina-
tion) for both perceived and elicited affect are: self-report, physiolog-
ical responses, and expressive behaviour. In most studies presented
in this thesis, self-report and comparative methodologies have been
used. In Chapter 7, we also included physiological measures. Ex-
pressive behaviour is the observation of outwards manifestations of
affective states, the most common approaches being: electromyogra-
phy (EMG), head shakes observation, posture observation, and eye-
tracking. Electromyography is especially interesting as it has been
shown to correlate with valence [214], [215]. Nonetheless we have
not included such measurements in any of the studies mostly for
two reasons: EMG is fairly invasive and possibly detrimental to the
experience, and such measurements require an experimental set-up
unsuitable for larger studies.
While we cannot show any results on elicited affect we believe
that, in the games domain, perception should be the most impor-
tant aspect to study. In fact there are many more factors at play than
just the music while playing a game, such as aesthetics, current state
of the game, game genre, game mechanics, etc. It is worth noting
that research seems to point at a correlation between perceived and
elicited affect [216], yet it is clear that there is a distinction between
the two, as different studies show inconclusive and conflicting rela-
tionships between the two [217], [218]. It is clear that there is still
more research to do on this topic, moreover there is a disagreement
over the validity of self-reporting of affective states as Zentner et al.
hypothesize how participants might not be reporting “true” emotion,
but perceived emotion [219].
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FIGURE 9.1: A player interacts with a game and
through this interaction updates an emotional model
and an affective music generator (MetaCompose). The
game, potentially through designer annotation, tells
the music generator in what emotional state it would
like the player to be. At the same time an emotional
model of the player estimates the current emotional
state of the player. The music composer, by consulting
the emotional model decides what affective expression
to put in the music. Finally by listening to the music
the player’s emotional state is influenced.
9.2 Future work
9.2.1 Extensibility of affective music generation for ga-
mes
The work described in this thesis could be applied and extended to
affect the emotional state of a player. We propose a system with four
main components, as can be seen in Figure 9.1: a player, a game, an
emotional model, and an affective music generator (MetaCompose).
The player, being human, possesses an emotional state which might
vary depending on the game. Of course this emotional state depends
on many external factors besides the game but, as these factors are
uncontrollable, when looking at this as a closed system we assume
that changes are triggered by the interaction of the player with the
other components of the system. Players can get frustrated, find so-
lace, relax, get excited, and much more by playing a game; what we
would like to explore is the effect of affective music on this process,
specifically if the use of specific affective expressive music could in-
fluence the player’s experience and emotional state. A clear problem
arising from this system is how to detect the player’s emotional state;
an emotional model of the player could be created through data min-
ing techniques on a combination of in-game data, self-report, and
physiological measures. This would allow us to experiment on how
different expression in music might affect the player depending on
her current state.
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We realize that reliably evoking emotional states is a difficult (and
possibly impossible) task, as other factors could overshadow the mu-
sic’s effect, for example the game-play itself or the graphic aesthetics.
Still, we believe that this approach would be interesting to explore
fully, as it would allow us to explore many complex and interesting
questions such as: how does perception of affective music change
when the listener is in different emotional states, how much can mu-
sic influence the user of an interactive application, and how can emo-
tional models be used to generate affective content.
9.2.2 Extensibility of METACOMPOSE
Metacompose has been designed with a modular structure, as de-
scribed in Chapter 5, to allow for easy improvement of specific parts.
While the system is functional and complete, many improvements to
different parts of the generation or improvisational modules could be
implemented.
The main improvement that the system would benefit from is bet-
ter handling of transitions between one composition (or affective ex-
pression) and the next. These are currently very drastic, with clean
cut transitions between different compositions, and linear gradients
between parameters. While the musical product of these very sim-
ple transition mechanisms is not necessarily jarring, there is no guar-
antee of a pleasant transition. One of the possible solutions to this
problem is for the system to generate very small compositions to act
as “bridges” between the two compositions. This would be mainly
an harmonic problem, as the two compositions could be in differ-
ent keys and we would want the “bridge” to smooth this harmonic
change. This problem could be approached by extending the chord
sequence generation module. Of course harmony should not be the
only factor to consider, as voicing and rhythm would also play a role.
Another clear improvement to the chord sequence module is that
the graph we currently utilize only allows for the creation of se-
quences in major keys. An expansion of such a graph to allow for
minor keys would likely increase the “musical range” of the gener-
ator – the amount of potential musical pieces that can be generated.
This extension would require some rethinking of the dissonance in-
troduction technique, as this currently assumes that the piece is in a
major key. A possible solution would be to randomly choose which
degrees to alter, but that might lead to a loss of all harmonic struc-
ture. This could be mitigated by a weighted selection of degrees to
alter, based on harmonic distance from the original key.
When considering a practical application of METACOMPOSE, we
cannot imagine that each game music (or interactive environment)
composer would be happy to just use the basic improvisational mod-
ules. In fact we immediately realized that, as different applications
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would require different aesthetics, it was important to give the com-
poser a measure of control over the style of the produced music. The
improvisational modules can be rewritten to change the way the ba-
sic composition is rendered, moreover the combination and number
of such modules can be fully customized. We expect that this will
satisfy most users to adapt METACOMPOSE to their purposes. Sadly
we haven’t been able to explore how composers might use this sys-
tem, which at the moment will at least require a small amount of pro-
gramming experience. We expect the improvisational modules class
would require some re-designing to make it more accessible and eas-
ily modifiable. We discuss some possible future improvements in
more detail in Section 9.2.3.
Another extensibility of the improvisational modules of META-
COMPOSE lies in the substitution of these through ANNs. An exam-
ple already briefly discussed in the thesis would be to use modules
evolved with the Primal-Improv system. While we haven’t been able
to explore this application yet, we expect that the structured form of
METACOMPOSE’s composition generation would temper the inhu-
man emergent music characteristics of Primal-Improv. A different
approach would be to train ANNs on a specific corpus with the ob-
jective of extrapolating a specific style. This approach would create
a series of challenges, especially: what would the inputs/outputs of
the ANNs be, and how can these be related to the compositions gener-
ated by METACOMPOSE. This would be a highly complex problem,
as we would need to extrapolate a structure resembling the compo-
sition abstraction from each musical piece in the training corpus. A
better solution might be to use artificial evolution to evolve the mod-
ules and then evaluating the musical product of the modules (based
on many METACOMPOSE compositions) with a specific genre or cor-
pus. A possible way to define such an evaluation function – which
is a non-trivial problem, as defining the characteristics of a genre is
very difficult – could be approached by training a classifier (ANN)
on a corpus of representative pieces of a musical genre. This method,
especially with the development of Deep Learning, has shown some
good results, as discussed in Section 2.4.5.
Another clear improvement for the system lies in its real-time
synthesizers: currently METACOMPOSE uses the basic Java MIDI syn-
thesizers which, apart from being rather limited, do not produce
very high quality audio. What would be extremely interesting is to
give METACOMPOSE access to fully programmable synthesizers, and
then including timbre-generation as part of the affective expression.
Through this, the system would be able to create appropriate timbres
for each affective expression required. One of the main challenges of
this approach would be making the transition between timbres non-
disruptive to the listeners. The introduction of “transitional” compo-
sitions (as discussed previously in this section) might be used to alle-
viate the transition between different timbres, either through stylistic
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expedients or through intermediate timbres.
A final consideration is that, while METACOMPOSE’s main objec-
tive is to be used in the games domain, the current implementation
presents some technical issues that limit its integration. The main
problem is that it is currently implemented in Java, which is not eas-
ily integrable with the most common game engines. The decision
to use this specific programming language was motivated by it be-
ing the most used language in our research group when this PhD
study began. Currently an interactive application (game or other)
can communicate with METACOMPOSE through the TCP/IP proto-
col. This way, applications written in any language are able to con-
trol the METACOMPOSE system, but this also means that the applica-
tion and METACOMPOSE are two different programs running at the
same time on the user’s computer. Obviously this makes applica-
tions using METACOMPOSE hard to distribute and creates unneces-
sary complexity that would be unwanted by the developers. The best
solution, although time consuming, would be to reimplement META-
COMPOSE in a language more easily integrable with common game
engines. Even better, the creation of a library and APIs would make
the integration and use of METACOMPOSE in commercial projects
more attractive and viable.
9.2.3 Composers and METACOMPOSE
An interesting question that arises from the METACOMPOSE is how
well it could be used in game-production, especially how easily can
the improvisational modules be rewritten or improved on by a com-
poser. We would want to involve some composers in the process
and using their feedback find out how METACOMPOSE could be im-
proved to become a product that can be integrated in commercial
applications. Currently some programming knowledge and under-
standing of the system architecture is needed, we assume that changes
to the structure of the improvisational modules will be necessary to
“hide” all parameters unnecessary to the definition of an improvi-
sational style. Still, only through conversation with the end-users –
the composers – can we properly define the level of abstraction and
control needed. Moreover currently METACOMPOSE does not have
a graphical user interface, as it is designed as a back-end process. We
expect that a minimal interface for testing, if not even an interface for
module production, will be strongly requested by the composers.
9.2.4 Extensibility of Primal-Improv: Modular Semi-
Autonomous Acoustic Robots
In this section we discuss the usage of Primal-Improv as a controller
for an embodied robotic system, with the primary objectives of cre-
ating a flexible robotic instrument/improviser and exploring how
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users react to this type of systems. Throughout our lives we, as hu-
mans, exhibit in many different ways some aspects of creativity: we
create books, music, movies, paintings, etc. The field of computa-
tional creativity has been active for decades studying how comput-
ers can also display creative behaviours or interact with humans to
facilitate the creation of art (or any kind of content).
Computers are obviously very different from us, we have bio-
logical bodies that work very differently compared to the compo-
nents of machines. In this field computers are often synonymous
with software, little attention is given to the fact that when humans
create they also exist in a physical space, while the algorithm only
acts inside a virtual confine. We feel that there is great potential in
embodying these creative machines in physical robots. Moreover in
robotics the focus is often on achieving an objective, while disregard-
ing that in the interaction with humans there needs to be a social as-
pect. The field of Computer/Human interaction has been working
on such types of interaction for a long while, but the biggest efforts
can be seen in humanoid robots and simulation of facial expressions
[220], [221]. While these approaches are completely valid, arguably
at the present time they are stuck in the “uncanny valley”, the phe-
nomenon where humans find disturbing when things look almost-
human but lack some features that we recognize in each other [222].
Various examples of music making robots can be found in the liter-
ature and art community [223], [224]. Yet, these are mostly systems
designed to just work for their specific task; through the extension of
Primal-Improv we intend to define general design rules that would
allow other researchers and the industry to make their robots more
creative and social through the creation of acoustic feedback, be it
music or just sounds.
The main system that we propose is a modular robot able to cre-
ate music autonomously and in collaboration with a human. This
system is driven by Primal-Improv, as described in Chapter 8. Each
robotic module is designed to analogically create monophonic sounds;
these can be achieved in different ways (strings, percussions, and less
conventional methods) to create a possibly unique ensemble.
The system described as above is an autonomous system but, by
giving the system the ability to listen to its surroundings, interaction
with a user can be achieved. In this case the modules will not only
be able to tell what each other is doing, but also what the human is
playing. The evolutionary algorithm, by definition, will continue to
try to optimize the modules to play well with each other and the hu-
man, leading to a form of guided improvisation. In this scenario the
human actor can be considered as a module over which the system
has no influence. An interesting aspect to explore is how this kind
of interaction affects the human and his/her perception of the robot.
We believe that this knowledge might be generalizable, leading to
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a better understanding of the interaction relationships between hu-
mans and creative robots.
The modular design has two main objectives: one is purely artis-
tic, allowing the human to create many different morphologies, the
other is to explore scalability and integration of the system with other
robots. For example, our system could be integrated in other robots
lacking social skills to better give feedback to human actors.
Robotics and Modularity in Instruments
Modular robotics is a research paradigm wherein robots are con-
structed through assembling, usually reconfigurable, modular parts.
Modularity meaning that the “robot is built from several physically
independent units that encapsulate some of the complexity of their
functionality” [225]. In our system this means that we encapsulate
instrumental features and allow them to be connected to an instru-
ment with a docking slot. Modular robots are categorized as being
either homogeneous (one module type) or heterogeneous (multiple
module types) [225]. How different compartments of a heteroge-
neous modular robot can work together and how these compart-
ments – be it strings, keys, snares, drums – form effective compli-
ances. A lot of work has been done on modular robots for various
purposes but there is almost no implementation of modular robotic
elements in the generation of acoustics. One prominent approach
is presented by Rogers et al. [226] where monochord and cylindri-
cal aerophone robotic musical instruments are independently con-
trollable robotic units that make up an instrument ensemble. Aside
from the concept of modularity in instruments, a lot of work has been
done on the implementation of robotic instruments [227].
A notable robotic implementation called Mechbass comes very
close to our proposed idea of the modular instrument [228]. Mech-
bass is composed of four bass strings that can be plucked individu-
ally. While Mechbass is a platform that can only reproduce prede-
fined music, our system will allow for improvisation.
9.2.5 Influence on player experience in more varied con-
texts
The reader might have been wondering about the choice of the game
of Checkers in the study described in Chapter 7: why choose this
classical boardgame compared to other games? We thought Check-
ers would provide a good first use-case of METACOMPOSE thanks to
its extremely minimal narrative and aesthetics; in fact, when com-
paring it to similar games like Chess, Checkers only has two types of
pieces and even these pieces have weaker narrative-intrinsic names:
men and kings (in some languages “ladies”). A natural next step in
exploring the effect of the music generated by METACOMPOSE on
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player experience would be to apply it to an opposite case: a so-
called adventure game (the genre is also referred to as ‘point-and-
click’).
We plan to conduct a similar experiment to the one described in
Chapter 7 using the game briefly described in Section 4.3.2. This
would mean observing how differently people would perceive the
game based on three experimental settings: 1) the background music
reflects and supports the in-game narrative, 2) the changes in mood
expression happen randomly while during gameplay, and 3) the mu-
sic never changes expression. An additional setup that would also
be interesting to observe is a dynamic and adaptive music, but con-
trasting the narrative of the game. This study would not only give us
invaluable insight in the effect of music on narrative perception, but
– coupled with the Checkers experiment – would create the basis for
analysing the effect of affective expressive music in more complex
games.
9.3 Summary
This chapter concludes this thesis by discussing the insights obtained
through our various work on exploring how dynamic and affective
music generation can be achieved and used in games. During the
various experiments we conducted, a number of limitations of the
generality of the results obtained were found. The most important
of these is the lack of a culturally diverse setting for our evalua-
tions, and the use in METACOMPOSE of Western music conventions.
This means that the results here described are specific to Western
culture/music, and would likely change in a different cultural and
musical setup. We have also presented in this chapter a number of
possible improvements and future work that could address some of
these limitations and would, in general, be interesting to pursue.
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